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Abstract
Walking is so fundamental in everyday life that it is, for most people, an uncon-
scious action. Loss or limitations in the ability to walk or stand directly impair
our mobility and independence. Reasons of limitations can be stroke, paraple-
gia, or other damages to nerves, muscles, tendons, or limbs, encephalitis, brain
abscesses, myopathies and further incidents and diseases afecting the motor
control or the musculoskeletal system. In many cases, patients can be helped by,
e.g., the use of orthoses for the lower limbs which assist to support the body and
enable the patients to regain their movement abilities.
Important factors and problems dominate the choice and usage of the suitable
device: (i) Individualisation: The individual patients’ neurological status and
remaining motor function have to be compatible with the support provided by
the device. Particularly with regard to preserve—and not to interfere with—the
remaining abilities, the device is selected to provide as little support as possible.
As the remaining abilities largely vary with the individual expression of medical
indications, the matching process is personalised and patient centred. (ii) Spe-
cialised Design: The movements a device supports are determined by its con-
troller. Thereby, mobility is often limited to one or two basic movements, like
walking and sitting. This specialisation imposes restrictions on the patient’s mo-
bility. (iii) Target Group: The matching of the individual’s need for assistance
with the controller’s abilities substantially restrict the target group of a device.
(iv) Asymmetric Use: Patients often favour their healthy limb, leading to asym-
metric gait and other gait deviations, implying consequential damage. (v) Device
Acceptance and User Opinions: Device acceptance by its user is afected by
many factors, as, for instance, comfort, the applicability in daily activities, cos-
metic factors, and the patients’ impression if their opinions were considered in
the process of device selection. Several studies indicate that, although a device
might it from an orthopaedic point of view, 60% up to nearly 100% of patients
abandoned it for subjective reasons.
Here, we assume that all these ive problems can be addressed by the device’s
controller. So far, controllers are only used to tackle some of these problems
isolated. We propose a modular controller architecture, which is designed for
lexible use, expandability, and adaptation, e.g., learning from individually ob-
served gait samples and intent recognition, solving the set of problems. The
development was realised on a semi-active Knee-Ankle-Foot-Orthosis with hy-
draulic knee-damper and tested on a healthy walker.
To address specialised design, we develop a controller based on a gait-indepen-
dent formalism: An artiicial neural network abstracts gait progress by decoding
the sensory input. On top of this gait progress representation a device-speciic
network provides hardware control. To facilitate individualisation, the gait pro-
gress representation is learned from the patient’s gait samples, and a user inter-
face allows direct user-interaction to deine the control output, embedding the
user’s opinions directly in the process to provide support for the individual mo-
tions. The use of artiicial neural networks provides adaptation algorithms.
The support of individual gaits leads itself to a specialisation of the controller.
Here, we developed fast and reliable intent recognition with gait switching. The
switching is done between per-gait modules, which consist of networks for gait
progress abstraction, control output generation and internal models to predict
gait dynamics. The prediction error identiies the optimal gait. This modular
approach does not limit the number of movements, in contrast, it allows to extend
the controller by further gaits in a formalised manner. It completes the solution
to the problem of specialised design with a formalism which allows to extend
the number of supported gaits with respect to the patient’s requirements.
The proposed controller architecture focuses on the patient’s gait dynamics. The
used sensors describe the joint dynamics and are not bound to a speciic hardware-
design. Tests on two variations of the presented orthosis prototype support this
hypotheses. This reduces the requirements on the patients’ remaining abilities to
the initiation of periodic motion with the support of the orthosis, expanding the
target group. The support of individual gait allows the patients to develop their
own gait, the patients do not have to force their gait into a pattern recognisable
by the controller, providing a possibility for more symmetric gait.
In a gait laboratory study, combining motion capture and electromyography, we
investigated the user-device-interaction and how it alters the subject’s gait. We
found that 1. the deviations imposed by the hardware dominate those by the con-
troller, 2. we located the upper body as the place with the largest deviations,
and 3. we conclude that controller optimisation can be driven by a careful ana-
lysis of additional muscular activity in electromyographic recordings. This study
shows that the presented controller supports the healthy walker’s gait, but shows
the limitations of the controller’s impact due to hardware and sensory restric-
tions. The localisation of gait deviations identiies potential for manual and on-
line controller-adaptation.
To summarise, in this thesis we developed a controller on an orthosis prototype
with a healthy walker based on a modular architecture allowing individual patient
support. The system learns in a training process from observed gait samples and
allows a simple and fast adaptation to gait changes and, in addition, enables easy
extensions with further gaits. The evaluation of the user-device-interaction in-
dicates deviations in the upper body and muscle work against the orthosis. This
relation enables us in the next steps to infer how the devices’ support can be
optimised and how an automatic adaptation mechanism can quantify its impact
on the patient’s gait. Based on the here presented groundwork of an adaptive
controller architecture, now it is possible to develop an observing, adapting con-
troller, which is capable of basic patient surveillance, complementing medical
treatment and rehabilitation.
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BCI brain computer interface.
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EMG electromyography.
FES functional electrical stimulation.
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FSR force sensing resistor.
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IMU inertia measurement unit.
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MUAP motor unit action potential.
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Our freedom can be measured by the number of things
we can walk away from.
Source unknown (attributed to Vernon Howard)
1
Introduction
When we move in our environment every day, for most of us walking is an un-
conscious, an unnoticed act.
Nonetheless, bipedal gait is inherently unstable [66, 104], as the centre of mass
(COM) is high above the ground; with only two legs, we can achieve no static sta-
bility. Therefore, we need additional efort to balance the body, using additional
sensory cues, like the sense of balance and vision.
This increases the complexity of bipedal locomotion in comparison to other
kinds of locomotion based on a higher number of legs which provide static stabil-
ity without balancing. As a consequence, while many animals can walk within
hours of their birth, the formation of a mature gait takes years in humans. Al-
though a step relex exists from birth on, we observe that learning to walk is
far from easy, when children in western cultures start their irst steps with help
around the age of one [96]. The process of gait maturation then goes to around
three to seven years [22, 96], depending on the associated characteristics.
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The importance of locomotion surfaces, when pain, or bandages hinder our
movements, or we are constrained to a wheelchair or a bed. While reasons are
manifold, a reduction of our mobility directly conines the number of things we
can do independently. Crossing gaps, navigating stairs, obstacles and uneven
ground become hurdles, which to overcome we need assistance.
To provide this assistance many supporting technologies have been developed.
From simple splints, crutches, wheelchairs, prostheses, orthoses as a more gen-
eral form of splints, to modern exoskeletons. All these devices can be used to
assist movement with the aim to restore stability, mobility and in the end inde-
pendence.
From a medical point of view, the choice
Figure 1.1.: A picture of the author test-
ing the presented prototype on stairs.
of assistive technology depends on the pa-
tient’s conditions and if these are compat-
ible with given support and the load the
device puts onto its user. For orthoses,
it is important that the device is not giv-
ing too much support, lest the user’s abil-
ities might degrade due to missing train-
ing. The opposite efect should be achie-
ved with a carefully chosen device [35, 36]:
An increase in the range of kinematic para-
meters and walking speed.
After all, these devices change their sub-
jects’ gaits. To the better, for they regain
mobility, but at the same time the design
of the splint and especially its joints limit
movements [61]. Thus, the devices requi-
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re the user to adapt their gait; this fact and the underlying medical reason often
results in asymmetric gait with secondary conditions [21]. The comfort a patient
experiences with a speciic device is naturally a very subjective impression.






Figure 1.2.: This thesis’ topic lies in
the cross section of machine-learning,
robotics and orthopaedic technology.
Our focus lies on the technical aspects
of the orthotic device’s controller, but
the introduction will include a mixed
background from all ields.
deine if the device really is used or aban-
doned in the end. It depends on the com-
fort provided in every day life, for example
the ability to easily don/dof the device as
well as on cosmetic properties, i.e., how
the device alters users in their perception
of their own, or those of others [3, 61, 83].
[44] cites several studies whose subjects
abandoned their orthoses with rates in a
range “from 60% to nearly 100%”: in
the case of [76] 35 of 60 users of lower
extremity braces abandoned their devices.
In another survey targeting 250 veterans
at 22 months after rehabilitation program-
mes, only 16 of 73 reached patients were
still actively using their braces, the other
78% had abandoned their devices [32]. In [64], of 35 replies 31% indicated to
not use their brace anymore and “60% continued to use their wheelchair as their
main means of displacement”. These abandonment rates give a huge weight to
the patient’s perspective of the prescribed brace.
This thesis evolved around a BFNT-Göttingen project in collaboration with the
company Otto Bock HealthCare GmbH to design and implement an adaptive
controller for a semi-active Knee-Ankle-Foot-Orthosis (KAFO), which spans
from the upper thigh down to, including, the foot (see Figure 1.1). The knee joint
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is equipped with an C-Leg™hydraulic damper, which allows applying resisting
moments to support the wearer’s body weight and help him or her to stabilise
their gait.
Our focus lies on the development of a controller architecture with extensive pa-
tient itting and behaviour adaptation. To achieve this, the presented work mixes
techniques from the ields of machine-learning/artiicial intelligence, robotics
and orthopaedic technology, as in Figure 1.2.
1.1. Problem Definition
The mechanical structure of the KAFO is intended to support their users’ body
weight while walking. It is equipped with a computer controlled hydraulic dam-
per, which allows stance- and swing-phase control. Therefore, it constitutes a
semi-active device, which allows ine grained control over passive properties of
the knee joint.
Reasons to use such a device are manifold, but generally, a loss of control or
muscle force leads to the need of assistance for standing and walking.
Given speciic patient conditions and a suitable hardware frame and support-
ive technology, in our case the hydraulic damper, the control strategy plays an
important role for the mobility the patient gains and the inal adaptation of the
device by the user, for which comfort and aesthetics also play an important role,
as has been discussed above.
In the following, we want to take a look at several aspects of the device’s lifetime
and role for the patient, which will be discussed in more detail in the following
chapters:
• Initial contact: can the device and patient work together, i.e., does the
patient fulil the requirements of the control paradigm? Training to use
the orthosis in an appropriate manner, tuning & customising the controller
to the patient including considerations (weight, comfort).
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• Every day use: how well does the control paradigm it the individual gait?
How well are diferent gaits and environments supported? Stairs, slopes,
etc..
• Long-term issues: Amount of avoidance movements, reduction of gait
deviations. Can the amount of support the device gives be adjusted to
changes in gait? Does the device track these changes? Is an expert required
to change parameters?
We propose an adaptive control paradigm, which focuses on the ability to change
the function of the device; leveraging the lexibility of the used methods, to
extend the individualisation and customisation of the controller, to achieve a
better it with the patient’s gait. This itting should be complemented by learning
from patient observations and direct patient feedback in the process. Due to this
itting and tuning process, we strive to broaden the target audience, by removal
of dynamic requirements on the patient’s gait.
1.1.1. Gait Independent Control
To allow the application of the controller to speciic gaits and environments, we
propose a model based abstraction of gait progress. Based on local sensors, the
model implements a simple kind of online gait analysis. The locality of sensors is
important to ensure easy application, especially donning/doing of the orthosis.
Thus, a suitable set of sensors has to be identiied.
1.1.2. Individual Gait Control
From controller side a few things can be done to increase device acceptance.
The controller can make it easy to use diferent gaits and the individual gait the
patients use to achieve as much mobility as they can. The device should not force
a movement or gait activation onto the patient, but should transparently support
what the patient does.
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Therefore, to support individual gaits, we propose the use of machine learning
approaches, which allow the device to learn from walking samples. At the end
of this learning phase stands a transformation from individual gait to an abstract
and general representation of gait progress, which allows the patient to inluence
the device’s behaviour in a predictable manner.
1.1.3. Multi-Gait and Environment Support
As diferent gaits and environments require diferent patient-support, the con-
troller has to actively support changes in gait. Problems to achieve this aim are
the balance between reliable gait recognition without fatal false positives and
fast reaction times, which seamlessly integrate into regular walking.
To achieve this, we again propose model based approaches to identify the ongo-
ing motion as part of an online gait analysis process.
1.1.4. Adaptive Gait Control
To gain lexible control, all steps of the proposed controller have to be designed
to facilitate this aim and enable change at runtime or in controlled phases. An
important aspect for our design are guiding and screening applications.
Patients adapt their gait to orthosis use from initial itting [35] over a timescale
of months [36]. The authors in [36] show changes in kinematic variables like
velocity, stride length, peak knee lexion and others. But some kinematic vari-
ables reached signiicant change levels only at the six-month mark. To keep
gait support optimal over long time scales, changes might be necessary. This
suggests including continuous gait screening which uses methods of online gait
analysis to evaluate changes in the patient’s gait to suggest device maintenance
or orthopaedic intervention.
An advanced project would be to try to guide this adaptation in a way similar to
rehabilitation training. For this to work, it is important to understand the changes
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the device induces in the patient’s gait. This allows developing cost functions
whose optimisation can help to improve the patient’s gait by gradual extension
of the patient’s mobility.
Although the inal implementation of these two aspects is beyond the scope of
this thesis, we will consider implications for controller design and discuss the op-
portunities the proposed controller opens to tackle these advanced problems.
1.2. Outline
The thesis is structured as follows (cmp. Figures 1.3 and 1.4): in chapter 2, we
will establish the necessary background and nomenclature to deal with human
gait. A short description of the dynamics will produce the general task of body
support for the lower-limbs orthosis.
With a description of walking dynamics, we will lay the foundation to take look
at gait pathologies and their treatment in chapter 3. The evaluation of existing
joint technologies and important factors in patient acceptance will provide a set
properties, an orthosis should posses. Here we carve out why the ability to fo-
cus on the individual patient will not only provide advantages in comfort, but
why this is practical and of utmost importance for the acceptance and use of
the device. After these general considerations, we present our orthosis frame
(the brace) in chapter 4. Together with the medical indication and the general
demands formulated in the previous chapters, we can identify the possible inlu-
ence on the user’s gait and we will formulate aims for the orthopaedic inluence
of a modern lower-limb orthosis.
In the following, we will take a look at the control problem in chapter 5. We
will discuss the general control task and the state of the art for the controller
side. We go on with the formulation of possibilities to gain an individualised
and adaptive orthosis controller and produce a irst abstract description of the
fundamental feed-forward controller which lies at the centre of this thesis and
which maps sensory input to a gait progress measure ϕ.
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Based on this abstract controller, we will valid-
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Figure 1.3.: Thesis outline
ate the applicability with an experiment on the
bipedal walking robot RunBot in chapter 6. In
this chapter, we will test the training approach
and gain requirements on the sensory input ne-
cessary for the feed-forward controller. The Run-
Bot experiments directly converge onto the or-
thosis hardware-equipment with sensors and the
corresponding interfaces in chapter 7.
Based on the hardware design, we can then go
on implementing the feed-forward orthosis con-
troller in chapter 8, which learns the users’ in-
dividual gait from observed samples and allows
the users to directly control the amount of sup-
port the controller applies based on the current
gait progress ϕ.
In chapter 9 we will extend the feed-forward con-
troller to support multiple gaits. This is neces-
sary, as the training of the feed-forward control-
ler not only allows supporting individual gait, but
will produce specialised gait support. Therefore,
we will extend the controller-structure with an-





























Figure 1.4.: Interaction of controller components: In the irst chapters, hu-
man gait, its pathologies and human-device-interaction deine the support the
brace should provide. This results in the formulation of the control problem
in chapter 5 and the deinition of the sensory equipment in chapters 6 and
7. Chapter 8 provides the basic feedforward controller, which is extended
with multi-gait switching in chapter 9. The device-user interaction will be
evalutaed in chapter 10.
To evaluate the efect of the orthosis onto its bearer, we will conduct present gait
lab experiments in chapter 10. Here, we will measure and discuss the efect of
the orthosis on its subject by means of MoCap and EMG analysis.
The thesis is concluded in chapter 11 with a general discussion of the controller
and its results and take an extended outlook into the possibilities this controller
provides to implement adaptive, learning and still traceable orthosis control. In
chapter 12 , we take an outlook at advanced opportunities for controller develop-










Although the primary focus of this thesis lies on robotics and machine learning,
with the application to a lower-limb orthosis we need to take aspects from ortho-
paedy, physiology, and bipedal walking into consideration, too. The orthosis,
the combination of the brace and the controller will be attached to the patient’s
leg and has the main purpose to provide support to its users when standing and
walking.
Thus, we start the work at hand with a description of human gait and the physiolo-
gical components involved in its generation to gain an understanding of what and
when the presented controller is supporting. To this end we approach bipedal
gait from the perspective of classical gait analysis, which was developed as a
diagnostic tool for orthopaedists. The nomenclature and dynamics will serve us
as a description of how gait progresses.
Based on this general description of human gait, we will consider gait patholo-
gies and discuss their treatment and open problems in the next chapter to develop
a detailed description of what the presented orthosis can and should support.
2.1. Stability of Legged Locomotion
Locomotion is the act of spatial transport, moving a being—be it an animal, hu-
man, or robot—from one place to the other. In our environment, constraining
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ourselves to land based locomotion, we see several realisations: The most com-
mon ones are legged. One can ind millipedes with several hundred legs, insects
with six legs, lots of bigger animals are quadrupeds, and last but not least hu-
mans, employing bipedal locomotion.
Here, we start the description of gait with a general discussion of stability, as
inherent instability is a fundamental property of bipedal gait, which makes bal-
ancing control and the prevention of falls so crucial and human gait so special
when compared to other forms of legged locomotion.
Depending on the number of legs, the organism makes use of diferent gaits for
locomotion. Here, a gait describes a cyclic sequence of leg movements which
will be referenced as gait cycle. Every gait has speciic dynamic properties;
gaits may be selected for speed [15], or gaits may be selected for environmental
conditions, for example when climbing stairs.
Stability of Six-Legged Gaits
Six-legged locomotion has the great advantage, that stability can be achieved at
any time. The fastest, always stable gait with six legs is the tetrapod gait, which
is moving three legs at a time in alternating pairs of triangles, so that the centre
of mass is always supported. Other possible gaits include quadruped, giving
body support with four legs and a crawl, or wave gait, which only lifts one leg
at a time. Compared to the tetrapod gait, these gaits are slower but more stable
and allow robust locomotion even in inaccessible environments.
Stability of Quadrupedal Gait
Quadrupeds employ locomotion on four legs, which allows full stability in stand-
ing and slow gaits, with just one leg in the air, but also allows for faster move-
ments with two, three or partially even all for legs of the ground as shown in
igure 2.1 for a galloping horse. For horses, for example, one distinguishes at
least walk, trot, canter, and gallop. These can be distinguished by properties
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like beat and symmetry. The beat is the rhythm, the number of audible foot con-
tacts per cycle; symmetry denotes alternating motion of leg pairs. The symmetry
of a gait is deined by the pattern of limbs moving together.
Stability of Bipedal Gait
In contrast to locomotion with four or more legs, bipedal gait is never statically
stable, as is suggested by the model of the inverted pendulum [66]: the bipedal
walker always balances against gravity. Bipedal gait can be described as con-
trolled falling-forward under inluence of gravity.
Therefore it is argued, that bipedal walking is a task of higher complexity; that it
involves more control, especially from higher levels of the nervous system. This
would be needed to incorporate additional sensory cues, for example the sense of
balance, and visual cues. In general, bipedal stability needs more sensory input
than for example a gait like the tetrapod, where in theory there is always time
to correct the foot placement to external disturbances.Due to this complexity,
it takes a human child around 7 years ([22]) to achieve stable, adult walking
patterns.
2.2. Description of Human Gait
In the previous section we stated, that there are many diferent gaits, which are
cyclic movements with the aim to reliably propel the body forward. There are
many gaits available, like running, walking, and stair climbing. And of course
there are many other forms, like walking sideways or backwards.
In this section we are presenting the nomenclature for talking about bipedal gait,
which is typically used in the analysis of gait. The characteristics depend on
the gait involved; gaits might be changed as a consequence of the individual
physiology, changes in the environment, like slopes or stairs, or speed. For gait
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changes with velocity, the exact velocity of change is commonly assumed to be
determined by energetic optimality [15, 85].
For humans walking and running are the most important gaits, whereas we are
restraining ourselves to walking in this work, especially due to the higher impact
forces related to the light phase involved in running gait, for which the foot
frames of many orthoses, including the presented orthoses, are not optimal.
2.2.1. A Short History of Gait Analysis
Reference [1] gives a nice summary over early gait analysis, starting with re-
corded statements dating back as far as to Aristotle (384-322 BCE). With time,
theoretical considerations and observation of gait were extended with a physiolo-
gical, anatomical, and mechanical understanding of the human body. Later on,
observational methods were reined with instrumentation. Here, instrumentation
means subject- as well as environmental-instrumentation, like instrumented joint
angle-sensors, shoes or force measuring plates in the ground, which were in use
already in the late 19th century.
Photography based gait observation developed in the 19th century, too. First
installations ranged from a set of cameras to the development of high-speed
cameras, showing the gait as a sequence of pictures which could be animated
or superimposed on the same photo plate. Figure 2.1 shows an early application
of this technique, which settled the discussion over the existence of a light phase
in horse’s gallop.
Already at around 1890 the irst 3D-reconstruction of human gait has been per-
formed in the labs of Braune and Fischer, long before modern high-speed, multi-
camera installations allow the computer-aided, model based 3d-reconstruction of
motion. For more information, please take a look at section 10.1.1.
In the 1960s and 1970s electromyographic recordings were introduced to record
muscle activation in the living object. This technique is presented in more detail
in section 10.1.2.
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Figure 2.1.: Eadweard Muybridge’s photographs of a galloping horse, as
taken for Leland Stanford in 1877. With these photographs, Stanford settled
an ongoing argument in the USA, if the horse’s gallop included a light phase
and are a famous example of photography based gait analysis. In 1872 the




All these tools have been applied to observe human gait, understand human gait
dynamics and mechanics, and describe pathological gait deviations for humans,
as well as for animals.
2.2.2. Hierarchical Description of the Stride
With the methods for gait-analysis over time a set of formalised descriptions of
bipedal gait emerged. These form a hierarchy of partitions and events, a common
example from [84] has been reproduced in Figure 2.2, which diferentiates the
gait cylce from the stride into gait phases, which are subdivided into tasks and
periods. We will now go through the for us important parts of this hierarchy.
The Stride
Individual gait is a cyclic movement, which can be described with schemes as
in igures 2.3 or 2.2. It is measured from heel strike to heel strike of the same
foot. This measure deines the stride and thus covering two alternating steps.
Gait Phases
The stride is divided into two phases, the swing- and stance-phase respectively,
see Figure 2.3. For this diferentiation to be unique, we have to choose the per-
spective of one leg, as the phases of gait are phase shifted for both legs. This is
more important later on, when we will describe the gait and controller from the
perspective of the impaired leg wearing the orthosis. We call this the ipsilateral
leg, naming the other leg the contralateral leg. In this nomenclature, the stance
phase is deined by the ground contact of the ipsilateral leg.
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Figure 2.2.: In [84], Gamble and Rose describe the gait cycle as stance-phase
and swing-phase, which they further diferentiated into 3 tasks and 8 periods.
This partitioning of the stride is from the perspective of the solid white leg.
(Diagram adapted from [84].)
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Figure 2.3.: Simple sequence showing the gait cycle, limited to the two gait
phases: stance- and swing-phase. This diagram shows an important relation:
the stance-phase constitutes around 62% compared to around 38% swing-
phase during walking gait. This sketch will be used throughout the thesis
for illustrations and is a modiication of a igure © Otto Bock HealthCare
GmbH [72].
Phase Transitions
A consequence of the phase shift between the two legs is, as sketched in Figure
2.4, that while one leg swings, the body is in single limb support. These single
limb support phases are mixed with intermittent phases of double limb support,
in which the supporting leg is changed. The previously supporting leg then ini-
tiates swing phase and thereby the next step, which ends with the heel-strike,
which starts the next double limb support phase and so on. While symmetrical,
one single limb support/swing-phase makes up for around 38% of the gait cycle,
and one double limb support phase accounts for ≈ 12%. Taking these numbers
together for one leg, the resulting stance-phase to swing-phase-relation for one
leg is about 62 : 38 [43]; in other words, the leg swings only one third of the gait
cycle.
These transitions between the stance- and swing-phases occur at events deined
by foot contact: the heel-strike, or, more generally, the foot-strike, and foot-of
of both feet, which happen in the sequence foot-strike at 0% of the gait cycle,
opposite foot-of at ≈ 12%, opposite foot strike at ≈ 50%, and foot-of at ≈
62%. [43] further diferentiates the gait cycle with ipsilateral foot clearance
and ipslateraltibia vertical events.
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Single limb support Mid swing










Periods of the gait cycle for the right foot
Figure 2.4.: Partitions the of gait cycle, as detailed in [43]. Shown are im-
portant geometric measures, body support- and gait phases. In the lower part
of the igure, the periods of the right leg are aligned to the gait cycle (compare
to Figure 2.2.
Tasks
Connected to the alternation between standing and swinging is the description of
tasks in Figure 2.2: Weight acceptance describes the transition of body support
from one leg to the other during double limb support. This transition is inished
for the following single support, when the contralateral leg is in swing phase.
And limb advancement describes the step of the ipsilateral leg in swing.
Periods
Advancing, whole hierarchies of reinements have been deined, the common
ones include around 8 periods (like in Figure 2.2, but depending on the level
of detail or focus of the investigation this varies), which the authors denote as
periods and which we will describe now.
Commonly included are the heel-strike, or more general, the initial (ground) con-
tact, and toe-of, [74, 84]. These phases are determined either observable events,
21
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and sometimes by their role in gait dynamics. For stance phase, [84] deines the
periods initial contact, loading response, mid stance, terminal stance, and pre
swing.
The initial (ground) contact names the transition from swing to stance phase.
During the loading response the body weight is transferred (sometimes called
initial double limb support); it ends with the contralateral foot-clearance. The
loading response is followed by a single limb support phase in mid stance, when
the leg directly supports the body weight. In terminal stance, the heel starts to
rise and the opposite foot touches ground. Pre swing is the end of the second
double limb support phase, directly before ipsilateral foot-clearance.
In swing [84] diferentiate between the initial swing which initiates with toe-of
(or push-of ). Midswing begins with maximum knee lexion and end with the leg
perpendicular to the ground, which marks the start of terminal swing [43, 84].
In terminal swing the swing leg decelerates and goes to swing retraction before
touch down and foot contact at the foot strike, as detailed in Figure 2.4.
2.3. Important Dynamic Properties of
Gait-Phase-Transitions
Whereas empirical descriptions of observable events and the walker’s geometry
are quite common, the detailed understanding of gait dynamics are subject of on-
going research and debate. Progress in the research of gait dynamics is propelled
by modern developments for prostheses, measuring units and computer simula-
tions, like the investigation of swing-leg retraction [77] or the interpretation of
push-of [54, 81], which we will discuss now.
These events are important for us, as they are the transitions between stance
and swing phases. When controlling an Stance-Controlled Knee-Ankle-Foot-
Orthosis (SCKAFO), an assisting technology to support the body weight, these
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transitions mark critical points where the device should change its state accord-
ing to the period descriptions: from body support, which is generally marked by
higher torques in the knee joint, the device has to go to a mode where the free
leg swing is supported and vice versa. Working harmonised to the user’s motion
is of utmost importance.
For this reason we pick the transitions between swing- and stance-phases—the
swing leg retraction and the push-of. An understanding of their role in gait
dynamics allows us to estimate what a controller for a passive lower limbs or-
thosis may achieve; and they give a good idea of current developments on the
understanding and interpretation of bipedal gait.
The swing leg retraction The retraction of the swing leg after maximal exten-
sion of the leg, but before heel strike, is called swing leg retraction. For humans,
this can be seen for all walking speeds: the higher the velocity, the higher the
retraction speed [77]. This efect is argued to reduce the impact shock and to
stabilise gait dynamics.
The push-off During push-of, the ankle has a peak power output. This dy-
namic event was originally thought to reduce the contralateral impact forces and
propel human walking. But recent model based studies [54, 81] suggest, that
both reasons are unlikely, because the mass of the body is much too high and
the timing of the main power output is after the stance leg’s knee release [48],
which would prevent the impulse to reach the body, but would support the ac-
celeration of the swing leg, suggesting, that the energy stored in the ankle joints
muscles and tendons while loading in the stance phase is used to initiate swing
phase.
A set of studies [56, 67] analysing lower limb exoskeletons show strong agree-
ment with these results. They found that a positive energy contribution to the
patients gait could be achieved, when the ankle joint was powered at ≈ 43% of
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the gait cycle. The actuation could be applied in the range from 37±1−45±2%
of the gait cycle to gain net energy reduction.
2.4. Motion Generation and Coordination
After the description of human walking, we will now shortly summarise physiolo-
gical components involved in motion generation. This will be important to un-
derstand the efects of gait impairment and their treatment with orthoses in the
next chapter. And it will also be needed for the later introduction to EMG in
chapter 10.
To get the necessary overview, we irst briely describe the nerve pathway driv-
ing the muscle activity, which us provides with a list of contributors. And then
we shortly describe the role of muscles as force generating components with the
help of Hill-type muscle models, which allows us to identify active and pass-
ive, elastic and dissipating properties of the musculoskeletal apparatus which
produces human gait.
2.4.1. Nerval Control of Force Generation
Active muscles generate force and thus actuate the body, and these muscles activ-
ity is controlled via motoneurons in the spinal cord. These motoneurons get
feedback from nerve ibres in the limb and muscles, as well es motor commands
from the motor cortex. We do not want to go into much detail as to where motion
is controlled. Evidence has been found, that the human exhibit pattern generator-
like behaviour after spinal cord damages, when stimulated: the stimulation leads
to a cyclic stepping motion. But to which degree local pattern generation, mod-
ulated by aferent sensor signals, and higher layers in the cortical structure con-
tribute to motion generation is the topic of an ongoing scientiic debate.
It seems save to assume, that motion is initiated by means of abstract motor com-
mands from the cortex, whereas the muscle activation is handled at the spinal
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cord. Balancing is a process, which is driven by sensory input from the bal-
ancing sense in the ear lobe and optical information from the eyes and which
inluences, e.g., foot placement and ankle joint torques.
Central Nervous System



















Figure 2.5.: Eferent path way of motor control commands from the central
nervous system to the muscle ibres. License for the original brain image:
CC BY Attribution 3.0 [11], original author: OpenStax College [71]. Spine
& muscle ibre adapted according to [2].
At the end of this process is a set of action potentials which each enervate a
set of muscle ibres and causes contraction of these ibres. In presence of an
action potential, a relaxed muscle ibre will contract to around 57% of its rest
length [2].
The conglomerate of motoneuron and innervated muscle ibres is called a motor
unit. The action potential from the motoneuron is called motor unit action poten-
tial (MUAP). Each muscle consists of many muscle ibres, which are grouped
to diferent motor units. These motor units have diferent number of ibres, and
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ibres with diferent contraction speeds and forces. When motion is generated,
the nervous system recruits sets of motor units to generate the desired forces.
The number of motor units and their varying properties allow the control of
short pulses as well as long-lasting contractions of diferent forces.
As muscle ibres can only contract, the human skeleton is packed with antag-
onistic muscle pairs. Only in combination of antagonistic muscles, the human
body can generate lexion and extension of joints.
2.4.2. Models for Mechanical Properties of Muscles
Muscles are the actuators of gait: They produce the forces necessary to support
the body, propel it and keep it stable. While we do not need to know the details of
how muscle ibres contract, it will help us to see how muscle forces can be mod-
elled to understand the consequences of pathologies as well as the mechanical
support a speciic orthopaedic joint can give.
In this section we will present simple models of muscles. We will limit this
overview to Hill-Type models of mechanical properties—to the extent necessary
to understand parallels between the orthosis as external body support system
and native human muscles [105, 108]. We choose Hill-Type muscle models, as
they deine damping and spring-like mechanical properties in a very accessible
way.
From the 1920ies on, experiments characterised mechanical properties of muscle
ibres. 1938, Hill published his work [31] on heat output of muscles contraction
and lengthening, including isometric tetanisation, load on the ibres and muscle
contraction speed, which gave these muscle models their name. He showed on
frog muscle ibres, that stimulated muscles can be described as visco-elastic
bodies [31, 108].
In common Hill-Type models, such as in Figure 2.6, the muscle is a mechanical








Figure 2.6.: Diagram of a general Hill-Type muscle model: The contractile
element provides active features, e.g., to create force or behave like a viscuous
damper. The series and parallel elastic elements model passive properties of
muscle-tendon apparatus and the surrounding tissue.
contractile element, which can actively shorten a muscle and dampen the move-
ment. This contractile element is complemented by connective tissue, which is
considered passive and is modelled as series elastic element or parallel elastic
element and may include further visco-elastic dampers [105]. These types of
models can have arbitrary levels complexity, depending the modelled dynamics
and desired degree of detail.
Here, we want to focus only on a few properties: A muscle generates force de-
pending on mechanic properties, for example load, contraction speed, length,
and stimulation by the motor neurons [105]. It can store and release energy, in
a nonlinear-spring-like way, and it can dissipate energy. These properties result
from a combination of passive tissue (the muscle-tendon apparatus and connect-
ive tissue) as well as actuation due to excitation of motor units.
2.5. Summary
We now posses a nomenclature to describe walking gait in humans, which the
presented orthosis is ought to support. With the detailed description of the gait
cycle and the transition between the phases we already got an impression of what
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the controller for the presented orthosis has to do to harmonise with its user’s
motion, e.g., coordination of forces at knee-joint level to allow body support
in stance and free movement in swing phase. Taking swing-leg retraction and
push-of into account, we can pin the moments of knee-release and support to
these phenomenons.
Muscle forces can be modelled from damping and elastic contributions by muscle
ibres and surrounding tissue. This facilitates dissipation of energy in the damp-
ing component as well as the energy storage and release in the elastic compon-
ents. The activation of muscle ibres is initiated by nerve pathways which come
from the motor cortex over the motoneurons in the spinal cord, and which incor-
porate sensory information about limb coniguration, muscle stretch, load and
balancing.
The description of components which take part in motion generation allows us
to now go on to pathologies of human gait in the next chapter. There, we will
formulate a more detailed description of what passive, assisting technology for
the lower limbs can and should achieve.
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In the previous chapter, we have developed a description of human gait and
briely listed components contributing to the generation of human gait. This en-
ables us to take a look at pathologies and reasons for impaired gait. Again, we
won’t go into the details: we want to know how the need for assistive devices in
human gait arises.
We will complement this excursion with an overview of available assistive tech-
nologies and their interaction with the patient. We will summarise studies on
how the patient beneits from supportive devices and is able to regain mobility,
but we will also take a look at problems and gait deviations in orthosis users.
We will shortly pick up the important question of device acceptance, which de-
termines if a patient will really use an orthosis, or if it will be abandoned shortly
after prescription.
This collection of medical indications, together with the compilation of assistive
technologies and their acceptance by patients will allow us to deine what we can
expect from a passive KAFO.
3.1. Impaired Gait
In general, for the devices discussed in this thesis we will be facing a lack of
control by the user. The reasons lie along the whole pathway we described in
section 2.4.1, for example
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• damages in the cortex after stroke, encephalitis or brain abscesses
• paraplegia, multiple sclerosis, or other damages of the eferent nerves, at
the spine level after accident or operation, or below spine level towards
muscle groups or single muscles
• damages of the muscle-tendon apparatus, for example myopathy
The result is the inability to create speciic forces which are needed to complete
the gait cycle. This may be due to too little strength to hold the body weight,
or to immobilise a joint in support or due to a reduction of the mobility in the
joints.
The efects on the patient’s gait can range from such reduced joint motion, see
Figure 3.1, to the inability to walk. In between lies the full range of asymmetric
gait due to preference of a healthier side, limping and other features which often
result from a combination of impairment and technical support, which we will
visit in more details in section 3.3.2 with a review on side efects of orthosis-
use.
3.1.1. Changes in Statistical Properties of Human Gait
It is interesting to note, that there are fundamental consequences for statistical
properties of human gait, which have been analysed for speciic cases like Par-
kinson’s disease [28]. The argument has already been made in the previous
chapter, that because inherently unstable, human gait is often referred to as “fall-
ing forward in a controlled way”, which is a free reformulation of the inverted
pendulum model. [49, 66] Statistical properties reveal an insight into the walk-
ers ability to control disturbances. From the perspective of the controller they
might provide an easy way to integrate measures of gait stability.
Step frequency is quite stable in healthy walkers, the stride time variability is
low. For other statistical measures, like the fractal index of stride times or the
stride width variability, it seems to be an indication of impaired walking if the
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(a) Hip motion of healthy walker
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(d) Knee motion of orthosis patient
Figure 3.1.: Reduced joint motion. Left: healthy walker with mostly sym-
metric knee and hip joint range. Right: orthosis patient with reduced knee
joint range and in consequence completely asymmetric hip motion.
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variability is very low or high [27]. Such measures seem to show the walker’s
ability to adapt to external inluences: the walker’s trace of gait stabilisation
can be tracked in the statistics. [27] could associate increased stride-to-stride
luctuations in the stride time with a higher falling risk. In[28], the inluence of
Parkinson’s disease on gait statistics showed an increase in variability, too.
[103] investigated the variability of kinematic and kinetic patterns in human gait,
concluding the the within-subject variability in terms of kinematics are quite low,
but that the moment of force patterns at hip and knee were highly variable with
the latter variability leading to identical joint angle patterns during stance phase
of walking.
In consequence, variability in gait statistic can be used to measure the ability to
stabilise gait. The ability to produce a highly variable moment of force pattern at
hip and knee seem to be a requirement for regular walking. This creates a direct
connection between reduced muscle forces and muscle control and the regularity
of statistical gait properties.
3.2. Quantification of Medical Indications
Considering the loss in control and muscle force, and the resulting changes in
the patient’s gait, the question is how the deviation of gait or loss in control
and muscle strength can be assessed for the treatment with an orthosis. This
is the task of clinical gait analysis [101]. Again, we will only scratch this topic
to the degree necessary to understand the medical indications for the presented
orthosis.
In general, it possible to analyse how the possible motion compares to regular
gait. To this end there exist gait deviation indexes, which take the information
gathered in a gait laboratory and reduce the multi-dimensional data to a simple
index. [87] for example uses principal component analysis to reduce the dimen-
sionality of gait laboratory data and to extract a single number which indicates
the distance of a speciic gait to the averages of walkers without abnormalities.
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Level Short Description
5 normal full, regular strength
(This says nothing endurance and other properties).
4 good Around 75% of regular strength;
a resistance of medium strength can be overcome.
3 fair Around 50% of regular strength;
a full movement against gravity is possible.
2 poor Around 25% of regular strength;
a full movement is possible, but not against gravity.
1 trace Around 10% of regular strength;
a trace of tension.
0 zero No muscle contraction possible when movement is tried.
Table 3.1.: Muscle status after Janda: after test the muscle ability is classiied
from 5, full strength, to 0, no strength. In this way, the remaining abilities of
a patient can be mapped to a simple scheme.
While gait normality indexes can assess the form of a patient’s gait, the ortho-
paedist needs a diferent tool to measure the remaining abilities of a patient and
compare this against the support a supportive device provides. One such tool
is the deinition of the muscle-status after Janda [38]. The patient’s remaining
abilities can be tested with muscle-speciic movements: can the patients induce
muscle contraction, are they able to generate motion and against which resisting
forces can they generate movement? The answer to these questions provides a
simple number according to table 3.1 for every muscle group, which describe the
patient’s remaining abilities. For an example, please check section 4.2, which
includes the counter piece for the presented orthosis.
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3.3. Treatment of Impaired Gait
Depending on the strength of the gait abnormality, the amount of afected mus-
cles, and the coninement of the patient’s mobility, diferent approaches are suit-
able. We will irst compile state of the art joint-technology, before we will review
the literature on the efect and use of current braces by patients.
The literature covered will include orthoses and prostheses. It is important to
keep in mind, that a loss of control or muscle force is in contrast to limb loss,
where prostheses are applied. For the application of orthoses, additional factors
have to be considered, which impose additional limits on the device in question:
in comparison to prostheses, volume and weight are important factors, as the
patient’s original leg is still there; the orthosis as a splint has to have a low weight
to reduce the stress of load on the patient; and it should exhibit a low volume, to
keep a low aesthetic and dynamic footprint, as we will see later.
We will not cover other procedures, for example functional electrical stimulation
(FES), which is able to excite muscle ibres. FES can be used to short-circuit
defective nerve pathways to reestablish a functional muscle as actuator. As we
are interested in mechanical assistance, this is not covered, although it would be
possible to use the presented controller in combination with FES.
3.3.1. State of the Art: Joints & Actuation
Nowadays, specialised prostheses produce incredible feats, for example as in the
dance presentation in Hugh Herr’s TED-talk “The new bionics that let us run,
climb and dance”. For specialised prostheses it is an ongoing debate, if they can
perform better in their domain of specialisation than the corresponding human
limb, like in the case of Oscar Pistorius at the World Championships in Athletics.
Nonetheless, in terms of lexibility and general comfort of wear, assistive tech-
nologies still have a long way to go—and besides those exceptional examples,
in everyday life they aren’t used because of their superiority, but because they
are needed to do things their users otherwise couldn’t achieve.
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The development of assistive devices is long. The oldest known device which
could be described as a prosthesis was found in an Egyptian mummy of ca.
3000 years age [68], the big toe has been replaced with a wooden toe model,
inely carved and painted. Even evidence of splints is even older and reaches
back to the Old Kingdom (ca. 2400 BC) [70]. A more than 4500 year old
depiction of a crutch can be found in Hirkouf’s tomb, which was built around
2830 BC [33].
Today, there exist many technical devices and control strategies for assistive
devices. These range from stif splints, over computer controlled joints to active
devices, some of which are even to be controlled via brain computer interfaces
(BCIs).
We shortly discuss joint mechanisms and actuation methods to prepare for a
more detailed discussion of control approaches, which we will relate to the
design aims of this work. We will restrict our overview to established mech-
anical assistive technologies. For a list of further readings, please see in the next
section.
The actuation can be sorted according to diferent categories. As this thesis
is mostly concerned with the controller, we will take an according perspective
on possible actuation, diferentiating between passive, i.e., no actuation; semi-
active actuation, which means actuators which are not powering movement; and
active actuation including exoskeletons, which can sustain the whole motion of
the limb or body. The reason for this sorting is, that devices and controllers of
interest for the presented work fall into the category of semi-active and active
devices.
For this reason, we will use the term semi-active for all devices, which include
a controlled actuator, even if it only is a two-state joint lock.
From a technical perspective, it is tempting to separate the devices into mechan-
ical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electric, etc., according to their technology. If you
are interested in a structured and more elaborate overview, please consult [5, 39].
[106] puts a focus on mechanical control mechanisms for Stance-Controlled
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Knee-Ankle-Foot-Orthosiss (SCKAFOs), but includes one electromagnetic con-
trol mechanism. The book [33] provides a comprehensive overview, which in-
cludes contemporary devices. Many of these sources name the combination of
hardware control system and control software the control system.
Passive Devices
Passive devices are devices without actuation and no active control logic. They
range from inlays for shoes, and crutches to leg splints which can be mechanic-
ally locked by user intervention. We include non-controlled locking mechanisms
too.
All these devices have in common, that their behaviour is deined in the mech-
anics of the joint lock. Many of these devices are lightweight because of simple
and small joints and the lack of batteries and actuators. They often are suited for
patients with need for little or speciic support.
The simplest splints allow to lock the knee joint for standing and walking and un-
locking for sitting. Walking with an continuously extended knee joint naturally
leads to problems in the swing phase. Joints with automatic locking mechan-
isms often apply a kind of threshold switching [52, 106], which we describe in
the control approach section.
Semi-Active Devices
As for passive devices, semi-active devices have quite a variety in their com-
plexity. From electromagnetically released mechanical locks in [106], to com-
plex pneumatic or hydraulic systems as in [92, 109] or the present work. Semi-
active devices cover every kind of lock, brake, damper or even spring mechan-
isms [90].
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Actuators in these devices inluence joint properties; as no big masses are actu-
ated, these devices are more energy eicient than active devices and therefore
the most advanced devices in the ield.
Active Devices
Active devices and exoskeletons provide actuation; these devices can not only
be used to assist impaired walkers, but also to boost the abilities of healthy walk-
ers [17].
As these devices can initiate locomotion, they can target many patients which
do not possess the mobility to use passive or semi-active devices. Especially for
prostheses on the upper limbs, active devices are needed to introduce voluntary
motion. By contrast, lower limb orthoses can react to motion induced by the
mechanical coupling through the patient’s body.
Current technical problems include the battery duration [17, 93], as active motion
of masses consumes energy, and the additional weight of the battery and actuat-
ors which either the patient has to bear, or a voluminous frame could handle. The
size of powerful actuators and the holding frame is a cosmetic concern, which
is a more pressing issue for orthoses than for prostheses, were the amputated or
missing limbs leave room for technical apparatus.
Therefore, active devices are most common in technical facilities, like factories.
In rehabilitation, were the short battery life is not a concern or the device can
be connected to the power grid. Finally, for upper body prosthesis, where the
patient’s body is strong enough to bear the weight and actuation is needed to
initiate, for example, a grasping action.
Active devices provide a wide variety of actuation mechanisms including con-
tractile polymer gels, shape memory alloys. It is outside the scope of this thesis
to cover all existing actuation mechanisms and the interested reader is suggested
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to read further literature like [5, 17].We will restrict ourselves mostly to mechan-
isms and works, which have been used with applications and control mechanisms
which are interesting int he scope of this work.
In current devices we often ind pneumatic actuators in [94, 99]. In [93], a DC-
motor driven ball-screw is presented which is in applied in [50, 51, 95, 100].
[29] presents a device actuated by a magnetorheologival luid, and [6] work with
a Series Elastic Actuator (SEA), a combination of a spring element and a DC-
motor.
Whether for prostheses or orthoses, all these devices allow actuation and there-
fore posses elaborate control mechanisms which are of interest. Still, for every-
day use, these devices are too power consuming or heavy [17, 93]. Nonetheless,
many of these devices can be used for shorter periods of time, in rehabilitation
at home or in clinics. Examples include [82] for the upper, or the gait trainer
LOPES for robotic treadmill training [18].
3.3.2. Side-Effects of Prosthesis- and Orthosis-use
Anther aspect of the human-orthosis interaction are deviations which are a con-
sequence of the device or missing trust into it.
The review [21] collects possible deviations in combination with prosthesis use.
This includes a general favouring of the impact limb. This leads to additional
stress on the healthy body side which in consequence can lead to secondary
conditions. Possible consequences are (1) degenerative changes like trunk asym-
metry, osteoarthitis, and scoliosis; (2) pain (in the lower back or the hip and knee
joints), or (3) general deconditioning. Visible symptoms include an asymmetric
and slower gait. Examples for this asymmetry in gait include the step initiation
with weight on intact limb, or pelvic tilt to compensate missing hip extension
(hip hiking).
Specially for orthoses with fully extended knees, [107] lists compensatory gait
patterns, like “increased upper-body lateral sway , ankle plantar lexion of the
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contralateral foot (valtuing) hip elevation during swing phase (hip hike) or leg
circumduction”.
[83] advises that “the physiotherapist should teach eicient control of the pros-
thesis through postural control, weight transference and use of proprioception”.
This stresses the fact, that a device often imposes speciic compensatory move-
ments.
The literature review [65] comes to the conclusion, that “there is a large amount
of variability with regard to how patients respond to orthosis”, after considering
factors like orthosis build and efects on load, ground reaction forces and changes
in joint motion.
All these studies suggest, that the individual itting of the orthosis can have a
signiicant impact on the outcome, concerning the gait as well as the orthosis’
perception by its users. Furthermore, the changes induced in a patient’s gait sur-
face on long timescales ([35, 36]); [83] speaks from a “lifetime of adjustments”.
Thus, the ability to inluence the devices behaviour and itting onto the patient
are important features. For the best medical outcome as well as patient accept-
ance, the specialist as well as the user’s comfort have to be considered.
3.3.3. Patient’s Perspective and Device Abandonment
The last aspect of comfort and patient acceptance of the device is of utmost
importance for the brace to make a diference, as many studies suggest that pa-
tients will silently abandon devices which do not comply with their expectations
and life-style: It depends on the comfort provided in every day life, for example
the ability to easily don/dof the device as well as on cosmetic properties, i.e.,
how the device alters users in their perception of their own, or those of oth-
ers [3, 61, 83].
The authors of [44] cite several studies whose subjects abandoned their orthoses
with rates in a range “from 60% to nearly 100%”. In the case of [76] 35 of 60
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users of lower extremity braces abandoned their devices. The authors identiied
as top reasons for device abandonment
1. “change in the need of the user”, i.e., changes in priorities or medical
indications.
2. “ease of obtaining the device from the supplier”, i.e., the efort to get ac-
cess to the same device again.
3. “device performance”, i.e., if the “device met the user’s expectations for
efectiveness, reliability, durability, comfort, safety and ease of use”.
4. “weather the user’s opinion was considered in the selection process”, al-
though it was not important, if there were “alternatives to choose from”.
In [64], of 35 replies 31% indicated to not use their brace anymore and “60%
continued to use their wheelchair as their main means of displacement”. As reas-
ons the authors cite the opinions on the device as being “too diicult and time
consuming”, or a “lack of suitable space in the home environment for proper
use”, besides other reasons. These opinions focus on the practicality of the
device, like the ease to don and dof, and the volume requirements.
In a survey targeting 250 veterans by [32] at 22 months after rehabilitation pro-
grammes, only 16 of 73 reached patients were still actively using their braces,
the other 78% had abandoned their devices. Analysing the answers their survey,
the authors could rule out martial status, educational level, employment status,
living arrangements, social activities and sports participation. However, they
found signiicant relation “to the level of injury, severity of injury, medical com-
plications and the level of dependence on their status in activities of daily living”.
Where the irst group of reasons is connected to the patients remaining abilities
and the last refers the the ability to easily don and dof the device.
These abandonment rates give a huge weight to the patient’s perspective of the
prescribed brace. In a survey on consumer opinions regarding a SCKAFO [3] the
authors observe, that the patient’s impressions mainly stayed the same from 1 to
3 to 6 months after orthosis itting and training and that “all participants mainly
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commented on size, weight, and appearance of the knee joint”. Especially in
comparison to simpler mechanics, that the orthosis was “more diicult to don
and dof”, cosmesis was “slightly less than acceptable” up to the point that the
selection of clothing was diicult due to the volume of the apparatus.
3.4. Summary: Individualisation to Increase
Device Acceptance
We have determined defects, which lead to a loss of control or muscle force and
made a brief review on assistive devices (for a review of control strategies see
section 5.2). These devices help their users to regain control over walking, to
increase their walking speed and range of joint motion. But we found extensive
discussions of problems in the literature, which pertain patient behaviour, as the
favouring of the healthy limb, and consequential changes to the musculoskeletal
system with secondary conditions up to sclerosis.
Finally, we found literature on what is important from the patient’s perspect-
ive. Presented studies show high rates of abandonment, which are related to the
comfort and ease of use, but also to cosmetic considerations and the inclusion
of the patient into the process, which suggest the individualisation of the patient
centring of the orthotic intervention [61].
For these reasons, we deem it important to demand the ability to tune the device’s
behaviour to the maximum extend to the patients individual gait and allow the
patient to inluence the devices level of support. The sensory equipment has to
be included in the orthosis frame to keep the ease of use as high as possible,
although the controller can not inluence the needed volume and ease of don and




Passive Support with the
Presented Orthosis’ Brace
Up to now we considered human gait and impaired gait. We discussed problems
arising from the treatment with orthoses and started to formulate requirements
regarding the individualisation of the brace and its behaviour in the previous
chapter. We will now relate these observations with the hardware features of our
orthosis frame, the so called brace.
Then, considering the shortcomings and problems of prolonged orthosis-use,
the presented orthosis frame and its medical indication, we will discuss the sup-
port the presented prototype can give in general and formulate requirements and
aims for the controller, before we will go on to the control problem in the next
chapter.
4.1. The Knee-Ankle-Foot-Orthosis
Our experiments has been conducted with a Knee-Ankle-Foot-Orthosis by Otto
Bock, which have been developed in the course of project 3a of the Bernstein
Focus Neurotechnology Göttingen. The devices are spanning from the upper
thigh down to and including the foot. At the knee joint, a C-Leg™-element
controls the joint’s damping properties for knee lexion with a hydraulic system.
Control over knee extension is intended but was deactivated for security reasons
by Otto Bock’s engineers. The C-Leg™-element includes motors, which can
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open and close valves in the hydraulics as to dampen or prevent movement in
the knee joint. These motors can be controlled via software.
By design, the presented device is classiied as a Stance Control-type (SCO) of
Knee-Ankle-Foot-Orthosis (KAFO) or combined as SCKAFO. Stance control
refers to orthoses which allow for knee lexion during swing phase and body
support in stance phase. Thereby allowing a more natural swing. On their
homepage, Otto Bock describes that a free swing phase in comparison to an ex-
tended leg in swing decreases Vaulting, Hip hiking, and Circumduction. These
are common problems for orthoses with static knee extension [107]—it can eas-
ily be seen, that the patient has to take special measures in swing phase, when
the swing leg is fully extended.
A Knee-Ankle-Foot-Orthosis spans the lower limbs from upper thigh down to
and including the foot. Amongst other uses, Knee-Ankle-Foot-Orthoses may be
applied to support or stabilise from the hip downwards. The mechanical struc-
ture can be used to limit or correct and control the joint movement. As the focus
of this study does not lie on these orthopaedic applications of the mechanical
structure, but on the knee damping control with the aim to optimally support
bipedal gait, we will focus on the latter. Possible conditions for optimality were
discussed in section 4.3.
Mechanics: During the course of this project, collaborators from Otto Bock
devised two prototypes with difering ankle joints, as shown in Figure 4.1. The
controller was initially developed on a model with a compliant shank bar, as
in Figure 4.1(a), which presents a ixed ankle joint for patients with insuicient
muscle status in the lower leg, like in the case of drop-foot.
Later on, a prototype with schematics as in Figure 4.1(b) with a lexible ankle
joint was developed. The ankle joint is a standard orthosis joint by Otto Bock,
with tunable stifness and movement limitation. The preliminary controller was
transferred without changes and used for the experiments presented in this study.
Thus together, both prototypes allow more diferentiated support of the patient.
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Development and tests on both devices allow broader application of the presen-
ted controller, which is built without an explicit model of the hardware. The
sensors capture the positional coniguration of the device and thereby the walk-
ing dynamics. The device is therefore only modelled implicitly via the patients
gait dynamics.
The Sensors are detailed in chapter 7. The sensor selection is based on the
experiments presented in chapter 6. The irst prototype, sketched in Figure 4.1(a)
had a knee joint which allowed to instrumented. The experiments preceding
the construction of the current C-Leg™-knee-joint in Figure 4.1(b) led to the
inclusion of an angle sensor based on the hall-efect by Otto Bock. At the end of
the BFNT-Project, Otto Bock quipped an additional strain gauge on the right side
of the ankle joint. Angle sensors based on inertia measuring units (IMUs) were
provided by Otto Bock in course of the cooperation. These angle sensors allow
to determine the orientation in a plane relative to the centre of gravitation.
4.2. Medical Indications for Semi-Active
Orthosis Use
After the introduction of the here used orthosis prototype, we will take a look at
its medical indication to get the orthopaedic and orthopaedic technology back-
ground for controller development in the next chapters. Throughout the thesis
and the accompanying project, two orthosis-prototypes were developed which
are shown in Figure 4.1. The irst in Figure 4.1(a) has a compliant shank bar
and was developed by Otto Bock together with the medical in indications in this
section. The later prototype in Figure 4.1(b) has an ankle joint and therefore is
better suited for patients with better muscle status at the ankle.
This section about the medical indications is a result of orthopaedic patient ana-
lysis by Otto Bock and had irst been published in the Bernstein Focus Neur-
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(a) Orthosis with compliant
shank bar.
(b) Ankle joint
Figure 4.1.: Schematics for the available orthosis setups. In 4.1(a) the ankle
joint is realised with a compliant shank bar, which can store energy during
roll over and release it push-of. The otherwise ixed ankle may support drop
foot. 4.1(b) is equipped with an ankle joint, which can be rotated freely or
can be ixed to limit joint motion. While the sole is still lexible, the device
is intended for patients with higher muscle status at the ankle. The medical
indications presented in this chapter refer to the irst prototype (with the com-
pliant shank bar).
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otechnology Göttingen technical report of 2011 in German language [4]. The
cited work was done by employees of Otto Bock for the Project 3a and has been
translated for this thesis.
The orthosis is a knee-ankle-foot-stabilising-orthosis (KAFO =
Knee-Ankle-Foot-Orthosis) with monocentric orthosis knee joint
and a hydraulic damping element. The damping element allows act-
ive control over the knee joint’s damping over a wide range with an
electronic interface. Carbon components allow high stress and a dy-
namic carbon spring at ankle level limits the ankle joint movement
to ca 2 °.
Extensive gait analysis, as conducted by the Otto Bock Health-
Care GmbH, suggest a very broad area of application. This includes
patients with reduced motor function of the lower extremities based
on a partial paraplegia or on a apoplexy, as well as myopathy, mul-
tiple sclerosis, encephalitis and brain abscesses. Provision is con-
ceivable for patients with a muscle status after Janda according to
Figure 4.2.
On the strength of past insight, exclusion criteria are: remaining
mobility of < 2 ° in the ankle joint; ankle arthrodesis; body mass
> 120 kg; knee bending contracture > 5 °; deviation of the leg axis
of the frontal plane > 10 ° valgus or > 0 ° varus; uncontrollable
spasticity; bad trunk- or arm-control.
It has to be noted, that this original report about the medical indications has been
pursued for a prototype with a compliant bar at the shin, which stifens the ankle
and is able to support problems like drop-foot. Please compare Figure 4.1(a) in
section 4.1, The Knee-Ankle-Foot-Orthosis.
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Figure 4.2.: Muscle status after Janda (compare Table 3.1), for which the
presented orthosis prototype is suitable [4]. Required are remaining abilities
for hip lexion, abduction, external and internal rotation, i.e., the leg as a
whole can be reoriented and swung below the body. Figure adapted from
material provided by Otto Bock for [4].
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4.3. Discussion: The Orthosis’ Impact on Gait
Taking everything together, we will formulate aims for an adaptive orthosis con-
troller, based on the presented facts on human gait, human-orthosis-interaction,
and the identiied opportunities for an adaptive controller. We will go through
these parts one at a time.
4.3.1. Physiological and Mechanical Constraints
First, we will take a look at the constraints coming form a human with limited
walking abilities in combination with the probable device category.
Passivity of the Device
The presented orthosis is a semi-active orthosis, which means that its active prop-
erties are no actuators for motion, but acting on passive properties in the gait dy-
namics. The motivations for this restriction are simple: such a device will never
actively harm the user, while it uses much less energy than a device, which will
move body parts. Its lower energy consumption is also important, as the total
load on the patient is a critical parameter for patients with reduced muscle cap-
abilities.
As a consequence, the patient has to provide all the energy to induce locomotion.
The controller can only try to activate its components as energy-eicient as pos-
sible. This includes the energy-eiciency of the user as well as the eiciency
of the device. Further constraints are discussed in the next section Hydraulic
Damping.
The damper passively provides body support, which is a stance-phase task. Our
main contributions to energy eiciency may be achieved at the transitions, dur-
ing foot-lift-of and heel-strike. According to the efects described in section 2.3,
we should allow (1) swing leg retraction and be able to optimise the lift-of. For
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swing leg retraction, this might include knee lexion immediately before heel
strike. For the lift-of, we might have to allow a release the knee-locking imme-
diately before contralateral heel-strike. Both of these efects may conlict with
traditional safety measures in orthosis control, e.g., maximum stability due to
long knee stifness at initiation of swing, and early locking of the knee joint.
In general, experience and above arguments make clear, that a higher energy
consumption through use of the device is likely, but subject to optimisation.
Hydraulic Damping
The implications of the hydraulic damper at the knee-joint concern what we can
do, and what we can’t in terms of extending the available muscle activity. Hill-
Type muscle models (compare section 2.4.2) provide a combination of damping
and stif components. The damping provides energy dissipation, whereas the dif-
ferent stif components provide passive tissue properties as well as active muscle
contraction, in other words energy storage and use.
With a hydraulic damper, we can only extend the abilities to dissipate energy,
from a minimal break up to an efective joint lock.
Again we conclude, that the device will impose higher energy demands of the
patient, in this case due to active dissipation.
Interaction with the Patient’s Abilities
The presented device aims to support patients, where their abilities do not enable
stable walking, with the desired abilities in the range deined in section 4.2.
But in the discussion so far it became clear, that the device will lead to higher
energy costs when comparing a healthy walker with and without orthosis.
On one hand this means, that the patient has to provide force and momentum
with other muscle groups, complementing the stability provided by the orthosis
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with actuation. As sketched in section 3.3.2, the patients tend to favour the con-
tralateral leg and may use almost any body part to induce moment, including
turns in the upper body (see chapter 10).
Patients will show very individual, yet systematic deviations, as reaction to their
muscle status. We have to assume, that the introduction of the orthosis as dis-
turbance will lead to a change in these systematic deviations [35], which will
most likely settle while the patient gets used to the device, although this might
be on timescales beyond 6 months [36].
As a consequence, irstly for optimal gait support the device should be able learn
the patient’s gait. And secondly, the ideal device should be able to adjust its
memory of gait to gradual changes in the patients motion.
On the other hand, the muscle status of the whole body constitutes the range of
motion the patient can access. So if a patient will be able to walk stairs will de-
pend on other muscle groups than his ability to walk on lat ground. The device
can only support abilities for which its users provide the necessary actuation. De-
pending on the muscle status, other orthosis skeletons might be indicated (com-
pare section 7).
Whereas we have been discussing the ways, in which the device can support the
patient, it has to be noted, that the device should not support above the necessary
measure. Otherwise, training efects will be reduced and the patients might lose
abilities, they could preserve with additional training through reduced support.
To optimally support individual abilities, it is therefore helpful to allow detailed
tuning of amount of support the device provides.
4.3.2. Recovery of Healthy Gait
A simple approach to deine the aim for an orthosis controller would be to recover
the patient’s gait to a gait comparable to those of healthy walkers. In theory, there
are many indexes available which quantify deviations from normal gait [87, 88].
While these indexes often include gait laboratory equipment, one could assume
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that an aim for orthosis and controller development could be the reduction of
this gait deviation.
But given the device’s passivity and accounting for systematic deviations in a
patient’s gait, including avoidance movements with preference of the contralat-
eral leg; and asymmetric propulsion through asymmetric muscle status in many
patients, it is unlikely that it is possible to reduce the deviation to 0. At least a
certain amount of asymmetry will stay.
It might be possible to design a system, which will distribute avoidance move-
ments on more or diferent muscle groups, thereby reducing the stress on singu-
lar muscles, efectively inluencing the arousal of secondary orthopaedic prob-
lems.
Another approach could be to try to restore symmetry of gait. But although this
seems to be a viable direction of change, there is no reason to assume, that this
will actually help the orthosis’ users.
Therefore, we want to focus on the impression of the user of the orthosis. Al-
though quantiication is diicult, the patient’s impression with the help of ortho-
paedic seems a reasonable approach.
4.3.3. Expectation Management
To reach all aims discussed in this section is out of the scope of this thesis. There-
fore we want to pick a set of aims we can actively pursue.
We will not focus on energetic optimisation of the controller, nor do we strive to
restore the gait of an unimpaired walker.
We want to create controller, which
1. is able to capture the individual features of patient’s gait; and
2. supports adaptation to changes in the patient’s gait.
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3. allows to reduce the amount of support given according to the patient’s
needs, and
4. can be tuned in a way, which leads to comfortable and secure gait.
5. The controller should support the patients in as many environments as
needed in their daily life, enhancing their mobility, whereas current con-
trollers often support only a number of gaits ixed at design time (compare
section 5.2.2).
6. We want to implement this controller such, that one can inluence the








Definition of the Control Problem
In the previous chapters, we deined aims based on the hardware’s abilities and
afordances and inluenced by the patient’s perspective. Namely, we want to
design the controller in a way which is highly customisable with regard to indi-
vidual gait and needed support, with easy integration of patients feedback. To
this end, we will now develop the principal controller components based on the
idea to include the user as an external pattern generator, driving the motion as
well as the controller directly.
We will start with observations on how adaptive gait support can be achieved. In
the state of the art, we will discuss existing solutions to this regard and develop
the idea of gait progress driven control. Based on these considerations on human
gait sample data, we will develop prerequisites for the sensory equipment.
5.1. Approaches to Achieve Adaptive Gait
Support
As a consequence of the previous sections, the aim for adaptive gait support with
passive or semi-active orthoses cannot be healthy gait (compare section 4.3.2),
as most patients will be unable to preserve and restore, or generate power in the
same way a healthy patient can do.
Thus, we deine possible aims for adaptive gait support, some of which will be
implemented and/or discussed in the present work:
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• Passive support: The device allows sparing the patients’ energy reserves.
This enables them to longer maintain the ability to overcome distractions
and obstacles. Through regular use and training, the patients should be
able to extend their range of motion over time, as the device is not power-
ing motion, but just supporting where the patients are unable to do so
themselves. This is a property of the brace and the hardware parts of the
control system, namely the hydraulic damper.
• Individual Support: By Observation (in a secure environment), the de-
vice learns the patient’s individual gait, allowing a detailed level of control
which is optimised for the patient’s movements. The device is designed to
let the patient (and orthopaedic personnel) tune, the controllers output to
provide the desired level of support.
• Flexible control: The device should handle changing environments, gaits
and use cases in a manner, which is unobtrusive yet reliable for the patient.
The device should be able to handle static actions like standing, classical
gaits like walking on lat and uneven grounds, slopes, and stairs and op-
timally support the patient while sitting down and standing up.
• Adaptation: The device should be able to change its behaviour on difer-
ent time scales in response to variations in the patients performance. In the
short term, over one period of use, like one day, the device should be able
to recognise changes in the patients behaviour, like growing muscle fa-
tigue or inattentiveness. On longer time scales, the device could track the
patients training success or worsening of indications and adjust its control
parameters for more optimal support. Connected to this part of adapta-
tion is surveilance: over these longer periods, the device should be able to
report a need for maintenance or professional tuning to the patient.
Security considerations imply, that the controller has to guarantee patient sup-
port. This means, that it should always be able to support the user even in critical
situations like falling or stumbling. This demand limits the extend, to which the
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design aims can be pursued. For example a completely self-learning device,
which relies on the possibility to learn from errors it made, is out of question.
The demands for adaptation and lexibility require means to detect changes in
the condition, or to evaluate the condition of the patient or his/her environment.
These will be subject of the later chapters 9, 10 and the discussion in the outlook
in chapter 12.
5.2. State of the Art for Control Approaches
With advances in materials and technology come more sophisticated joint mech-
anisms and actuators. To unleash their full potential, the control approaches have
to advance likewise. The development of new control approaches is supported
by advances in sensing technologies and mobile computing power [17].
All control approaches rely on sensory input to create control output which steers
the device. Typically, an estimation of the ground reaction is used, for example
in [6], as this dynamic variable can be used to determine the current state in the
gait cycle (the gait cycle is detailed in section 2.2.2). Further common sensors
include ground contact sensors and angles, angular velocities and moments.
5.2.1. Threshold Switching
Threshold switching mechanisms efectively are state machines with only two
states: locked and unlocked. We justify a separate look at these techniques due
to the ability to implement these as mechanic switches, and because of their
simplicity and resulting problems for their users.
For joints with mechanical locking mechanisms and simple sensor driven con-
trolled devices, the review [106] describes, that many of these mechanisms have
threshold control. The users need to reach, for example, speciic hip-extension
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Figure 5.1.: Finite state machine (FSM) controller for an ankle-foot orthosis
from [6]: The circles denote states, whereas the rectangles denote transitions.
GRF stands for ground reaction force. Further inputs are ankle angle and a
heel switch.
angles, step lengths or walking speeds. As another example, the hydraulic lock-
ing mechanism presented in [52] relies on speciic angular velocities to trigger
joint reaction.
While these mechanisms allow support in stance phase with an unlocked knee
joint in swing, they all have in common, that it is the patient who has to ensure
threshold fulilment. This often requires constant concentration when walking
causing higher risks of falling when the patient is exhausted or distracted. Fur-
thermore, not every patient has the conditions reliably reach the required lock-
ing and unlocking conditions, thereby being not eligible for the corresponding
device.
Adaptive processes are typically not included in these controllers.
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5.2.2. Finite State Machine based Controllers
FSM based controllers contribute to a huge fraction of current control approa-
ches. For a FSM, the gait is represented by a number of states with a deined
set of transitions in between those states. These transitions occur on speciic
conditions, expressed in terms of sensory input or internal state and led to deined
control output. Figure 5.1 is an example taken from [6], where it is used in an
ankle-foot orthosis to assist drop-foot gait. They estimated the walking speed
from the foot contact time to optimise the orthotic controlled plantar lexion
stifness, i.e., the stifness and damping parameters were adjusted according to
this estimation.
Generally, a FSM is a graph, which consists of a ixed number of states. A FSM
which is working on a rule database is described in [109], efectively leading to
a runtime deinable state graph. Still, the design of states and transitions has to
be careful as to make sure, that the controller never gets stuck in a single state
and transitions produce a desired behaviour sequence.
The complexity of the graph mirrors the complexity of possible behaviour se-
quences and the more diferent behaviours the controller allows, the more states
and transitions the graph has to provide.
In [100], a combined controller is a composite from three FSMs, with additional
state transitions in between, to cover changes between walking, standing, and
sitting movements. A similar approach is presented in [95] to handle slopes of
varying degrees. The authors use three slope-optimised FSMs for level ground,
as well as 5° and 10° slopes with a slope estimator. These approaches tackle the
complexity of the overall controller via specialised modules for speciic tasks
with deined transitions on a higher level.
Parameter adaptation, e.g., the runtime change of state or transition paramet-
ers allows introducing lexibility and situation awareness into this approach, for
example for parameter in [29] with speed estimation and [51] with for slope es-
timation during in standing.
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[99] presents a Gaussian mixture model based gait switcher. This gait switcher
selects from a set of FSMs. Thereby, they break the problem to create ever
more states and transitions to include more behaviour. Their gait switcher uses
a voting approach to allow standing and walking behaviour. The classiication
works on a history of means and standard deviations in the sensory input, with
additional dimension reduction. At 1000Hz sampling frequency, they optimised
the history length for best outcome, achieving a 430ms delay for gait selection.
Some of these controllers are able adapt to changes in the environment or walk-
ing speed. Still, all these approaches depend on a predeined, per-gait FSM
controller. Adaptation to the patient is possible by means of state-transition-
parameters, e.g., deining the level of the output signal depending on the walking
speed and weight. As these controllers are more complex than the previous ones,
the available amount of tuning is larger, but still limited by the design. The FSM
controllers do not capture individual gait, but work on a general, parameterised
rule-set.
The complexity of FSM based controllers grows directly with the number of
supported actions, which make the design itself a complex task. Approaches to
handle more actions exist, but still show the described limitations for each per-
gait FSM and were not extended to a complete set of gaits including stairs and
slopes.
5.2.3. Artificial Neural Networks
Artiicial neural networks are typically applied as black-box approaches. [41]
uses feedback error learning to let a neural network structure learn the inverse
dynamics of the controlled prosthesis to track desired gait trajectories. [62] uses
a multi-layer perceptron network to determine the torque to generate a desired
position and velocity proile. Both require active devices for the feedback loop
to work.
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In general, artiicial neural networks are used as classiiers or function approx-
imators and can be used for many tasks. These include gait classiication, patho-
logic gait and fatigue recognition and many more. Generally criticised is the
black-box nature of these approaches, which makes it diicult to verify function,
and the need for trial-and-error learning phases [89].
5.2.4. Gait Recognition
Our main focus on gait recognition lies in the possibility to explicitly support dif-
ferent gaits. In addition to methods described with the control approaches, there
are gait recognition eforts in diferent ields. Many of these use external in-
formation, like stationary camera systems, but still implement algorithms which
might be used with local sensors on an orthosis.
Image based approaches
We briely present approaches which work with visual data. [63] describes
Hidden-Markov-Models trained to recreate sequences of features derived from
visual input. The used features are body part trajectories and optical low. The
classiication is performed with model-invalidation, i.e., for each gait and each
sequence of image frames the model which provides the maximum probability
to generate this sequence determines the classiication result. [60] uses joint
angles of shoulder, elbow, hip, and knee derived from image sequences, which
are modelled as a second order stationary stochastic process. This study then
too applies model invalidation to identify the gait. [16] extracts silhouettes from
image sequences, using a so called Autoregressive–moving-average model with
exogenous inputs (ARMAX model) to model the time development of the fea-
tures. Again, model invalidation is used to identify the gait.
None of these approaches are designed for fast gait recognition within less than
one step of input data available, nor are they intended for use when only sensors
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attached to the orthosis, i.e., one leg, are used. Nonetheless, the model-invali-
dation approach based on models of feature dynamics is applicable to orthosis
control.
Intention recognition with BCIs and EMG-systems
For completeness, we will only mention BCIs and EMG systems here. Inten-
tion recognition with BCIs and EMG-systems provide a good approach for early
detection of patient activity. Nonetheless, they are not suitable for all patients,
especially where the muscle or nerve tissue is damaged or with risks of epileptic
seizure.
5.3. Control Problem Evaluation
The presented prototype is equipped with a hydraulic damper at the knee joint
which generates supportive damping at knee lexion up to a completely locked
joint. In a very general sense this makes the orthosis a robot, although the actu-
ator is not generation motion, but changing passive properties of the knee joint.
Therefore, the orthosis controller has to:
• Determine the necessary damping at the knee joint to support its user. It
may only dissipate energy, as we control a hydraulic damper. Compare to
section 4.1 on page 43.
• Cope with huge variances in space and time. Although the steps in hu-
man gait are periodic movements, stride length and frequency show luc-
tuations. These variables cannot be predicted accurately. Especially in
the case of stumbling or stepping on uneven ground the controller has to
react immediately. Therefore, estimates of the step length or the time of
the step end cannot be relied on.
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• Be lexible and adaptive to the user’s movements, the environment, and
changes of the user’s conditions and gait over diferent time scales. These
considerations and the necessary boundary conditions have been detailed
in sections 5.1 and 4.3.
5.3.1. Determination of Control Output
In this chapter, we will simplify the underlying control problem for the orthosis.
Formally, this will solve the question which knee damping dt+1 should the con-
troller apply for a situation, we will denote by the sensory input vector as ~st. We
thus want to ind a control function d (~st) which will achieve fast reaction times
by a simple mapping
dt+1 ← d (~st) (5.1)
This control function d (~st) will work on a minimal context. This means that it
will not take into account complex analysis of the patient’s gait history or clues on
the environment. The focus lies on the controller’s ability to react immediately,
which is determined by the choice of state representation.
The most important consequence of this mapping is, that the control output d
only changes if the sensory input vector ~st changes.
5.3.2. Gait Progress Representation
Taking into account everyday experience and the extensive descriptions of hu-
man gait in section 2, we know that all walking movements are generally of
cyclic nature. This cycle is the step—thus we can expect the average sensory
input ~s to be periodic in space and time and therefore expect that the applied
damping d will have the same periodicity.
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Figure 5.2.: The periodic gait cycle mirrors the fact that a periodic movement
a) can be mapped to the circumference of a circle b). Therefore, the position
in a step can be denoted as the angle ψ on this circle, or expressed via the
angle ψ as ϕ = ψ/2π, ϕ ∈ [0, 1). We call ϕ the gait phase.
We will stick to standard descriptions introduced in section 2 and express the
gait progress during a step as a fraction (in time domain) of the whole step, i.e.,
from heel strike to heel strike of the same leg. For the controller, we choose the
leg wearing the orthosis, in this context denoted as the ipsilateral leg.
To explicitly illustrate the periodicity of human gait, we change to a circular
description of gait as shown in igure 5.2. Mapping the step onto the circle, we






Alternatively, we could describe the current step progress as a position (xϕ, yϕ)














The presented approach puts the human in the role of an external pattern gen-
erator, immediately driving the controller synchronised to its users gait. In the-
ory, this approach provides a very high resolution; thus enabling support at any
time—independent of step timing and stride length.
In conclusion, we formulate requirements on good gait progress representation
and the consequences for the choice of sensors.
5.4.1. Requirements on the Gait Progress Representation
If we rewrite the damping function d in terms of the gait phase ϕ as dt+1 = d (ϕ),
we immediately see that the presented controller is not event based, but based on
the gait progress: Changes in the controller’s output relect gait progress. The
quality of gait progress tracking therefore determines the detail of applicable
damping control. In other words: As the controller architecture applies damping
based on the gait phase, only changes in gait phase can result in changes of the
applied damping. Thus, we need the gait phaseϕ to change whenever the control
output needs to be changed.
Ideal Linear Gait Progress Mapping
For the design of this controller, we make no assumptions about when the patient
needs support. We therefore want the gait phase ϕ to change continuously and
evenly over the step, to be able to exert control over the whole step. Ideally,
the gait progress tracking produces a linear mapping from 0 to 1 over the gait
cycle.
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5.4.2. Consequences for the Choice of Sensors
As our periodic sensory input will in no way resemble the cyclic gait phase
variable ϕ, we will need at least two sensors with periodic readings and a phase
diference to accurately derive the gait phase. These could be an angle and its
derivative, for example the knee angleΨknee and the knee angle velocity ωknee =
Ψ̇knee, or two independent angular variables with phase diference, like the knee
angle Ψknee and the thigh angle Ψthigh as in Figure 5.3. But as the underlying
motion is periodic, almost every set of two sensors on the device will satisfy
this condition, as long as they represent the gait progress in enough detail. That
means a switch, like a ground contact sensor, might not give enough detail to
gain a high time resolution of the gait phase.
This holds true even if we do not want to estimate the gait phase. To gain an
injective control function d (~s), we still need at least two sensors with the elab-
orated properties.
Postprocessing will be necessary for the kneeΨknee and thigh angleΨthigh sensors,
as the motion has several periodic components, as can again be seen in Figure 5.3.
Using switch like ground contact senors, which activate on heel strike, will allow
us to solve the ambiguity of the loop.
But based on two such sensory readings, we can deduce the current gait progress
in terms of the gait phase ϕ or otherwise identify the exact state of the user’s gait.
For our irst experiments, we test the ability of RunBot to recover from a condi-
tion with uncontrollable knee motor using the thigh and knee angle information
for a separate controller.
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8 steps of free walking
Heel Strikes
(a) Healthy patients walks with uncontrolled orthosis.





















8 steps with foot switch control
Heel Strikes
(b) Healthy patients walks with foot-switch controller.
Figure 5.3.: Thigh angle over knee angle for 8 steps; heel strikes are marked
with red dots. The data for 5.3(a) has been recorded using the uncontrolled
orthosis prototype. You can clearly see the knee bending in stance phase
during thigh extension on the left side, which is typical for healthy walkers.
For a simple stance control orthosis preventing knee lexion, this bending
cannot be observed; for example see the minimalist foot-switch controller
in 5.3(b), which blocks the knee bending at ground contact. Still, the loop






Based on the general considerations in the previous chapter, we validate our
design for a feed-forward controller and the suitability of the chosen sensors
(hip and knee joint angle) in a robot experiment, before we proceed on to a more
complex implementation on the orthosis in the next chapter.
We will start in section 6.1.1 with an outline of RunBot’s [24] setup (Figure 6.1 (a))
and in section 6.1.2 with the controller (Figure 6.1 (b)). The suitability of this
setup will be discussed in a comparison to human gait samples in section 6.2.
These considerations will help to devise an experiment (Figure 6.1 (c)) in sec-
tions 6.3 - 6.4, which allows us to test the applicability of internal representation
of gait progress, which corresponds to the gait phase as detailed in section 5.
Based on this test we discuss the itness of the sensory setup for the implement-
ation on the orthosis in chapters 7f.
6.1. RunBot
At project start, the orthosis prototype was still to be developed. Therefore,
preliminary concepts and the sensory coniguration were devised and tested on
RunBot. The initial Idea was to simulate diferent walking disorders with Run-
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(a) RunBot Hardware (b) RunBot Reflexive Controller
(c) Feedforward Knee Controller
Figure 6.1.: Chapter outline: We start with an introduction to Runbot (a),
a bipedal, 2D dynamic walking robot. Its controller produces inter-limb co-
ordination and motion generation via relexes, indicated by arrows in (b). For
validation, we implement a virtual knee-orthosis controller (c) which learns








(a) Mechanical structure of RunBot (b) Photograph of RunBot
Figure 6.2.: The RunBot model equipped with curved feet. Motion comes
from four actuated joints at the two hip and knee joints each. Sensory input
comes from angle sensors at all joints and ground contact sensors in each foot.
Bot, but this proved diicult because of the inherent stability of RunBot’s joints,
which is caused by gear-friction in the servo motors.
We will start with a short description of RunBot and its gait, but will leave the
details to the extensive existing literature (e.g. [23, 25, 59]. Then we will discuss
RunBot’s use as a model system for human gait and conclude with a summary
of early controller experiments on RunBot.
6.1.1. RunBot Set-Up
RunBot’s set-up is in general unchanged to the original literature [23, 25, 59].
Over the course of the thesis and an accompanying bachelor’s thesis [45] mech-
anical reinements have been done, which alter the gait dynamics only margin-
ally. These include a slip-ring contact and later on compliant ankles. Further
changes in the set-up move the boom to match the hip joint’s axis of rotation.
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RunBot is a 2D-Walking robot. His upper body is tightened to a boom at the
hip plate. This boom prevents him from falling to the side. The original version
has four joints: 2 hip- and 2 knee joints, which are all actuated with fast servo
motors. At the joints angle sensors are attached. Also, all versions have ground
contact switches. The original design has stif rounded feet, whose curvature cor-
responds to a circle with a radius of the leg length. Later on, a design from [47]
has been applied, which implements a passive ankle joint with springs. In this
thesis the design with stif ankle and rounded feet was used.
The controller is relex-based, meaning that every actuation is triggered by a
direct sensory impulse. This could be ground contact, or an indirect impulse,
like the measured hip angle reaching a threshold. This closed-loop controller
depends on the physical interaction of the robot with its environment to complete
its gait. Every ground contact triggers the next step; as a consequence, without
a physical environment the stepping motion will stop. The coupling of the two
legs is realised via sensory impressions from the contralateral leg.
Parameters of the controller are threshold angles and motor gains [23], which
roughly translate to posture and angular velocity in the joints. Many gait vari-
ations and speeds can be created by varying these parameters, whereas the walk-
ing gait stays ixed, as it is determined by the neuronal couplings. Due to the
hardware not being designed for the higher impacts of a light phase, running is
not feasible.
In the next section, we will see how these walking gaits compare to human walk-
ing, and to which degree RunBot can act as a model for a human wearing an
orthosis.
6.1.2. Locomotion Generation in RunBot
Control heavily based on central pattern generators is often implemented in ro-
bots which have intrinsic mechanical stability because of their number of legs,
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like for quadrupeds or hexapods. In these cases a mostly unperturbed gait can
be altered in response to external stimuli to react to the environment.
Central pattern generated bipedal walking is much more challenging, because
of the intrinsic instability. Balance control is the essence of bipedal walking and
in contrast to the mostly unperturbed gait of a hexapod a bipedal gait has higher
variations already on lat ground.
Therefore, for RunBot a relex based controller was devised, which implements a
physical computation [23], the combination of passive walker strategies with act-
ive control. This relex structure which represents the linkage of sensory inputs
with motor actuation is illustrated in Figure 6.7. RunBot’s controller does not
have a representation of speed, its motion is a combination of limb-movement
and world-interaction. RunBot’s relexive controller provides stable gait without
explicit balance control, it implements walking as controlled falling.
6.2. Comparison of RunBot’s Gait to Human Gait
First, we will take a look at the walking pattern RunBot’s controller generates.
The literature includes investigations on many details of RunBot’s controller,
mostly its ability to change and control walking speeds [23, 46] and to adapt to
diferently sloped environments [57–59]. Its similarity to human gait has been
compared via its velocity relative to the leg length [23, 59]. We will now consider
the similarity of hip and knee motion and take a closer look at speciic aspects
of human gait.
For a direct comparison of RunBot’s gait to human gait, we included the graphs
from Figure 5.3 in Figure 6.3. We observe the following diferences:
• The knee lexion is stronger pronounced, which might be due to the miss-
ing ankle actuation.
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8 steps of free walking
Heel Strikes
(a) From Figure 5.3(a): Healthy patient with uncontrolled
orthosis.





















8 steps with foot switch control
Heel Strikes
(b) From Figure 5.3(b): Healthy patients walks with foot-
switch controller.




















8 steps of RunBot walking
Heel Strikes




















8 steps of RunBot walking
hip
knee
(c) RunBot with compliant ankle.
Figure 6.3.: RunBot’s gait: On the left, thigh angle over knee angle for 8
steps, the heel strikes are marked with red dots. On the right side, the joint
angle motion is shown, with the zero for the hip and knee joint in straight
vertical position. This data has been recorded with compliant ankle joints.
When compared to human walking, many features are missing. RunBot’s
walking resembles an approximation using only the ground frequencies of
the corresponding channels.
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Figure 6.4.: The Anterior Extreme Angle (AEA) names the maximum hip
lexion which determines the end of the swing phase in RunBot’s relexive
controller.
• The knee lexion is less symmetric in comparison to thigh lexion, as
the knee extension is triggered by reaching the Anterior extreme angle
(AEA) [25] (see Figure 6.4).
• Features of higher order are missing in knee and hip motion of RunBot.
There is no knee lexion at heel strike or during stance phase. Comple-
mentary features in hip motion are missing, too.
• RunBot exhibits no swing leg retraction and the impact shock is forwarded
through the extended knee. This and the missing features from the previ-
ous point greatly optimise energy consumption and reduce high forces on
the musculoskeletal system above the knee in human bipedal walking.
• Furthermore, based on recent indings on human push-of [48, 54, 81] we
can argue, that even with compliant ankle joints, the rigid gears at knee
and hip level prevent human like uptake of energy stored in the ankle joint,
which is now argued to power the swing leg. Especially, as knee lexion
in RunBot only starts with contralateral ground contact.
Therefore, RunBot is not reproducing many important and advanced features of
human gait during the whole gait cycle (and especially at heel strike and push-
of).
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Still, RunBot reproduces rudimentary features of human walking, like the gen-
eral order of phases as shown in section 2, including double stance phases. This
allows us to employ RunBot as a model for early technical studies.
6.2.1. Comparing against the reduced dynamics of locking
orthoses
In comparison to the gait of patients using locking orthoses in Figure 6.5, the
knee joint’s trajectory is more similar. This can be seen in the dashed line of
Figure 6.5(d). Patient’s tend to compensate their movements with other parts of
the body: The hip joint’s trajectories in Figure 6.5(c) give a good indication of
how strong these changes may turn out. In comparison to a healthy walker in
Figures 6.5(a) and 6.5(b), you can see additional or overemphasised features, e.g.,
a signiicant increase of asymmetry between the two legs. The contralateral knee
joint in Figure 6.5(d) shows an additional bending at the end of the stance phase,
too. Both features are likely needed to overcome the disturbance introduced by
the locked knee joint.
Although RunBot’s knee bending does resemble the locked knee trajectory of
the patient, RunBot’s gait does not show any of the other features. This is due
to the relative simplicity of body mechanics and gait model of RunBot. Patients
are able to compensate with their whole body, which includes not only the con-
tralateral leg, but also the torso and arms.
6.2.2. Consequences for Gait Modelling with RunBot
While RunBot’s dynamics compare better to the orthosis’ knee component than
to regular human walking, the rest of the patient’s body is doing additional avoid-
ance movements, which are captured much less, as RunBot is missing a dynamic
upper body, which plays a signiicant role in patient gaits. We conclude, that
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Left hip angle Right hip angle
Hip Angle
(a) Hip angle of healthy walker
















Left knee angle Right knee angle
Knee Angle

















Left hip angle Right hip angle
Hip Angle

















Left knee angle Right knee angle
Knee Angle
(d) Knee angle of patient with locking orthosis
Figure 6.5.: Hip and knee angle in a gait lab recording of a healthy walker
and a patient with locking orthosis: In comparison, we observe the lat knee
movement in stance phase for the ipsilateral knee (green slash-dotted line)
in 6.5(d) and the asymmetric hip movement in 6.5(c) as response to the stif
knee.
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with RunBot we face a system, which can be used to model the orthosis’ mech-
anics and controller on a simple scale, whereas the details of general human or
a patient’s gait are not captured.
In consequence, we can not assume RunBot to be a realistic environment to
imitate an actual patient wearing an orthosis. Nor can we try to estimate changes
in performance or energy balance of the patient’s gait, since RunBot’s controller
does not support features due to mechanical limitations.
Summing this section up, RunBot is not a detailed model for human gait, as it
has many shortcomings. Nonetheless, it allows us to study basic features of bi-
pedal locomotion. Especially in preparation of the sensory limited environment
the orthosis controller will be. Therefore, we will use RunBot to implement a
rudimentary controller to test the hypothesis from section 5.3. We can use the
ground contact, hip and knee angle sensors to reconstruct basic gait progress.
6.3. Evaluation of Possible Experiments with
RunBot
After the comparison of RunBot’s gait to human gait in the previous chapter, we
will evaluate possibilities to experimentally imitate gait-impairments on RunBot
with the aim to develop additional controllers which can compensate or lessen
the introduced deviations.
Therefore, we will try to generally describe possible patient’s conditions, be-
fore we compare diferent means of gait-impairments on RunBot. Based on this
evaluation, we will design an experiment to test a irst approach for the orthosis
controller.
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6.3.1. Mimicking Patient’s Conditions
Walking disorders of interest to us are connected to missing or reduced muscle
functionality, caused—for example— muscle atrophy, muscular dystrophy, my-
opathy, or injuries of muscles, and tendons. Another problem ield arises from
the nervous system, like stroke, spinal cord, or nerve ibre damage.
All of these disorders have a (localised) lack of control over muscle force in a
muscle or muscular region in common, which in general results in instability
and gait deviations like premature ground contact.
There are generally two possibilities to mimic these disorders on RunBot in a
simple way. Number one would be to model a lack of control by means of the
control signal, like a reduced signal amplitude. Alternatively the simulation
could be done by means of hardware changes, which might be a cut signal line
or additional mass attached to a leg. A more complex approach would include
a simulation of the disorders symptoms, which for example would limit joint
range the motor torque on the joint.
For all these cases, a virtual orthosis (controller) as supportive solution could
be implemented in parallel to the existing controller. Thereby, controller archi-
tectures could be evaluated. In the following, we will evaluate these options for
their feasibility on RunBot.
6.3.2. Reduction of the Signal Amplitude
Reducing the amplitude of RunBot’s virtual motor neurons has several efects.
The servo motors will move the limb slower leading to asynchronous limb mo-
tion, early ground contact and therefore hobbling. But on the other hand, we
found the internal friction of the used servo’s gears to be so high, that RunBot
is still able to support it’s own body weight. Even with disabled knee motor
signal, RunBot is able to do ≈ 5 steps before stumbling, as shown in Figure 6.6.
With higher signal amplitudes, RunBot is even able to prevent the slow decrease
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knee angle hip angle
Figure 6.6.: With disabled motor for the right knee, the friction generated
by the gears supports RunBot’s body weight for approximately 5 steps before
falling. This high friction complicates the modelling of patient’s conditions.
as a combination of slow joint movement and torques resulting from the end of
the swing phase. This internal friction of the servo’s gears makes it impossible
to achieve a realistic patient situation with reduced muscle forces in an ad-hoc
manner by only manipulating the driving signal.
6.3.3. Hardware Manipulations
The attachment of an additional load on a leg provides no problem for the used
servos. For reasons of weight eiciency, the equipped servos are high-speed,
high-torque models. The problems for RunBot’s dynamics, resulting from ad-
ditional load, stem from the limb’s additional inertia, which is comparable to
patients who swing their legs with too much muscle force: when stopping the
swing, the robot will most likely fall. This is the opposite problem the patients
are experiencing. To reduce this excess inertia, the motor-driving gain can be
reduced, which leads us back to the irst approach of reduced signal amplitude.
As the additional weight is not impairing the servos’ capabilities, it can even be
detached.
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On a side note, the changes in motor-driving gain on a leg with or without ad-
ditional load will result in asymmetric gait, which can be further increased by
asymmetric gait parameters for the desired hip- and knee-angles. Thus, it is pos-
sible to generate simple forms of asymmetric gait (cmp. Figure 6.5(c)), but it is
still generated by a fully functional controller. The asymmetry stems from asym-
metric gait parameters and is not a symptom, like in the patient’s case, but would
merely be a forced control condition, which could not be easily overcome by an
additional controller. Therefore, direct introduction of symptoms in RunBot’s
controller seems to be unsuitable.
6.3.4. Complex Modelling of Patient’s Conditions
With these observations in mind, for a useful model of the patient’s gait, we
would need to reproduce the reduced muscle forces or rather joint torques using
for example compliant control, which would be the consequence of the patient’s
conditions. This would create a realistic and proportional efect for the robot,
which could be countered by an appropriate virtual orthosis.
Employing musculoskeletal simulations would allow building realistic models
of human motion, from which the efects of changed muscle functionality could
be deduced.
As the orthosis has an hydraulic damper, one could try to apply a musculoskeletal
simulation like in [86] to derive the forces the orthosis has to provide. As the
damping is one of the two passive muscle-properties Hill-Type muscle models
apply [105, 108], one could try to directly control the damper, although the stif-
ness of the joint could not be modelled that way. This means, that not all force
components would be implemented and the applied damping might needed to
be modelled solely after the required supporting force.
But given the current setup of RunBot without load sensing and with high-torque
servo motors which produce high internal friction, these efects (see Figure 6.6)
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make the conclusive application of muscle models on RunBot a complex under-
taking, which is outside of the scope of this thesis.
6.3.5. Conclusions and Choice of Experiment
In summary: To be able to simulate insuicient muscle control or force, the
afected joint motors would need active control to achieve passive instability.
This could be done via muscle models or similar means which actively counter
the gear friction or by changes in RunBot hardware setup.
Therefore, in addition to the arguments presented in the previous section, the
complexity to model the patient’s behaviour restrains us from use of RunBot as
a detailed model of patient behaviour.
Instead, we will reduce the control signal amplitude of RunBot’s controller to
mimic the general control problem, which will be unstable gait due to missing
body support. Although RunBot is—in contrast to a patient with completely
uncontrolled knee joint—still able to walk for about a hand full of steps, we can
restrain an additional controller to the sensory environment of the orthosis and
thus gain insight into this dynamic system.
In the next section, we will implement and test gait progress based control on
RunBot, limiting sensory input to one leg, as formulated in section 5.3.
6.4. Experiment: Gait-Timing Based Control on
RunBot
An orthosis equipped to one leg has to possess a control mechanism, which is
able to it into the user’s gait without knowledge of the whole patient’s state, as
a complete instrumentation of the patient’s body with sensors is unfeasible. The
aim is sensory integration which allows the controller to synchronise with the
motion of its user, avoiding instrumentation outside the orthosis if possible.
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Figure 6.7.: RunBot’s relexive controller uses the ground contact signal
for inter-limb coordination. Each leg’s trajectory is controlled by ipsilateral
sensors, but movement initiation is triggered by contralateral ground contact.
Reaching the AEA in the hip joint triggers knee extension for heel-strike.
Whereas many traditional orthoses use single or few sensors to inject control at
speciic moments in the gait cycle, we want to gain the ability to continuously
control the device, extending the moments of control to the whole gait cycle.
Thereby, (1) not coupling the control to the patient’s ability to satisfy the sens-
ory requirements of the controller, (2) heavily reducing the demand on speciic
patient remaining abilities for the rest of the gait cycle, and (3) implementing
a control scheme, which allows transparent and detailed gait support over the
whole step. We focus on methods which allow later adaptation of the control-
ler’s behaviour, i.e., we want to be able to apply transformations at all steps of
the controllers processing.
In this experiment, we implement and test a simpliied virtual orthosis control-
ler for RunBot. This virtual orthosis will have access to the sensors of it’s
own leg. This is in contrast to RunBot’s regular walking control, which imple-
ments inter-limb-coordination by coupling the motion control of one leg with
the sensors of the opposite leg, as shown in Figure 6.7. This mixed-limb sens-
ory processing allows the system to facilitate “physical computation”, i.e., to use
physical properties and the interaction with the environment to complete the gait
dynamics [25].
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Figure 6.8.: Setup of the RunBot virtual orthosis controller experiment: Run-
Bot’s regular neural control looses control of the left knee joint (compare Fig-
ure 6.7). A second controller is installed in parallel. It uses only ipsilateral
sensors and original gait data for training to restore RunBot’s original gait.
Here, we want to test if we can control the knee joint only with ipsilateral sensors
as proposed in section 5.3. As a test condition we reduce or remove the original
controller’s signal to the afected knee motor, as sketched in Figure 6.8, produ-
cing the condition in Figure 6.6 of the previous section.
Hypothesis: Using ipslateral sensors only—i.e. ground contact, hip and knee
angle sensors—we can completely control one of RunBot’s knee joints sui-
ciently to allow continuous walking from an impaired state.
Materials: Used is the relex based RunBot controller without any adaptive or
learning elements, whose internal relex connectivity is sketched in Figure 6.7.
RunBot is equipped with curved feet and walks on a lat circular path. See the
literature in section 6.1.1 for details.
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6.4.1. Experimental setup
We removed control of the left knee from RunBot’s controller, thus simulating
impaired knee joint control. As stated above in section 6.3.1, RunBot is still able
to walk for several steps because of gear friction, but after around 5 steps, Run-
Bot’s knee will eventually have bent too much and the robot falls. At the same
time, the extended, “stif” leg will make RunBot stumble due to early ground
contact until the knee is bent far enough. These properties do not mimic a real
patient, but the task is similar:
Relying on ipslateral sensors only, implement a control strategy that
its in perfectly with the original controller. Together, achieve a gait
pattern that resembles the original.
Instead of the orthosis controller to know the full state of the whole walker, it
only needs to have enough information to blend in. The coupling is achieved over
the ipsilateral leg, to whose sensory impression both controllers have access to,
as formulated in section 5.3.
The virtual orthosis controller sketched in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 is much simpler
than the real orthosis controller detailed in later sections. Here, we implement
the simple feed forward controller from equation (5.1) as a perceptron using the
FANN library [69].
This approach allows easy training with previously sampled data, as well as re-
training during operation and therefore keeps the option for behaviour adapta-
tion and online learning. It simpliies the implementation through an existing
and tested framework.
The number of hidden neurons and layers was varied to ind the optimal number;
the best training results were achieved with one hidden layer of three neurons.
Still, because of the desired rectangular output with smooth transfer-functions,
the performance diferences were small. The thus generated and trained con-
troller is sketched in Figure 6.9 and is strictly-feed forward. Nonetheless it is a
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Figure 6.9.: The virtual controller to take over operation of RunBot’s virtu-
ally impaired knee. We use the current ground pressure, hip- and knee-angle
sensors as input. After rescaling to the neurons input domain, they are pro-
cessed by three hidden neurons to reproduce the unimpaired RunBot’s motor
output in combination with the impaired controller and the environment in
closed loop setup, as shown in Figure 6.10.
closed loop system, as the interaction with the impaired controller and the envir-
onment is necessary to produce output. It therefore creates an undelayed output
for each sensory input like the original relexive RunBot controller.
6.4.2. Results
The comparison of the virtual controller’s output to the original training data
from a separate run can be seen in Figure 6.10(d). Whereas the achieved knee
angle is compared to the original controller in Figure 6.10(c).
We observe that the perceptron creates artefacts around the sharp edges, which
can be explained by the smooth joint angle input and the smooth transfer func-
tions used. These smooth transfer functions have diiculties to reproduce the
steep rises of the binary motor control of the original controller. The over- and
undershooting of the motor neuron creates additional features in the knee angle.
Still, the generated dynamics are quite similar to the original controller’s and
allows stable walking1.
1Whereas a proper deinition of gait stability is subject to the use case, for bipedal gait often
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left hip angle right hip angle
(a) Restored hip dynamics.
















left knee angle right knee angle
(b) Restored knee dynamics.
















Decoupled knee RunBot’s controller
(c) Comparison of original to restored knee dynamics.


















Trained Controller RunBot’s Controller
(d) Comparison of original to restored motor output.
Figure 6.10.: Decoupled knee controller output. In the top row, the restored
hip- and knee dynamics show the cooperation of the two controllers. In the
bottom row, the knee angle and knee motor neuron output are compared to
the training data, e.g., to a diferent and dynamically independend run.
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6.5. Discussion
It has to be noted, that for the comparisons in Figure 6.10(c) and 6.10(d) we
had to choose from two separate walking recordings with the original controller.
Therefore, we compared two independent statistics with the consequence, that
the step lengths are not matching well; this is generally to be expected, as for
37 steps of RunBot walking with the additional knee controller, the distribution
of step times showed a standard deviation of 0.8× the mean step duration. This
huge width in the distribution of step durations might be a symptom of the in-
herent instability, which is not countered by active balance and stabilisation in
the controller (compare to section 3.1.1).
The presented approach possesses the captivating feature of simplicity. Further-
more it can be trained with at all times, including oline with previously recor-
ded date and run time, and therefore allows adaptation during all stages of the
controller’s life time.
Still, it is exercising feed forward control, which allows minimal reaction times
of one controller cycle to external stimuli and therefore shows the same time char-
acteristics as the original relex based controller. No additional ilters needed to
be applied, although simple ilters would have been able to restore the original
binary switching behaviour of the motor neuron.
6.5.1. Consequences for the Orthosis Controller
We take this as an indication, that the presented approach is able to continuously
control bipedal gait over the whole gait cycle, integrating into the host control-
ler’s bipedal dynamics. A claim, which we will revisit in the following sections
with extensions to the controller for this speciic purpose.
a falling condition is used. In this case, we have achieved a restoration of luent walking from
≈ 5 steps to 37 steps, which was good enough a count to stop the experiment. For a detailed
considerations on bipedal stability see [79].
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Summing up, this minimalist controller implemented with a perceptron allows
RunBot to again achieve stable gait based on two joint angles and the ground
contact sensors. Still, we can easily distinguish the motor output from the ori-
ginal controller’s, which is due to the fact, that RunBot’s original motor output
is mostly a combination of unit steps. We can expect the desired control output
for the orthosis controller to be of a smoother nature, which we should be able
to create with a similar perceptron.
Based on this proof of concept, we are now prepared to proceed with the sensory
equipment of the orthosis in chapter 7 and the design of the components of the






In Chapter 4 we introduced the frame of the orthosis. In this chapter, we will look
at the sensory equipment of the presented prototype, which is strongly inspired
by RunBot as described in the previous chapter.
In this—rather short chapter—we will go all the way from the sensor readings to
the controller software (compare Figure 7.1), which we split in two parts. First,
we will take a look at the data exchange with the orthosis hardware, then we will
consider the sensory coniguration, which we developed during the course of the
BFNT project and this thesis. The two parts are independent of each other; the
data acquisition was abstracted and separated in form of a library. That way the
backend can be switched at any time.
The general description of the Hardware as designed by Otto Bock was part of
the BFNT project 3a; please see section 4.1 on page 43 for further reference. In
this section, we will focus on the interfaces with the hardware and the sensory
setup, as devised based on the preceding experiments with RunBot. Figure 7.5
is an extended version of Figure 4.1, in which the sensors are marked.
7.1. Data Acquisition Framework
Data exchange with the hardware is bidirectional. We read sensors placed on the
orthosis and control the valves in the C-Leg-element. For easier development,
we decided to use a standard PC for interfacing, instead of more energy eicient
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Figure 7.1.: Chapter overview: After introduction of the brace in Chapter 4,
we examine the sensory coniguration and the information low in this. This
includes the sampling- and analogue-output features as well as the placement
of sensors.
embedded hardware, which might be too slow for demanding calculations1 and
which is more diicult to debug.
During the course of the thesis, two interfaces have been used. We will sketch
the irst approaches for completeness.
7.1.1. C-Leg-Interface
The C-Leg-element comes with an I²C-Port, which allows reading and writ-
ing access to the valve motors. Direct interfacing using an IO-Warrior USB-
I²C-Adapter proved to be highly unstable. Even hardware initialisation proced-
ures were not reproducible. Furthermore, an additional Data Acquisition (DAQ)
device would have been necessary to read out the attached sensors. Therefore
we went for a uniied approach for valve motor control and data acquisition.
1Note that with the advent of modern embedded devices, like smart phones and a multitude
of Internet of Things devices, the computational power is of no concern anymore.
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Figure 7.2.: The USB-Dux with additional wiring for the sensors is attached
to the hydraulic damper.
7.1.2. USB-Dux DAQ-Interface
The USB-Dux DAQ [78] provides 8 analogue input, 4 analogue output, and 4 di-
gital input/output channels via the comedi software stack [30]. It is part of the
RunBot setup and therefore fully integrated into the neural RunBot controller,
which is the foundation for the presented orthosis controller. That made it the
perfect tool to bootstrap data acquisition for the initial orthosis controller.
The irst generation of orthosis controllers drove the valve motors directly via
USB-Dux, short circuiting the original controller chip and going directly to the
ampliication circuits of the original C-Leg controller board. The motor position
and all other sensors were connected directly to USB-Dux and thus a control loop
with up to 1 kHz update rate was possible. In reality, the orthosis control loop
























Valve Position Error [%]
motor neuron activity
Figure 7.3.: Motor neuron transfer function from equation (7.1).




exp [s (u− position)]
− 1 , (7.1)
with u being the set point, position being the current position of the driven valve
motor and s deining the slope around the set point. For s the empirically chosen
value of s = 12 has been used.
This setup worked generally lawlessly for the development of the core controller
in this chapter. But we suspected the brute force connection of the motor drivers
to USB-Dux by short-circuiting the original controller chip to be responsible for
dying hardware in the long run. At the same time, the 8 analogue input channels
were completely in use with 2 motor valve position sensors, 3 angle sensors
and 3 force sensing resistors for ground contact, and left no easy way to extend
the sensory set up. This lead to the development of a special solution by our
cooperation partner Otto Bock.
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Figure 7.4.: Otto Bock motor control and daq: in the lower left corner the
motor unit for the hydraulic damper, in the top left the cased interface for
motor conrol and data acquisition.
7.1.3. Dedicated Embedded i/o-Interface
During the course of the project, Otto Bock developed a special purpose embed-
ded board for Data Acquisition. The design was based on their internally used
boards with modiications to it our requirements. The interfacing with the C-
Leg-element uses the original I²C interface. Additional analogue input lines for
additional sensors complete the setup, resulting in a max of 8 analogue input
channels in addition to the 2 motor valve positions sensors. The sampling rate
for the additional analogue inputs is 100Hz.
In consequence, the motor control loop to ensure set point positioning is no
longer part of the presented controller and the motor neuron from the USB-Dux
interface has been removed.
This interface has been used in the 2nd half of the project. And although the
maximum sampling rate is an order of magnitude lower, than for the previous
interface based on USB-Dux, it proved fast enough for the presented controller.
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(a) Compliant shank bar (b) Ankle joint
Figure 7.5.: Schematics for the available orthosis setups. Indicated are angle-
sensors in red with reference and foot-contact-sensors in green at the sole, as
well as additional acceleration sensors for impact and moment analysis.
7.2. Sensory Configuration
We want to implement detailed gait tracking as opposed to making assumptions
on speciic readings and derived measures, for example shank load or the ground
reaction force. In section 5.3, Control Problem Evaluation, we have described
the minimal control function in equation (5.1), which includes an abstract map-
ping of the gait progress to the control output via the sensory input.
In a simple RunBot experiment (see section 6.4), we tested the ability to continu-
ously exert control over the whole gait cycle with a minimalist controller. We
took a short look at the walking patterns of humans and RunBot and made the
argument, that for RunBot two periodic sensory impressions with phase difer-
ence should be enough to exert control over the gait phase, whereas for humans
additional features in the dynamics need at least another sensory input to disam-






(b) Model with Ankle
joint
Figure 7.6.: Photographs of the two prototypes described in Figure 7.5. Pho-
tograph 7.6 has been provided by Otto Bock; the inlay with force sensing
resistors is beside the foot. For 7.6(b), the force sensing resistors are below
between the foot-structure and the shoe. The boxing from Figure 7.7(c) min-
imises sensor changes through sole-shoe interaction.
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With this foundation, we started to implement a sensory coniguration for the
orthosis, which provided features similar to RunBot. But for all that mechanical
similarity, we have to keep the diference in the control problem in mind: RunBot
needs active control, driving the servo motors.
In contrast, the orthosis has a hydraulic damper which can dissipate energy but
lacks actuation. The orthosis controller therefore will implement some sort of
stance control, which makes the ground contact an important phase of control.
Still, at this point we assume RunBot as a minimal sensory setup to achieve
detailed control depending on gait progress. For the choice of sensors on the or-
thosis, many decisions were inluenced by the experience from our collaborators
from Otto Bock.
7.2.1. Joint instrumentation
For knee joint instrumentation, we embedded a potentiometer into a sink of the
knee joint. Whereas functional, the mechanical stress on the exposed contacts
lead to broken wires. Later on Otto Bock provided a hall efect based sensor
itting into the joint mechanics, which lead to a stable knee joint instrumenta-
tion.
For thigh ankle measurement we included an IMU based sensor by Otto Bock,
which was developed for the E-Mag active project. Thus, we did not need to
instrument the patients body on hip level, but could place the sensor on the or-
thosis. This sensor measures in a plane and delivers the angle relative to the
vector of gravitational force. The IMU derive thigh angle in the saggital plane
relative to the vertical axis and therefore does not deliver the same information as
the hip joint sensors of RunBot, which represent a real joint angle as the relation
between the trunk and the thigh.
The ankle joint could have been used for the prototype with a real joint in Fig-
ures 7.5(b), 7.6(b), but depending on the patient’s status and their need for ankle
joint support or even the need for a model with stif ankle joint as in Figures 7.5(a),
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7.6(a), we decided to not go for the ankle and leave it open for other sensors, like
strain gauges.
7.2.2. Foot instrumentation
For ground contact detection, we settled for a set of force sensing resistors (FSRs)
from Interlink Electronics (part. no 406 with 1452mm2 active area) our collab-
orator suggested, and later the part. no 402 with 39.9mm2 active area. These
devices are easy to handle and access, providing one resistance per element
which is reduced under pressure. The diferent stages of our FSR integration
into the orthosis setup can be seen in Figure 7.7.
Another approach would strain gauge based sensors, which could be included in
the stif shank bar or as additional instrumentation on the ankle joints mounting.
But they would not indicate the pressure distribution below the sole.
Our irst approach was based on a simple testing setup to mount the FSRs to an
inlay. This inlay was placed in the hard foot bed of the irst orthosis prototype,
as seen in Figure 7.6(a). But the sensors between the foot and the hard frame
of orthosis were generating spurious sensory input independent of ground con-
tact.
For the second orthosis prototype in Figures 7.5(b), 7.6(b), the FSRs were placed
below the orthosis foot bed and the comparatively soft inner sole of the shoe.
Still, the contact between the components would cause spurious sensory input.
The applied FSR models are highly sensitive with a range of≈ 0.1−100N. The
resistance R changes from > 1M฀ down to around 100 k฀ with the resistance
R ≈∝ 1/F [19]. Therefore, for an adult human, the FSRs are acting as ground
contact switch, similar to the case of RunBot, but with smaller active area. Due
to this high sensitivity, even small pressures in stance and swing phase produce
quite high sensory readings with unknown luctuations do to sensor deformation,
as can be seen in the curves for FSRs 1 and 2 in Figure 7.8.
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(c) Boxing of smaller FSRs
Figure 7.7.: Ground contact sensors: Integration of model 406 into inlay for
shoes to test setup 7.7(a). The mounting on the inlay enables reproducible
FSR positioning. In the middle 7.7(b): inlay for orthosis use. On the right
side 7.7(c): embedding FSR model 402 in silicone to reduce signal through
gauge on shoe or sole.
To overcome these spurious contacts, respectively the reduction of the sensory
input range depending on shoe position and the unknown quantity of currently
applied amount of torque between the leg and the orthosis frame, we changed
to smaller FSRs (part. no 402) and surrounded them with an additional rubber
enclosure as in Figure 7.7(c).
An additional positive efect is, that the rubber enclosure guards the soldiering
contacts, which were prone to mechanical stress. The reduced area of the FSR
has to be taken into account when placing the sensors, but as the shoe and the
orthosis frame mechanically spread pressure, every ground contact can be detec-
ted on an area which is huge compared to the area of one FSR. Because of this
efect, large area FSRs have an even larger area of excitation. Smaller FSRs with





To determine the sensor placement, we recorded walking on lat ground with
the inlay from Figure 7.7(a). Three consecutive steps are plotted in Figure 7.8:
FSRs 1 & 2 always have pressure applied due to their placement, and FSR 3 has
spurious activity at the start and end of the swing phase.
As all FSR have overlapping activity, we settled for two FSRs at positions 4,
“heel”, and 1, “toes”, according to placement in Figure 7.8(b). An additional
FSRs at position 2 would be advantageous, as it would complement the overlap
of positions 1 and 4, but as only a limited number of analogue input channels are
available we went for reduced coverage. Figure 7.9 shows the resulting signal
for luent steps of lat walking. The dashed blue line shows the envelope where
at least one of both normalised sensory readings is ≥ 0.4. Thus, this FSR-setup
allows detection of heel-strike and foot-of. But due to mechanical instability,
most experiments were conducted with the heel FSR only.
7.3. Summary
This setup provides the two periodic, angular sensors with additional ground
contact sensors in the sole. Although the thigh and ground contact sensors are
semantically diferent from those on RunBot, the sensory impression is compar-
able, as can be seen in Figures like 5.3 and 6.3.
The increased dimensions of the foot plate and the lexible orthosis structure al-
low more detailed ground contact detection than RunBot’s mechanical switches
(Figures 7.8 and 7.9).
Thus, RunBot’s sensor-set can be seen as a subset of the orthosis’ sensors, al-
lowing a similar low of information processing. Naturally, we have fewer joints
and as explained in section 4.1, only passive control over joint motion: the Otto



































Figure 7.8.: Sensory readings for 3 steps with the 5 FSRs in Figure 7.7(a)
worn in a shoe with lexible sole. Because of the high excitation areas res-
ulting from the FSR’s size and the interaction with the sole, the activity is
extended and FSRs 1 & 2 never relax.
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Heel FSR Toe FSR FSR envelope
Figure 7.9.: Final FSR setup with a heel detection unit on position 4 and a
toe unit on position 1, as compared to Figure 7.8(b). The envelope of the two







Small steps are better than great words.
Willi Brand as cited by Egon Bahr
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Orthosis Feedforward Control
In this chapter, we transfer the simpliied control problem from equation (5.1)
in section 5.3 and its implementation for RunBot in section 6.4 to the orthosis.
In the process, we extend the controller with regard to the passive operation
conditions of the orthosis, while we still limit the controller to support only one
gait.
For this, we will irst consider design goals and requirements on the orthosis
controller. Based on these, we will consider the design and implement of the ac-
tual controller. This controller will provide tunable and adaptive knee damping
control. This will be implemented by means of a super-imposed modelling with
a user interface.
This chapter is concluded with an evaluation of the controller regarding the
presented design goals and the discussion of the implications for the further
























































Figure 8.1.: Contents of this chapter: In this chapter, the feedforward-part of
the controller will be presented together with the interface for user-feedback.
We will start with the timing unit, which determines the gait phase and go
on to the shaping network, which deines the damping applied at the knee
joint. Then we will see how the user-feedback-mechanism allows to tune the
behaviour and hides device-speciics from the controller. Higher-level com-
ponents for multi-gait support will be handled in the next chapter.
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8.1. Locomotion Generation in Orthosis Control
We will discuss how to integrate online learning and adaptation. Then, a short
glimpse on questions concerning the support of multiple gaits and the shortcom-
ings of the current setup is done. This will prepare us for introduction of internal
models to diferentiate multiple gaits in the next chapter.
8.1. Locomotion Generation in Orthosis Control
For orthosis control a similar approach was devised, which has the response
speed of a relexive controller. The human can be seen as an external pattern
generator with highly varying frequency. Because of the high variability in the
human walking frequency it is unrealistic to have a central pattern generator
adapt to the walking frequency. Adaptation could only work on the presented
frequency, therefore an adaptive pattern generator would necessarily often lag
behind.
To accommodate for this frequency adaptation problem, the orthosis controller
bases its control signals around a mechanism to extract gait phase information
from its sensory input. The diiculty in this is lying in limitation of sensory
input to the ipsilateral leg.
Initial tests have been done with RunBot. Other groups recently started doing
experiments with gait phase extraction from the contralateral side, see discus-
sion.
8.2. Requirements on the Controller
8.2.1. Basic Considerations
As already detailed, the C-Leg-Element applies damping for knee lexion. This
makes the orthosis a passive device and we can only dissipate energy. The two
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important consequences are, that (1) the patients have to power the walking them-
selves, and (2) that we will implement a kind of stance-control, i.e., we will free
the knee joint for leg swing and stabilise the stance-phase by damping the knee-
joint.
Furthermore, we want to be able to apply the damping at all times of gait cycle,
for example we want to enable pre-damping ahead of the heel strike. The patients
will be enabled to tune the controller’s behaviour, such that they increase their
comfort while walking.
But neither do we know possible patients’ exact muscle status in advance, nor
do we know the contribution of other muscle groups to the patient’s gait, i.e.,
to which extend they power their gait with muscle groups not used by healthy
walkers and what part avoidance movements, that means systematic deviations
from average healthy gait, play in the individual gait patterns.
Control of the damping in knee lexion is a control problem for one degree of
freedom, which is cyclic in time. To be able to support arbitrary gaits, and to
gain full support to tune the controller’s output, we split the controller into two
steps:
1. Timing: The controller determines the current position in the gait cycle
for the individual patient as abstract gait phase ϕ.
2. Output: The output is applied as a function of the gait phase ϕ.
8.2.2. Control Flow
We will not cover the complete design of the inal orthosis controller, which can
be found in Chapter 9. Instead, we will focus on the central part of the bulbous
system, which is designed to produce a control signal in the manner of a fast
feed forward system. Therefore, with the exception of user feedback, the control
low is completely linear as depicted in Figure 8.2, and it forms the innermost
layer of the inal controller.
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Figure 8.2.: Sketch of core controller: The central structure of the proposed
controller is deined by a closed-loop, feed-forward signal low, which de-
termines the current gait phase ϕ in the timing network. The shaping network
determines the desired damping as function of the gait phase, which is applied




The most important aspect of this section is the optimal tuning of the device
to it the patient, as the core controller is concerned with this modelling of the
device’s behaviour to the patients needs. As we will see in later chapters, other
layers of control can handle behaviour changes and adaptation. They can run in
parallel to and interact with the structure presented in this section.
First, we will describe the timing unit which handles design goal 2.: the ability
to capture the individual gait. On top of this timing unit we apply the design
goal 1: the desired damping. The third design goal is transient in the presented
controller by ways of the representation of gait timing and damping.
Figure 8.2 shows the control low: To generate an arbitrary damping control
signal on top of the timing unit, the timing unit has to generate a patient and gait
independent intermediate representation of gait progress, which approximates
the gait phase ϕ from equation (5.2). Given the sensory input ~s, the timing unit
performs the mapping
timing unit : ~s 7→ ϕ . (8.1)
The desired damping will then become a periodic function d (ϕ) of the gait phase
shaping unit : ϕ 7→ d (ϕ) , with d (0) ≡ d (1) . (8.2)
Finally, the desired damping has to be mapped to the valve position in the hy-
draulic damper.
Then we assume, that the valve position control is handled by one of the data
acquisition systems from section 7.1.
At the end of this chapter we will see that the immediate result of this tunable
controller will be the over-itting of the supported gait. In the next chapter we
will address this problem with gait models to recognise and diferentiate these
speciic movements.
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In this way, additional layers address diferent requirements on the orthosis con-
troller, which have been detailed in chapter 4.3.
8.2.3. Timing unit
The timing unit is necessary to resolve the step into an internal representation of
gait progress (compare igure 5.2).
In other words, the timing unit tracks gait progress tracking and therefore has to
be able to support (a) speciic gaits of (b) individual patients. We formulate a
set of requirements on the timing unit, which will guide the implementation and
will allow us to evaluate the performance of the timing unit.
Necessary requirements on the timing unit are
1. Generality: The design makes no assumptions about patient abilities.
2. Individualisation: It is able to adapt to individual features of gait and hides
the details from downstream processes.
3. Abstraction: It generates an abstract representation of gait progress from
the sensory data.
4. Time-Independence: It scales with walking speed and stride length.
5. Reaction: To allow fast reactions, for example to perturbations, it should
exhibit short delays.
6. Detailed Control: It provides a smooth and continuous representation of
gait progress
7. Adaptable: The implementation allows to adapt changes in the users gaits.
With requirement 1 we want to keep the patient target groups as big as possible,
whereas requirement 2 extends the level of support for individual patients, aim-
ing to increase comfort and the impression of seamless integration.
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Requirements 3 allows downstream processes to be independent of how the tim-
ing unit works. Requirement 4 enforces the abstraction to include variations in
the gait. To be able to handle disturbances, requirement 5 includes safety con-
cerns.
Requirement 6 warrants control for the whole gait cycle with the same accuracy:
As the shaping unit is a state-less function of the gait phase, changes in control
output can only happen when the gait phase changes. As we make no assumption
about when the patient needs support, we need to ensure that the device is able
to react over the whole gait cycle.
The ability to change the behaviour of the device later on, in an online or assisted
manner, forms requirement 7, compare section 5.1 and chapter 12.
8.2.4. Shaping Unit & User Feedback
The shaping unit is responsible to determine the required damping for a speciic
time determined by the gait phase ϕ and request the positioning of the valve
accordingly. According to equation (8.2), the shaping unit deines the desired
damping d directly as a function of the gait phase ϕ.
The shaping unit is state-less. The only requirements on the shaping unit are,
(1) that it allows deining the desired damping in suicient detail and (2) that is
implemented in a way, which allows later adaptation. All other properties are
determined by the timing unit.
Because the user is part of the damping deinition via user feedback, it seems
advised include another requirement (3): that the representation should be un-
derstandable and easy to visualise, so that the users can develop an intuition on






The timing unit maps the sensory input directly to the gait phase ϕ ∈ [0, 1), as
formulated in equation (8.1) from section 5.3:
timing unit : ~st 7→ ϕt .
For the implementation we chose a perceptron similar to the one in the RunBot
experiment of section 6.4. To improve the smoothness and quality of the output,
as compared to the bad it of the motor voltages in Figure 6.10(d), we choose the
output to be of similar form as the input and use equation (5.3) to split the timing
unit into the mapping onto a circular motion in the plane











For the irst sensor set, especially the potentiometer on the knee joint, a low-pass















, f = 0.8 ; (8.3)
this kind of low-pass ilter is the equivalent of a recurrent artiicial neuron with
weights f and (1− f).
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ϕ) for x̃tϕ 6= 0
3
4
for x̃tϕ = 0 ∧ ỹtϕ < 0
, ϕ ∈ [0, 1) .
Simply speaking, the perceptron in the timing unit is trained to map the 8 in the
thigh-knee-angle graph of Figure 5.3(a) to a circle, from which the gait phase ϕ
is determined.
Although all processing steps could operate on the 2D-representation (xϕ, yϕ),
compare to Figure 8.3, the 1D-representation ϕ is independent of the distance of
(xϕ, yϕ) to the origin, and therefore more robust. From a practical point of view,
it is easier to visualise in this thesis or the user interface. Therefore, we will stick
to ϕ.
The Network
The network is implemented using the FANN library [69] as a multilayer ar-
tiicial neural network with one hidden layer of four neurons and two output
neurons. The hidden layer and output neurons use a symmetric sigmoid transfer
function.
Training
Training data was recorded and then segmented according to section 8.3.3. For
each step j, the stride length lj was determined in samples. For each sample i in
each segmented step j, i ∈ [0, lj), the training dataset was generated using the
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Sensor Calibration condition Mapped value
Thigh Angle Straight 0
90 ° lexed 1
Knee Angle Straight −1
90 ° lexed 1
FSRs Full weight 0
Free 1
Table 8.1.: Angles used in calibration procedure. The mapping ensures val-
ues in the range [−1, 1] for the artiicial neural network.
















The FANN learning function was called with a learning rate µ = 0.05, using the
quickprop backpropagation algorithm [69].
Input calibration & scaling was performed such that the typical range of mo-
tion produces values in the range [−1, 1]. The angles used in the calibration
procedure of the orthosis controller are detailed in table 8.1. These conditions
were averaged over 1000 samples, to determine controller calibration.
8.3.2. Shaping Unit & User Interface
Because the user is part of the damping deinition via user feedback, the rep-
resentation should be understandable and easily visualised. Therefore, it seems
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most suitable to deine the damping in terms of the actual damping, i.e., in terms
of valve positions in the hydraulic unit. This simpliies our mapping, as we do
not need further calibrations or transformations of the control output.
As the feedback loop for the user covers the whole mapping, including prop-
erties of the hydraulic unit and the patient’s contribution to body support, these
unknown contributions can be ignored on the controller side, greatly simplifying
the controller design in general.
Internal Representation of Damping Function
We chose to use a Radial-Basis-Function network [10, 73] on an equidistant 1d-
grid to map the gait phase to the desired damping strength in the knee joint. This
is a straight forward approach, which allows the user to deine the one dimen-
sional output function on a coarse grid, approximating in between the supporting
points with Gaussian kernels. Similar to the perceptrons chosen for the timing
unit, the Radial-Basis-Function networks allow retraining at run-time as soon as
a new set of supporting points is deined; thus leading to a gradual adaptation of
the internal representation with each iteration of the learning algorithm [102].
Of course, other parametrisations of the damping function would allow for the
same, but the Radial-Basis-Function networks give few restraints to the function
approximated. This introduces no assumptions about the role of the parameters,
as these the weights of the Gaussian kernels. Only the number of kernels has to
be chosen in a way which provides high enough a resolution.
The periodic boundary conditions were included by an periodic extension of the
Gaussian kernels during output calculation. Thus, the training was transparently
handled as well.
To allow the tuning of the device to individual needs, this mapping can be done at





































Figure 8.3.: Radial-Basis-Function approximation of the desired damping
function. On the left side the 1D representation, which directly uses the gait
phase ϕ. On the right side the 2D representation, which will loose accuracy
with distance to the circle.
A 2d Radial-Basis-Function network could have been chosen for the representa-
tion in the plane, as in equation (5.3), making the handling of the periodic bound-
ary conditions superluous. But we had to deal with another degree of freedom,
in which radial deviations from the circle on which the damping function is
deined by the user, would lead to errors in the approximation. One could try to
handle this by extension of the training in the radial direction, but the use of the
one-dimensional representation with ϕ solves this in an elegant manner.
User Interface for Damping Definition
The user interface in Figure 8.4 shows a set of sliders, each representing the out-
put function’s value on one point of a grid of supporting points. These can be
chosen to coincide with the supporting points of the Radial-Basis-Function net-
work, or not. Depending on the chosen width of the Gaussian kernels, the result
will faithfully represent the dataset, or will show overshooting or smoothing of
the user’s input.
As the Radial-Basis-Function network provides universal approximation [10, 73]
there is no need for the user interface to mirror the internal representation. Where-
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Figure 8.4.: User interface for damping tuning. This window allows the user
to directly manipulate the damping which is applied by the valve driver. The
horizontal axis shows the progress within the step from heel-strike to heel-
strike. The vertical axis is manipulated through the sliders and deines the
desired damping at all times. Adjustments will update the system’s beha-
viour immediately. This enables the user to tune the device’s behaviour to
his expectations and needs. A set of possible damping patterns is shown in
Figure 8.10.
as for patients an interface to directly manipulate the locking and release times
of the knee joint with the corresponding values for the desired damping might
be easier, the interface from Figure 8.4 is still suicient to ind suitable damping
patterns in experiments with the healthy staf of the associated project.
8.3.3. Segmentation of Gait Recordings
A problem during training data construction and the analysis of walking exper-
iments is the segmentation of gait recordings into steps. For example, this seg-
mentation is needed to derive the gait phase for the samples of the step or to
perform analysis step-wise. In accordance with the deinition of the gait cycle in
chapter 2, we will cut the recordings into steps at heel-strike. Based on the heel-
FSR, the pressure onset is determined by lanks in the heel-pressure. Due to the
high sensibility of the FSR (section 7.2), only the onset is clearly deined and
will be used. Due to interactions of ground reaction forces, the orthosis frame,
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and the foot, the sensibility makes iltering necessary to ignore small changes in
the pressure. Furthermore, the variability in the the heel-pressure amplitude is
high due to these interactions.
For the description of this algorithm, we assume the heel-FSR readings in the
range of [−1, 1] (without units), with −1 meaning maximum pressure, and 1 no
pressure. The implementation uses a hysteresis to be immune to small deviations.
The threshold to detect ground contact defaults to 0 the threshold to detect a free
heel 0.8. The algorithm is implemented as a inite state machine and performs
the following steps:
1. Initialise the state to ground contact or free heel depending on the irst
sample in comparison to the threshold for ground contact.
2. For each sample
a) When in ground contact state and the current sample is greater then
the threshold for free heel, then change the state to free heel.
b) When in free heel state and the current sample is smaller then the
threshold for ground contact, then change the state to ground contact.
3. Collect the sample numbers of all touch down events (state changes to
ground contact) in a list.
4. Correct the sample numbers it the list to the number of the preceding
sample which is closest to 0.8 to determine the onset.
This list of events now describes the heel-strikes in the given recording.
8.4. Evaluation
In this section, we will experimentally evaluate the properties of the presented
controller against the requirements from section 8.2.3 as well as the interplay
with the shaping unit (section 8.2.4).
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As the timing unit is, by design, working on arbitrary trajectories in the joint-
angle space, we will not test for requirement 1, the Generality. In the same way,
the artiicial neural network allows re-adaptation of the transformation with an-
other training run on modiied training data, satisfying to be adaptable (require-
ment 7).
A detailed analysis of timing unit’s transformation properties will allow us to
gain insight into its ability to map individual gait onto an abstract gait represent-
ation. The evaluation of the linearity of the gait progress tracking via the gait
phaseϕwill thereby capture requirements 2 Individualisation, 3 Abstraction & 6
Detailed Control.
Although the Time-Independence and Reaction-Speed properties (requirements 4
& 6) are implicitly guaranteed by the mapping properties of the timing unit, we
will take a look at the run-time behaviour for leaps in the gait phase and the
inluence of the low-pass ilter.
The evaluations will be complemented by investigations on the performance of
diferent artiicial neural network and input conigurations for the timing unit, as
well as experiments on the efect of the selection of training data to the variability
of applicable environments.
8.4.1. Ability to track the Patient’s Gait
To investigate the ability to capture the patient’s gait, we will consider the quality
of the gait phase representation produced by the timing unit. As detailed above,
the quality depends on the controller’s ability to exert control. Therefore, we will
check for the linearity & smoothness of the gait phase representation, to invest-
igate the detail and the continuity of the support the controller can provide. This
study has been published in [9], the results have been adopted for this section.
As the control output is determined as a mapping of sensory input ~s 7→ ϕ 7→
d(ϕ) to the joint damping by means of the gait phase ϕ, the controller only
changes its output, when the sensory input induces in change in ϕ.
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As we make no assumptions about the patients abilities, the controller should
be able to exert control at all phases of the gait cycle. For the user interface to
give a intuitive representation of the device’s behaviour, the mapping should be
linear, so that a similar distance in the user interface maps to a similar phase (or
timing) diference in the step.
This accounts for the demand, that a good abstraction of individual gait provides
a linear and smooth mapping of the sensory input to the gait phase ϕ. The more
linear the mapping, the better the level of detailed control.
Or the other way around: fast, step-like changes in the gait phase produce drastic
changes in control output. Plateaus in the gait phase ϕ on the other hand are
regions of reduced diferentiation and bear no change in control output.
Therefore, we will investigate the increments in gait phase ∆ϕ for timing units
trained on lat ground and stairs under these two conditions.
Hypothesis: Training of a timing unit allows almost linear mapping of the
sensory input ~s to the gait phase ϕ on the terrain used for training. On unknown
terrain the progress of gait phase tracking will loose its linearity and shown non-
smooth behaviour, like bumps and plateaus.
Method: To check the linearity & smoothness of the gait phase mapping, we
will compare the gait phase determined by the timing units with the ideal map-
ping. The latter can only be derived post heel-strike and is therefore unavailable
for on-line purposes.
To compare the on-line gait phase ϕ to the ideal gait phase ϕ′, we apply a similar
procedure as used for the generation of the training data, determining the ideal
gait phase ϕ′ according to equation (8.4).
The actual comparison is done by investigation of the slope of the gait phase
representation in form of discrete increments ∆ϕ. To be able to compare the
slope for steps of diferent speed and length, we will interpolate all steps to 200
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samples after segmentation as described in section 8.3.3. Thus, in this evaluation,




Used is the orthosis with thigh angle, knee angle and one heel-FSR. We use
the presented controller with two timing units and disabled motor output, to
investigate the gait tracking only.
In a irst run, training data is gathered for walking on lat ground and stair climb-
ing. This data is used to train the two timing units for lat ground and stairs
climbing. Walking is done indoors.
Results
For experimental evaluation of gait progress accuracy, the gait phases from mod-
els for lat walking and stair climbing were evaluated on the corresponding and
opposite terrains. We analysed 30 steps along a loor with 38 steps of stair climb-
ing of a healthy subject wearing the orthosis. None of these steps covered trans-
itions between the models to circumvent problems in the interpretation due to
ambiguities, compare Chapter 9.
The gait phases ϕ in Figure 8.5 were evaluated online and plotted against the of-
line computed gait phase ϕ′. In Figures. 8.5(a) and 8.5(d), no model reproduces
the ideal gait progress representation, but the representation is mostly monoton-
ous with ϕ ≈ ϕ′, except at heel-of, where fast heel pressure changes induce fast
increases in ϕ.
For the mixed cases in Figures 8.5(b) and 8.5(c), we observe a phase shift of
the heel strike of the model representation to the real heel strike event (ϕ′ =
0). Furthermore, the model for lat ground on stairs in Figure 8.5(b) shows 4
steep increases with almost constant values in between, while the model for stair
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Figure 8.5.: Coloured lines indicate gait phases for 25 steps on lat ground
and 8 on stairs. They are smoother for the native model in Figures 8.5(a)
and 8.5(d), while the unitting models in Figures 8.5(b) and 8.5(c) show phase
shifts and strong deviations from the desired smooth, linear behaviour of the




Flat Ground [°] Stairs [°]




Stair Climbing −18.0± 1.2 2.5± 5.5
Table 8.2.: Phase shifts of the models for 30 steps on lat ground and while
stair climbing (38 steps for lat model and 31 steps for stair climbing model).
climbing on lat ground shows a decrease in gait progress for almost 20% of the
gait cycle.
The increments ∆ϕ of the gait phases are shown in Figures 8.6, where the native
gait model is plotted in red and the unitting model is plotted in blue.
The histogram of increments on lat ground in Figure 8.6(a) shows a tendency
to smaller and more negative changes for the unitting stair climbing model,
for which increments ∆ϕ < 0 are more frequent. For the itting model it




= 0.005, which means fewer negative changes and fewer increments







, whereas for the stair climbing model, only 31% were inside
this interval.
The distributions for stair climbing (in Figure 8.6(b)) have a pronounced peak
around the ideal increment νopt for the native model. Conversely, the model for
lat walking has a peak for increments |∆ϕ| ≪ νopt and more increments of







, whereas for the lat walking model 40% were inside this
interval.
The evaluated phase shifts of Figure 8.5 are shown in Table 8.2.
In case of the missing steps in the statistics of the stair climbing model on stairs,
the phase reset to 0 was immediately at the end of the preceding transition steps
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(a) Increments on Flat Ground
(b) Increments while Stair Climbing
Figure 8.6.: Comparison of increments ∆ϕ for data from Figure 8.5: the
itting model (in red) shows fewer negative or almost zero increments. For a
constant function, all increments would be 0.005. The opposing model has
more increments of higher magnitude (collected in one bin) while it is shifted
to the left at the same time. All increments |∆ϕ| outside the cut of were
counted in the bins to the sides; the height is according to the normalisation
of a bin with identical width to all other bins.
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and therefore excluded, although ϕ was at the same order of magnitude as for
other steps after heel-of, i.e., close to 0.
Conclusions
In general, it can be seen, that the itting model not only ofers a more linear
increase in the gait phase representation, but the unitting model is sufering a
huge phase shift. This means, that the trained model is able to approximate the
ideal gait phase far better than a model which is trained for another terrain. We
can describe the error by the area of the histogram outside the area of optimal
slopes. This error determines the percentage of the gait phase, which is not
recognised with almost ideal slopes.
Another important igure is the phase shift, which can be interpreted as the ac-
curacy of heel strike detection. To interpret this precision, we have to compare
the absolute phase shift to the recording frequency of the device.





° = 1.8° − 2.4° per sample, which is comparable to the average
precision shown in Table 8.2.
The matching of the average precision to the sampling frequency of the device
is not the strongest possible statement. It would be better, if the maximum phase
shift were in the order of magnitude of the sampling frequency, which is the case
for the model on lat ground. But we see in Figure 8.5(d), that the majority of
the high error and standard deviation is contributed by one respectively two of
the 31 steps.
We conclude, that the presented gait models are able to resolve the learned gait
with a distribution of slopes, which is centred around the slope of the ideal model
(cmp. Fig. 8.6) and a phase reset which is matching the heel-strike (cmp. the di-
agonal cells in Table 8.2). This means, they ofer smooth and continuous gait pro-
gress tracking, on which model-free, individualised control can be founded.
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Models trained for diferent gaits, on the other hand, show worse performance.
We observe sub-optimal increments in Fig. 8.6 and signiicant phase shifts of the
heel-strike event as in the of-diagonal cells of Table 8.2.
As changes in the control output are bound to changes of the gait phase ϕ, an
even resolution of ϕ, or in other words a narrow distribution of increments ∆ϕ,
is crucial for detailed and continuous control. Fig. 8.5(b) shows a controller,
that would only have 4 events with drastic changes of its output, whereas a good
phase resolution allows ine grained control which is theoretically only limited
by the sampling frequency of the underlying hardware.
The phase shift is a consequence of the sensory input’s inherent phase relation,
which changes with gaits, like on lat ground or stairs. An example for the
phase diference in diferent gaits is shown in Figure 9.9. This phase difer-
ence between, e.g., thigh and knee angle, makes one model for all possible gaits
diicult. Nonetheless, the combination of a well chosen set of specialised gait
models with appropriate gait switching (see chapter 9) implements good gait
progress resolution for all gaits.
This raises the important question, how many independent motions have to be
supported to gain good results for a speciic use case. Furthermore, the applica-
tion of a fall-back controller to provide simple control in unknown environments
is a necessary precaution.
The on-of-switching characteristic of the FSR ground contact sensors lead to
steps in the gait phase representation, which might be solved with additional
sensors or pre-processing. But they provide a safety measure by enabling im-
mediate reactions to stumbling. The restriction to ipsilateral sensors makes the
approach suitable for real world prosthetic applications.
Although a thorough analysis with more subjects, especially subjects with need
for the orthosis, would be necessary to allow a inal statement, the presented data
indicates the ability to map individual gait onto an abstract representation of gait
progress, which allows detailed control during all phases of the gait cycle.
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8.4.2. Influence of smoothing of the gait phase
The introduction of smoothing in the timing unit leads to a recurrent contribution
in the gait phase determination. Still, the smoothing is quite small and therefore
introduces no noticeable delay, as shown in Figure 8.7.
This low-pass ilter has been introduced to cope with the noise in the irst gener-
ation of equipped sensors and might as well be disabled for the current sensory
setup.
8.4.3. Gait phase models of different complexity
In this section, we will compare gait phase tacking with and without the toe FSR.
As mentioned in chapter 7, the toe FSR is subject to higher stress, and therefore
unused in most of the experiments.
Nonetheless, we will gain insight into ways to optimise the gait phase tracking.
While section 8.4.1 provides a more extensive approach to evaluate the quality
of gait phase tracking, in this section, we will limit the evaluation to the training
performance as expressed by the training error. As long as the training sample
is representative, we can assume that a thorough evaluation as in section 8.4.1
would yield similar results.
As the artiicial neural networks are implemented with the FANN library [69],
we will evaluate the training output of its training function. This function evalu-
ates the learning error, which is the mean absolute error per sample, and a value
called “bit fails”, which counts the number of training samples, which have an
error above a limit, which has a default value of 0.35.
For an output in [−1, 1], this error of 0.35 is about 17.5% and therefore quite
high. If we assume this to be around the highest slope of the trigonometric
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low pass filtered unit step
(b) Top: Resulting error gait phase; bottom: low pass iltered unit step
Figure 8.7.: Inluence of the smoothing on the timing unit. The smoothing
is only minor, as can be seen in the bottom plot of 8.7(b). The actual error in
ϕ is far below the actual sampling rate.
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functions, this would be make a phase shift of
∆ϕ = sin−1(0.175)− sin−1(−0.175)
= 0.35 ,
or 20 °, which is around 6% of the gait cycle. As an approximation for the worst
case, we will assume the error around the extremes of the trigonometric func-
tions, splitting the error around the maximum





or 69 °, which is around 19% of the gait cycle.
As absolute errors, these numbers would render the method useless.
Still, the way the fann library counts this “bit fails”, the actual importance can
be neglected as the training sample for lat walking has 14467 entries from 102
steps, which makes the actual number of problem cases singularities in the data
set. The low pass ilter included in equation 8.3, will reduce the impact of such
singular events with a small inluence on the overall performance, as presented
in section 8.3.1.
Therefore, we keep the default bit fail limit to be able to detect grave problems
with the training data.
It has to noted, that a high number of bit fails in training can result from the
selection of heterogeneous steps. To prevent this, the samples can be selected
manually. In this study, on sequences of homogeneous steps a ilter with a cutof
based on the standard deviation of the sequence has proven suicient to ilter
periods of standing and other heterogeneities, if necessary1. As the initial train-
ing data is gathered from a training run, we train with all steps, which are in
one standard deviation of the average step length. In our case, the ilter removes
1This was only necessary for training sequences with many interruptions. The inclusion
criterion was a step length in the range of the mean step length± 2 times the standard deviation
of step lengths in the sample.
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delayed, start & stop steps, which mostly have to do with closed doors or other
obstacles along the way.
In Figure 8.8 we see, that the diferent numbers of hidden layer neurons provide
no signiicant diference in performance. The inclusion of the toe FSR provides
a tendency to lower prediction errors with a small overlap from the 25% to 75%
percentiles.
Based on these observations and the stability problems with the toe FSR, we
choose an artiicial neural network with 4 neurons in the hidden layer, deriving
the gait phase ϕ based on thigh- and knee-angle and the heel FSR.
8.4.4. Handling of Step Variations
The training data for the timing unit includes general variations of the patient’s
gait. This includes deviations of the trajectories, step length, and step duration.
Thus, during training, the timing unit learns an average step.
As all gait samples include this variability, the linearity investigations in sec-
tion 8.4.1 cover these deviations. Here, we will take a look at speciic examples
of gait variability: In Figure 8.9, the control output for several steps of varying
length is shown. Using the red rulers of same length below the output signal, we
can see that the shown steps span a factor of two in step duration and the system
handles the output quite similarly.
8.4.5. Ability to Tune to the Patient’s Needs
The ability to tune the device’s behaviour to the patient’s need depends on the
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Training error depending on the size of the hidden layer
(b) heel and toe
Figure 8.8.: Distribution of errors when training diferent artiicial neural
network architectures. The overlap of the distribution for diferent sizes of






























Figure 8.9.: The damping output of the system is independent of step duration
due to the timing unit, which originally exhibits this feature. The timing unit
transforms time dependent sensory input into a representation of the current
position in the gait progress, which is time independent. Therefore, the timing
unit can cope with diferent step durations. This is indicated by the red bars
below the graph, which have the length of the short steps at the right side,
whereas the steps on the left have double the duration.
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1. The timing unit possesses a time resolution which is high enough to dif-
ferentiate the gait progress. This is limited by the smoothness of the gait
phase representation and the sampling rate/sensory delays of the device,
as the timing unit cannot resolve the gait phase diferently, as long as the
input is constant.
2. A shaping unit which allows control which is ine grained enough to cap-
ture the detail of the timing unit, but it cannot exceed the time resolution
of the timing unit.
As the shaping unit is merely a simple mapping from gait phase ϕ to a desired
damping value d (ϕ), we can assume, that the limiting factor in the shaping unit
is in the allowed detail of the representation. In this case, it depends on the num-
ber of Gaussian kernels in Radial-Basis-Function network, but by using other
means of parametrisation, e.g., gait phases values in which stance and swing
phase alternate plus the intermediate damping, the detail of control over the out-
put signal could be increased without increasing complexity of the internal rep-
resentation.
For the timing unit, we have to assume, that optimal time resolution occurs, if
changes in the gait phase ϕ occur monotonously and with constant increments
in the frequency of the data acquisition hardware’s sampling rate.
8.4.6. Ability to Capture Different Gaits
If the gait deviates strongly from the original training data, the timing unit will
not represent the gait phase faithfully, as we have seen in the experiment of sec-
tion 8.4.1. This leads to less smooth changes—up to steps in ϕ—over the gait
cycle and therefore bears the danger of control-loss. We might end up with only
a handful of control decisions.
Nonetheless, in early experiments, we tuned the damping function to work in
diferent environments to see, if the controller could handle these situations in
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Figure 8.10.: Typical tuning result for the knee joints damping properties
with the tool shown in igure 8.4. While in stance phase the device supports
the user, whereas in swing phase, the knee is released. Presented are diferent
damping patterns for gaits on lat ground, on stairs and on a small slope.
closed loop coniguration despite the timing unit for another gait. The results
can be seen in Figure 8.10.
These results are in no form a conclusive investigation, due to the small number
of experiments and the fact, that the subject was a healthy walker. Nonetheless,
a (sub-optimal) tuning was possible, which will be an argument in the bootstrap-
ping problem below.
8.5. Discussion
The presented approach for the orthosis controller provides a generic two-step
mechanism to determine the control output.
By abstraction of gait progress tracking via the timing unit, we achieve a general
means to couple to individual gait, without any assumptions about the patient’s
abilities. This abstraction works time independent with almost immediate re-
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actions in the order of magnitude of the device’s sampling frequency, allowing
detailed control whenever a patient may need it.
The choice of artiicial neural networks as adaptive implementation allows learn-
ing the patient’s gait from recorded samples and even makes later changes with
new gait samples a natural procedure.
We achieve lexibility of the control output with the mapping of the gait phase to
the damping function. At the same time, this mapping allows the feed-forward
application of the control output. The choice of radial basis functions for the
shaping unit allows easy changes at this stage in the controller, including on-
line optimisation according to a set of rules, which change the weights of the
Gaussian kernels.
Taking the patient into a feedback loop for damping output control simpliies
the damping function as well as the deinition of the damping output. At the
same time, it allows the patient to change the device’s behaviour according to an
understandable paradigm, in this case the paradigm of applied damping on an
approximately linear scale.
This interface could easily be exchanged with an arbitrary parametrisation of
the damping function, allowing other paradigms or approaches for online device
learning.
On the controller level, the separation of timing and shaping stages allows ar-
bitrary combinations with other control techniques. Where suitable, the timing
could be determined applying EMG or BCIs. Alternatively, the shaping unit






The analysis presented in section 8.4.1 indicates that more sensors can result in
a smoother and more linear resolution of gait progress. The better the coverage
of the gait cycle with slowly changing signals, the better a smooth and linear gait
phase representation can be built.
In the presented case, the additional FSR sensors at toe and besides the arch
would increase stance phase resolution.
Still, there were problems with this extension: The soldering of the toe FSR is
exposed to more stress still. Even for the smaller sensors with additional casing
the contacts had to be renewed quite often, whereas the heel contacts soldering
is perfectly save in the arch of foot, which is modelled into the orthosis foot
piece.
In general, additional sensors with a phase shift to the presented sensors, for ex-
ample angular velocities, could provide a better resolution. Adding low pass il-
ters might lead to better resolution, too, but would introduce history-dependence
into this controller and is therefore not desirable.
Internal Representation ofϕ
Several possibilities exist for the internal representation of the gait phase ϕ. For
reasons of simplicity and scaling invariance we chose the 1-D representation
via the tan−1. While this worked quite well in the presented work, it is possible,
that small amplitudes of the underlying two cyclic variables from the timing unit
produce errors and jumps in the output.
An approach working directly on the 2-D output of the timing unit with a 2-D
radial basis function (RBF) network could remove the need for the tan−1 in the
implementation which is otherwise solely based on artiicial neural networks.
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But in this case, additional efort might be needed to insure invariance against
changes in the radius of the timing unit’s output.
Internal Representation of the Damping Function
The internal RBF network representation of the damping function d(ϕ) has been
chosen for reasons of simplicity.
With the user in the feedback loop, the actual damping output has been sparsely
investigated. Here other parametrisations, like damping amplitude, onset, and
ending come to mind, which provide fewer detail but are easier to adapt.
To be generally usable for any gait, additional studies would have to classify
possible gaits and the lexibility needed in these gaits. For these studies, the
chosen approach could be used to deine general samples for later analysis.
In summary, the chosen solution provides accuracy which is high enough for
the available hardware and is providing enough lexibility to be tuned to any
gait. But for real world application, it provides too man degrees of freedom and
seems unpractical for exposure to patients.
Still, the RBF representation can be used as an intermediary representation. De-
pending on the application, for example patient tuning or online optimisation,
diferent additional parametrisations could be used
User Feedback
The argument has been made, that by including the user’s feedback, details of
the mapping from the damping function to actual valve positions and resulting
damping can be neglected, because they are part of the feedback loop.




On the application side, the user feedback even allows to get a working controller
with a non-itting timing unit, which inhibits phase shifts. Although not optimal,
it is possible to tune the device into a working state, as for lat walking models
on stairs, compare Figures 8.5(b) and 8.10.
This is not necessarily possible, when the gait phase is no longer a monotonous
increasing function which explores the whole range of ϕ ∈ [0, 1], as in the case
of the stair climbing model on lat ground in Figure 8.5(c). For this case, two gait
phases in the gait cycle, which have a phase diference of almost 180 °, would
produce the same damping.
While this behaviour underlines the lexibility of the presented approach with
user feedback, the devices behaviour is more deterministic and better, if the sys-
tem supports every possible gait. Then the approach allows to tune the output in
an optimal fashion for each gait.
Bootstrapping
A serious problem, which comes with the use of actual gait samples for training,
is the bootstrapping of the device. The patients need an environment or setup
which enables them to gather enough walking samples to successfully train the
controller with suiciently variable samples.
While a secured environment with crutches are a safety line from the ceiling is
thinkable, it might not be the optimal solution.
Although not experimentally tested, it seems reasonable, that the device can be
operated in a suicient manner with a timing unit trained on another (or gener-
ally other) persons gait samples. As the timing unit handles variations in step
length and frequency, and therefore variations in joint ranges, quite well (com-
pare Figures 8.9, 8.5(a), and 8.5(d)), it seems reasonable to assume that the
deviations are less dramatic than in the testing scenario with lat ground timing
unit on stairs in Figure 8.5(b), i.e., consisting of small shifts and small deviations
from the ideal slope.
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While the operation of this device probably wouldn’t be that comfortable, as the
timing of heel-strike and toe-of are not perfectly aligned, the patients should be
able to tune usable behaviour. For example by using a damping in stance phase,
which provides very slow lexion but is not blocking knee lexion. This would
enable the patients to walk and gain samples, which could be included into the
training ensemble, gradually replacing the previous training data.
The artiicial neural network could be retrained with this changing dataset, which
would become gradually more speciic towards the user’s gait.
As the phase relation between the sensory inputs seems important for diferences
between the timing units, e.g., producing the heel-strike ofsets, another person’s
model should be better suited for bootstrapping than another gait.
Although section 8.4.6 indicates that the damping function can be tuned to work
with an unitting timing unit, section 8.4.1 shows, that we could loose control
in important ranges of the gait cycle. Although not evaluated, it seems reason-
able to assume, that the general phase relation is similar for diferent people and
should produce better linearity.
Self-learning devices
One can base an approach for a self-learning controller on the discussion on the
problem of initial bootstrapping. But in this case, the gradual replacement of
the training dataset would not be limited to the initial bootstrapping. Rather,
one would continually update the training dataset throughout the lifetime of the
controller.
Additional care would have to be taken, that the sample steps are well selected.
As we will see in the next chapter, the timing unit is speciic to a motion, which
we only observe for consecutive steps in the same gait. Thus a ilter would be
needed to make sure, that only steps of the right gait would be used, which are
in the middle of a consecutive row and probably are similar in stride length and
duration to the average steps in this gait.
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This train of thought will be discussed in more detail at the end of the next chapter
in section 9.6.4.
Time Dependence
Especially for the irst sensor set, which included a potentiometer as knee angle
sensor, a low-pass ilter was implemented in the timing unit on the output neur-
ons providing sin(ϕ) and cos(ϕ). This low-pass ilter was able to smooth prob-
lems with the soldering of the potentiometer without adding notable delay. There-
by, the timing unit still presents a fast feed-forward controller component, which
will introduce no delays which will prevent save device operation in case of
drastic changes in the input.
8.5.2. Ability to Cope with Stumbling Situations
The controller provides feed-forward control based on the timing unit. There-
fore, the controller will immediately adapt to fast changes in the sensory input
as for stumbling, providing the user with body support when ground contact
is established. The binary characteristic of the FSRs, together with the joint-
coniguration below the COM, will drive the timing unit into the corresponding
domain of the gait phase ϕ.
8.5.3. Comparison to other Methods
State of the art methods include mostly, but are not limited to, inite state ma-
chine based controllers, like in [50, 95, 99] and devices on the market. In other
research, like [53], a similar approach has been taken to derive the current dy-
namic state of the walker.
A thorough comparison to other Methods is diicult for three reasons.
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First, the realisation of this prototypes sensory input and the controller struc-
ture are quite unlike those used in advanced state machine controllers. Whereas
older devices on the market are only using single sensors, for example the thigh
angle, many modern devices are working with ground reaction forces2, which
our prototype is not accessing.
Second, a meaningful comparison should be done with experiments including a
set of patient walkers, to which we had no access so far.
Third, a common benchmark could be used [55], but advances towards common
benchmarks for bipedal walking are quite young. This is an important develop-
ment for future work.
Insofar, we will not present a direct comparison of methods, but will discuss
advantages and disadvantages of diferent approaches.
Finite State Based Controllers
Concerning inite state machine based controllers, we will discuss structural dif-
ferences in support for a single gait and multiple gaits.
For a given gait, the optimality of a inite state machine based controller depends
on the deinition of the transition condition in terms of the sensory input. If
the condition can be well formulated, we can assume the switching to be in the
optimal moment, Examples could be angles or loads or even the direction of
ground reaction forces.
Still, three problems come to mind with this approach. First, the deinition of
the switching condition depends on an interpretation of the gait dynamics and
depends very much on the sensors equipped. For the skills of a speciic patient
set, another condition might be more accurate.
Second, if the condition is achievable. For example for a critical thigh angle or
speciic load, the patient has to have to be able to generate this condition. For
2which of the above, or only c-leg
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other conditions, like the direction of the ground reaction force relative to the
limb, the force and pose have to be estimated accordingly.
Third, these estimations should not depend on changes in the environment. If,
for example, the needed thigh angle changes with external slopes, the controller
creates additional complications.
Any possible problems at this point are solved with the presented controller by
means of the abstract gait phase representation. While additional sensors may
increase the linearity of the gait phase tracking for speciic ranges, we overcome
the patient ability speciicity of criteria.
For the same reason, the achievability of transition conditions is not a problem.
As long as the mapping is linear enough to allow fast enough gait resolution, e.g.,
the precision is comparable to the sampling frequency as detailed in section 8.4.1,
we can claim that almost any transition condition can be met, if it can be deined
in terms of the gait phase ϕ.
For the third problem, the argument is, that as long as the environment does not
lead to a diferent gait, the controller can handle it. The design of the timing
unit allows shifts in the and amplitude changes in the input. Therefore changes
in step length or angle ofset through, e.g., slopes are handled transparently.
This behaviour is an advantage of using coniguration space for device control.
Whereas the relative direction of ground reaction forces are diicult to estimate
correctly including patient-frame interaction and changes in ground orientation,
or the necessary extreme angles depend on the slope, the phase relation of a gait
changes only slightly.
When it comes to the coupling of several gaits, the resulting state-transition
graph becomes increasingly complex, as every gait consists of a set of states
and transitions between the diferent gaits are possible at several states. We will




In [53], the authors try to achieve a similar result by applying gait phase tracking
on the healthy leg. Assuming a constant phase shift between the legs, they infer
the gait phase of the controlled device.
There is a practical issue, that the contralateral leg has to be instrumented and
therefore both legs are involved in donning the orthosis, which will present a
hindrance to the patients.
But in my opinion more important is, that this phase relation does not hold in
case of stumbling or other critical events. While such events may lead to a loss
of information on the ipsilateral leg, the presented approach always faithfully
relects the device’s state.
A good indication, that control based on gait phase ϕ as approach may provide
beneits may be seen in [56, 67]. They presented the irst approach of a prosthetic
device which actually reduces the energetic costs of walking for its wearer, when
the active ankle joint was powered at ≈ 43% of the gait cycle, as presented in
section 2.3.
EMG and BCIs based control approaches
EMG and BCIs based control approaches allow to work on patient activity,
whereas the presented approach can only integrate itself in a passive manner.
While this approach is unsuitable for upper limb prostheses, where a clear intent
drives the action, for lower limb orthoses this passive approach is feasible and
in some cases still necessary, as the quality of EMG signals depend on muscle




8.5.4. Advantages of the Presented Controller
The advantage of this approach lies in the simplicity of the used models with
the ability to train all components with live data, i.e., to let the system learn
by observation of its user. The absence of device- and motion-models allows
manifold applications, even in active devices.
A part from this generality and simplicity comes from working on coniguration
space sensors, i.e., joint angles and ground contact. In case a speciic range of
the gait cycle needs a better resolution, it could be provided by the addition of
additional sensors with sensitivity in this range, for example additional FSRs.
The enhanced resolution of gait cycle tracking allows not only detailed control
and individual patient itting, but also prevents the controller to rely on critical
points for state transitions, like speciic moments or angles, whose accessibility
might reduce the target group, or worse, might be depending on the patients
fatigue. It handles gaits in a generic manner.
The timing unit provides good resolution for learned gaits. With gait switching
it ensures reasonable resolution for all supported gaits. As all components are
adaptive, they form the basis for orthoses which adapt to the patients. Whereas
up to now, the patient had to adapt.
The presented approach combines small modules, whose function can easier be
understood and validated, than an approach which consists of one huge neural
network. This partially addresses the black box criticism. Still, the modules
represent little black boxes.
As the controller is model free, concerning the actual design of the controlled
hardware and the supplied sensors, the controller can be used on varying hard-
ware. During the course of the thesis, it has controlled devices with compliant
ankle as well as with an ankle joint. Therefore, it seems plausible, that it can be
used in any situation, where the requirements of section 5.3 are met.
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8.5.5. Limitations of the Presented Controller
In contrast to RunBot’s relex based controller or transitions in a inite state ma-
chine based controller, the presented timing unit is not event based. When exact
timing based on a clearly deined external signal is needed, this approach might
lead to timing errors, when the external signal would provide exact timing in-
formation. Nonetheless, the inclusion of events is thinkable. For example, a
forced phase reset or the combination of smaller, timed movements which are
triggered by relexes, are possible.
For the same reason, the intentionality of transitions and relex is lost in timing.
Therefore, efects of changes in the user interface are not completely clear, but
need the patient to test changes and experience the feedback.
A ield study with patient experiments could help to provide insight on the com-
parability of time scales for diferent patients, so that the user interface could
include hints on the time scale. While this has not been done, tests with three
healthy walkers through the course of the project indicate, that a patient will
adapt fast to the tuning mechanism.
On a technical side, the used models were chosen to be generic. Optimised
or more eicient representations for the timing unit and damping function are
possible. But the design decision was to not focus on optimality, but on the
ability to easily adapt the device’s behaviour at a later point or run-time.
As a side efect, the network layout might need to be optimised again, when the
number or kind of sensory inputs change, although the evaluation of section 8.4.3
indicates, that the necessary changes in network layout are minimal.
Due to the user-feedback-loop, many details on the damping function are extens-
ively investigated. This was an advantage for the presented work. Still, a more
thorough evaluation and comparison, for example to human walkers, might yield
interesting results. Although one has to keep in mind, that the device’s damp-
ing can not be directly compared to human damping in walking experiments,
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as the device is not providing the stifness component, which is typically eval-
uated together with the human’s damping according to typical hill type muscle
models [105, 108].
The design is based on a black-box approach, as already mentioned above. While
the neural modules are small enough that their behaviour might get validated,
they produce non-validated behaviour at training.
Another design problem comes from the underlying orthosis of the presented
control scheme to be passive. All initiative and momentum has to come from
the patient. The controller is build to it into the patient’s motion and is there-
fore only partially applicable to active devices for patients which can not initiate
movement.
Still the presented controller could be used to signal or initiate movement com-
ponents, which are dependent on previous, self-generated motion, so that an
approach like this could provide value for active devices.
8.5.6. How to Go On
There are many possibilities to go on from this point. In general, the evaluation
of the device’s inluence with actual patients is the most pressing and interesting
concern. But besides the question, how the presented approach actually operates
in a patient-environment and really can deliver all on all design goals, there are
many other threads to follow.
Combination with EMG or skeletal muscle-models
The timing unit can be coupled with a wide range of methods to determine the
control output. A musculoskeletal model like [86] determine the forces a healthy
walker would generate at knee level for body support. The presented timing unit
can be used as timing input to the forces generated by such a system.
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To compensate for muscle fatigue, such an approach could be extended with
EMG recordings to determine the actual muscle activity. The musculoskeletal
model would provide estimates of the forces this EMG-activity should create. If
suitable instrumentation allows to estimate the real joint-torques, compensatory
adjustments can be initiated, e.g., the damping can be increased.
In this way, the timing unit can be used as input for existing approaches, which
derive the activity from EMG signals to accommodate for cases, in which the
EMG signal is unreliable, for example in cases of spastic signal. Either as re-
placement or to complement the existing solution; for example, the timing de-
rived from the EMG signal could be cross-checked against the current gait phase
to determine critical situations.
On the other hand, the timing unit could be replaced by EMG. Allowing tuning
properties of this approach be applied to other controllers.
Online learning
From the authors perspective, questions concerning online learning and details
on the patient’s gaits are most interesting.
As outlined above in sections 8.5.1 and 8.5.1, the controller provides the found-
ation to explore controllers, which can learn by observing the patient in a con-
trolled environment. The modularity of the presented approach with the gait
recognition presented in the next chapter allows well deined learning tasks, as
discussed in the outlook (chapter 12).
To design these learning tasks, one would need an understanding of the interac-
tion of patient and orthosis. On one hand, as it is to be expected, that the patients
will adopt their gait to the support the device provides (compare [35, 36] and the
trust they have into it, i.e., if they trust to use the impaired leg more often. On the
other hand, learning via an error-function or other kinds of optimisation of the
device’s behaviour needs a benchmark on what is to optimised. Therefore, the
actual and possible efects of the device onto the patients needs to be understood,
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such that learning tasks can be designed, which do not interfere with the patient
adapting to the device, but which actually improve the device’s behaviour. A
more detailed discussion will follow in chapter 10 and the outlook.
General Walking & Technical Questions
Other important questions, which can only be reliably answered in a ield study,
are the time or gait phase resolution the controller actually has to supply, and the
number of independent movements which have to be supported by the device to
allow seamless integration into the patient’s everyday needs.
Additional sensory input, especially inertia measurement units (IMUs) might
provide additional beneits for the controller and can possibly be used to set up
learning tasks which provide optimised pre-damping.
Reproducibility of Damping Functions
An aspect of general controller reliability is the reproducibility of damping func-
tions over diferent walkers and situations. Due to a lack of subjects and the
feedback loop, this has not been thoroughly investigated. Still, in Figure 8.11 are
two damping functions for a healthy walker on lat ground. The exact shape is
not identical, an evaluation with a set of patients would be nice to determine real-
world luctuations for this kind of controller deinitions, especially concerning
the allowed luctuations for a self-learning and adapting controller variant.
Furthermore, it would allow to possibly optimise the parametrisation for difer-
















g flat walking (1)
flat walking (2)
Figure 8.11.: Example for the variation in damping functions deined with
the user interface.
Other Applications
As the controller is model free concerning the device, it could be applied un-
changed on other devices for the lower limbs. For example, our industry partner
suggested the use on an ankle orthosis.
Even more interesting are changes necessary to handle active devices. For such
an application, for example on RunBot, the controller has to be enhanced, as it
would have to handle motion initiation, too. Instead of training complete gaits,
it would be possible to train movement primitives, which in itself have a tim-
ing based on the robot’s dynamics. But these movements could be triggered by
relexes or intention signals.
To allow the patient to use all limbs fully equal, step initiation would be neces-
sary, making an application for BCIs the next step. When the user provides
the intention to initiate a speciic movement, the device would react timely with
motion-onset for its user to reliably handle inter-limb coordination.
8.5.7. Incorporation of Multigait-Support
Whereas the discussion for section 8.4.1 was focused on the increase in accuracy
by specialisation of the timing unit, one could argue, that this specialisation leads
to worse performance for all other gaits.
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In daily life we have to cope with diferent environments, which often need spe-
cialised gaits, for example when we encounter stairs. To support them, we have
to extend the core controller in a way, which allows to use the specialisation to
an advantage. Therefore we will discuss the inclusion of multiple concurrent
timing units in the next chapter.
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It’s hard to make predictions, especially about the future.
Original source debated.
9
Support for Multiple Gaits
In the previous chapters we established the sensory requirements for the orthosis
and a core controller package, which delivers a fast, feed-forward controller
response for changing sensory input. The feed-forward design ensures safety
through low reaction times. The methods were selected to allow relearning of
the input, i.e., individual gaits. They also make tuning of the output easy by
means of a generic and simple user-interface. The modular design allows for
straightforward exchange or enhancement of parts of the controller.
As could be expected, the evaluation of the core controller’s behaviour revealed a
high degree of specialisation due to the training process with patient gait samples.
To overcome problems of the overspecialisation, we now extend the controller
with an additional layer, which continuously tracks the patient’s movements to
determine the gait the patient currently uses. This enables the controller to se-
lect from a set of single-gait controllers to optimally support the ongoing move-
ments.
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In the introduction, we will discuss possible solutions for the problem of over-
specialisation raised at the end of the previous chapter. Then we will detail the
proposed solution and investigate its properties in the following sections.
9.1. Introduction
The problem of Over-Specialisation The previous chapter presented a con-
troller, which is based on two major design elements.
1. The separation of input processing and transformation onto an internal
gait phase representation (the timing unit), followed by the application of
a mapping to the required damping of the knee joint (by the shaping unit).
2. The ability to train the controller with samples of the patient’s gait.
The second trait introduces overspecialisation into the controller, which leads to
a poor performance of the timing unit on untrained terrain respectively untrained
gaits. Following, we will not distinguish between diferent terrains and gaits.
Requirements on the mechanism to support multiple gaits or environments.
The mechanism
1. has to apply changes fast. To allow seamless adaptation, the change has to
happen in a fraction of a step. We will discuss possible lengths later.
2. should be easily extendable for a patient speciic set of gaits, as each pa-
tient’s environment will impose individual demands.
3. has to resolve all supported gaits well. For use in real environments the
mechanism has to have a diminishing rate of false positives or otherwise




4. like all parts of the presented controller, the design should support later
changes of the controllers behaviour at run-time. This implies for the gait
selection, that the controller’s design has to support changes of individual
gaits [35, 36]. The ability to recognise a frequent use of unknown gaits
can further extend the safety of the gait switching mechanism.
Possible Approaches to this problem include:
1. The use of further generalised timing and shaping units to cover all pos-
sible gaits.
2. Gradual adaptation of the timing and shaping units during operation time.
This would preserve the speciicity of the units, but the ainity to speciic
gaits or environments would change at run-time.
3. Stick to the specialisation and provide a set of specialised controllers to-
gether with a means to distinguish the gaits and environments and associ-
ate them with the corresponding controller.
Approach 1. has the problem that with decreasing similarity of the gaits, the
trainable unit will have to generalise more problems correctly. The complexity
of the neuronal network scales with the complexity of possible input patterns,
i.e., with the number and complexity of the supported gaits. Judging the scaling
properties of this approach is quite diicult and we have not gone that path.
Approach 2. conlicts with our requirements on the reaction time to be faster than
one step, as the system is unable to adapt to a gait it has not been able to record
a complete step of. The fact, that the controller only uses sensory input from
the ipsilateral leg further tightens the time frame; even if the contralateral leg
is leading a new gait, the limited sensory input lets the controller drag behind.
To gain an instantaneous reaction, the controller has to know or memorise its
choices upfront.
This sets us up with approach 3.—it is generally straight forward, as we can
replicate the controller from chapter 8 for each supported gait. The problem
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is for the controller to decide in suiciently short time which gait controller to
apply.
In general, this approach its nicely with our emphasis on modularity, promoting
easy exchange and extension of functionality in contrast to the scaling problems
of an one-design-its-all-use-cases approach.
9.2. Overview
The changes introduced with the gait switching layer can be seen in a comparison
from Figure 8.2 in section 8.2.2 to Figure 9.1: we duplicated Timing and Shaping
Units at the top and added the Decision Unit, which uses a set of predicting gait
models to orchestrate the output of the multiple controllers, in the lower right.
Predicting Gait Models are the basis of the gait classiication system. For
each supported gait, an internal gait model is trained to predict at each time
step the next sensory input vector from the history of sensory input vectors st,
as shown in igure 9.5 (a). These internal gait models are implemented with
a multi-layered perceptron [69], which proved capable of handling the sensory
input.
The Decision Unit evaluates all model’s prediction errors and chooses from
all models with prediction errors below a certain threshold the one with the low-
est error. This process is shown in igure 9.5 (b) and (c). If no model predicts
with an error below the threshold, the decision unit labels the current gait as
unknown. This way a fallback controller can ensure safe orthosis operation.
In the following sections, we will detail these elements, before we take a look on























































































Figure 9.1.: Overview of the extended controller structure including support
for multiple gaits and environments. For each supported gait, a controller, as
deined in the previous chapter, is paired with a predicting gait model. The
Decision Unit uses the gait model’s predictions to choose the appropriate con-
troller.
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9.3. Predicting Gait Models
Internal gait models are the basis of the gait classiication system: the Decision
Unit tracks the suitability of each supported gait with one speciic model. Here,
we consider the requirements from page 158, take a look at the actual modelling
and go on to the chosen implementation.
Requirement 1 suggests a simple feed-forward solution, which works with min-
imal delays. Requirements 2 and 4 make a system, which learns from observa-
tion a reasonable choice.
9.3.1. Model Prediction
To achieve short reaction times, the system should only need few samples of a
new gait, to be able to tell the diference to the previous movements. So for each
supported gait, an internal gait model is trained to predict at every moment in






= prediction(~st, ~st−1, . . .)
from a history of sensory input vectors ~st, as is shown in igure 9.3 (a). As the
previous setup has proven to work quite well with gait data, and it produces a
feed forward system, we again resorted to multi-layered perceptrons [69].
The output is predicted for the thigh and knee angle, not for the ground contact.
As the ground contact is a binary variable, the prediction error would vary too
much for useful evaluation.
If the history is illed with samples from a speciic gait and the current sensory
values stem from another gait, the system will immediately start to produce high
prediction errors. As the history will then keep samples from at least two gaits,
the prediction error will decrease for the new gait but stay high for the previous
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Figure 9.2.: Structure of the predicting models: A delay line provides a his-
tory of sensory inputs. The model uses a subset of this history to predict the
output, see section 9.3.3
gait. The history length therefore deines crucial properties of the controller’s
behaviour and needs special consideration.
9.3.2. History Length defines Switching Times and
Accuracy
We assume a minimal step duration Tstep of
Tstep ' 1 s
for complete and intended steps, as opposed to stumbling or other unplanned
changes (compare the step length comparison in section 9.5.1); and we use the
stance to swing ratio of≈ 60 : 40. We further assume that gait changes can occur
at any time. If we now expect half the swing or stance phase as a reasonable
reaction time for the decision unit, this would account for no more than 20% of
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the step length. Given the hardware-deined sampling frequency of 100Hz, this
gives us the number of samples in the history NHistory as




The choice of the criterion is arbitrary: there is a trade-of between prediction
accuracy and recognisable gait switching frequency. The prediction accuracy
should increase for longer history lengths NHistory, as more details about the gait
may be taken into account leading to better discrimination. On the other hand,
a step change will result in inaccurate predictions as long as two conlicting
gaits ill the history. The time during which the history reills with samples of
a singular gait can be considered the dead time of the predicting gait model and
it is proportional to the history length. It thus determines the frequency, with
which gait switches can be recognised in a reliable way.
The choice of THistory = 15 s allows several gait switches per step with quite ac-
curate results, as we will see in section 9.5 and discuss in section 9.6.3.
9.3.3. Selection of Prediction Input
It has to be noted that for models which get the complete history of sensory
input ~st, the learned weights for this last input are dominating older samples. In
other words, the models predict the last state they have seen, as the diference
for knee and thigh angle is quite small from time step t to time step t + 1 and
of a similar order of magnitude as the variation in the training data provided by
steps of diferent speed and stride length.
To solve this problem—and to force the models to use older inputs—the knee is
only feed in with larger delays. The backpropagated errors in the hidden layer
will prevent the same problem to occur for the thigh input. Of course, the thigh
angle could have been selected, as the important diference between two gaits lies
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Figure 9.3.: Gait prediction schematics in open loop condition: a lat walk-
ing model in transitions to and from stair climbing. (a) The knee angle sensor
and the model’s prediction. (b) The low pass iltered prediction error and
the threshold θi. (c) The processed error count f on which the decision unit
chooses the appropriate model. For the corresponding closed-loop experi-
ment see Figure 9.5. The dashed red line indicates a possible threshold above
which the model shows too high prediction errors.
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in the phase relation of these two variables. In a process of thorough optimisation
the choice of the omitted channel could be done on a per gait basis.
Therefore, the history our experiments use for prediction ~p t+1 of the next sens-
ory input depends on the thigh and heel pressure values for t, t− 9, and t− 19,
but only the knee readings for t − 9 and t − 19, as shown in Figure ig:multi-
predicting-model. The sparse selection keeps the computational complexity of
the model low, although the developments for current mobile hardware does not
make this necessary and allow to include more input.
9.3.4. Scaling of Sensory Input
To provide optimal working conditions for the artiicial neural networks, the
sensory inputs were scaled that gait typical signals were in the range (−1, 1) for
each gait model.
9.4. Decision unit
The decision unit selects the appropriate controller based on the prediction errors
of the gait models. Therefore, the decision unit evaluates all model’s prediction



















for the current time step.
9.4.1. Post-processing
Post-processing is necessary due to the prediction errors being localised over


































































Figure 9.4.: Flow diagram of the decision unit: Every model predicts the
sensory input, which is compared to the real input in the next time-step. After
low-pass iltering and ampliication, the signal decays. Finally, a threshold is
applied to limit the choice to models with reasonable errors. For reasons of
clarity, it is not shown, that the low is duplicated for thigh and knee sig-
nals, and later a linear-combination is evaluated, where the coeicient is gait-
dependent, as the signiicance of thigh and knee values are not always the
same.
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noise is suppressed, whereas large errors are prolonged such that the system can
react.
The irst step is a low pass ilter:




i , β = 0.9 .
To reduce the inluence of noise, the low pass iltered errors ẽt are checked
against a model- and angle-speciic threshold. They are ignored if they are be-
low the threshold. Errors greater or equal to the threshold θi are counted (see
igure 9.3 (b)) for each predicted channel i ∈ {knee, hip}
f ti = α×
{
f ti , if ẽti < θi
max (f ti + 1, 2) , else
, α ∈ {R|0 < α < 1} .
f describes how unit the model is to capture the current sensory input. To
obtain a value which can be interpreted on the time scale of a step, the capped
error count f is decaying with factor α (compare igure 9.3 (c)).
The predictions for knee and thigh sensory value are merged according to a gait
speciic weight, which relects how speciic the predictions are with respect to
the gait in question.
f t = γfthigh + (1− γ) fknee
9.4.2. Gait Selection Strategy
The decision unit chooses from all models with unitness values below a certain
threshold the one with the best, i.e., lowest unitness value. This process is indic-
ated with a dashed line in igure 9.3 (c). If all models produce too high unitness
values f > 1.1, the decision unit labels the current gait as unknown. Then the
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model prediction quality
Figure 9.5.: Gait prediction with internal models in closed-loop condition:
description for a model trained on lat walking data on the transition from
stair climbing on the left to lat walking on the right side of the plot. In part
(a) of the igure, the knee angle sensor data is compared to the model’s pre-
diction from the previous time step. The prediction error is plotted in part (b).
The processed prediction error, on which the decision unit is choosing the ap-
propriate model with a possible decision threshold is shown in part (c). Note
that in diference to Figure 9.3, in this recording the processed prediction er-
ror includes the error count plus the prediction error. As the prediction error
makes no signiicant diference for the decay of the error signal, the simpler
notion of the error count has been used.
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9.5. Evaluation
To evaluate the quality of the presented approach for multi-gait support, we will
have a detailed look at the classiication accuracy and the classiication speed,
which mostly depends on the reaction of the predicting gait models.
The swing and stance-phase dynamics require similar control output for difer-
ent gaits. Especially in stance phase, the possible dynamics are restrained by
the orthpaedic joint and security considerations (to not release the knee joint
while standing on it). Therefore, the transitions to and from stance to swing
phase or most important, as the feed-forward controllers will most likely change
their output there. As we have seen in section 8.4.6, the feed-forward control-
lers’ accuracy is lost, when the gait is unknown, therefore these are the critical
phases.
The transition between stance and swing phase is initiated by the patient delib-
erately. The ground contact switches allow good detection of foot lift-of and
due to the security considerations, an initial uplifting is needed for the controller
to release the joint. Faster reaction times of the decision unit will reduce the
movements, but will not remove them.
The transition from swing to stance phase shows a variety of transition-dynamics.
As we will see later in more detail, here the point of transition is not ixed but
luently depending on many factors, for example the distance to the new terrain,
moving obstacles, etc.. Therefore, the transition from swing to stance phase is
best suited for the evaluation of switching properties; we proceed with a detailed
evaluation of the decision unit with a focus to the step’s end.
9.5.1. Accuracy of Gait-Detection
Here, we describe an experiment to assess the accuracy of gait-detection for gait
switching. Excerpts of this study have been published in [7, 8] and have been
adopted for this section.
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Figure 9.6.: Picture of the staircase landing, which was used for open- and
closed-loop runs for multi-gait support testing.
Experiment Description
In order to evaluate the accuracy and timing of gait switching, the user interface
is extended with the ability to log the current gait. This annotation process cre-
ates a ground truth for later comparison with the gait classiication output. Both,
the user’s annotations and the selection units output are logged to iles for oline
comparison.
The controller is prepared with gait models for three gaits: walking on lat
ground, stair climbing and descending stairs. Due to the high number of needed
steps to gain statistics and missing security measures in the stair-cases (Fig-
ure 9.6), the evaluation of the decision unit was done with disabled damping
unit (Figure 9.3, with knee bending in stance phase). The user was a healthy
walker.
For comparison, Figure 9.5 shows a transition from stair-climbing to lat-walking
in online-mode, as can be seen in the missing knee bending in stance phase and
stems from an earlier experiment, where only stair climbing and lat walking
were tested.
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Method
To quantify the quality of gait classiication, we measured success rate and tim-
ing, i.e., how early the correct classiication occurred. We compare to the user’s
annotations, which he could change at arbitrary times in the step. Therefore, for
evaluation purposes, the annotation valid at heel strike was used for the whole
preceding step. Figure 9.7 shows a typical recording with user annotations in
black and the method’s classiication output in blue.
To quantify the comparison of the method’s classiication with the user annota-
tion, we determine the longest range preceding the heel strike, for which both
agree. This is indicated in red as the range of certainty. It captures the longest
time span preceding the heel strike for each step, for which the classiication
is correct. It is normalised to the step length, to be more precise to the time
between heel-FSR-of and heel-FSR-down, to get a measure which is compar-
able between steps of diferent length. A range of certainty of 100% therefore
means, that the gait is known on heel-of. A range of certainty of 0%, in contrast,
means that the gait is not classiied correctly before heel strike.
To ensure, that in an on-line scenario the classiication is available in time, we
check against a minimal range of certainty. The required minimal range of cer-
tainty has to be chosen in such a way, that the controller still reacts in the same
step. For our setup, which is sampling its sensors with 100Hz, and typical step
lengths between 1.3 s and 1.8 s for lat walking and stair climbing, respectively,
this means that a required minimal range of certainty of & 3% is suicient.
To sum this up: The range of certainty will be used as a measure for classiication
accuracy and the predictive quality of the proposed method. As the achieved
range of certainty is depending on the individual step and the speciic gait, we
explore the reliability of gait recognition twofold: we investigate (a) the average
success rates for all gaits, and (b) the classiication accuracy if minimal ranges
























Figure 9.7.: User annotations over time. Gaits are denoted vertically; a se-
quence of three steps is shown along the horizontal axis. The user’s annota-
tions were extended to the beginning of a step and plotted as black, dotted
lines. In solid blue, the decision unit’s output is shown. We measure the in-
terval preceding the heel strike, in which the decision unit chose the correct
gait (red brace). We call this interval the range of certainty. It is normalised
on the heel-of-to-heel-strike interval to gain a comparable measure. A se-
quence of such one-step-transitions is necessary for the staircase landing in
Figure 9.6.
Controller Setup
The predicting models have been created with training sets sized 146 steps for
lat walking, 35 steps for stair climbing and 32 steps for descending stairs. These
training sets contained selected steps from four recordings and included no gait
transitions. For evaluation, three independent recordings including gait trans-
itions have been used, totalling 215 steps (81 steps on lat ground, 64 steps mix-
ing lat ground and stair climbing, and 70 steps mixing lat ground and stair
descending).
Results
Figure 9.8 (c) shows the dependence of the averaged classiication success rate
on the chosen minimal range of certainty averaging all gait models. While over
83% of all steps are correctly classiied at the beginning of the step, naturally, for
all other steps the success rate increases with decreasing distance to heel-strike,
i.e., when the range of certainty is reduced. In this experiment, the average
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success rate was slightly above 94% within the device’s reaction time before
heel strike.
The distribution of the classiication results can be seen in the confusion matrices
for required minimal ranges of certainty of at least 20% in igure 9.8 (a), and 3%
in igure 9.8 (b). In these matrices, the annotated gait is plotted in the vertical
axis and contrasted with the model based predictions in the horizontal axes. The
success rate is colour-coded according to the value of the matrix element.
In general, the classiication performance is quite good for walking on lat ground
with over 94% accuracy and 100% for stair climbing, whereas the performance
for steps descending a stair is lower with at least 84%. Noticeable are compar-
ably low frequencies of false positives classifying lat walking as descending
stairs (1%), descending stairs as lat walking (5%), and lat walking as stair
climbing with 5% in the case of a 20% range of certainty. The success rates
increase, when the range of certainty is reduced, as detailed in igure 9.8.
Conclusions
Concerning the ability to apply knee damping in front of the heel-strike, the res-
ults for 3% range of certainty are decisive with the presented hardware interface.
For this value, the average success rate for all gaits is above 94%.
The false positives are associated with transition steps, i.e., the gait often changes
in a step. As the available stairs were crossed after four steps with the orthosis,
the number of transition steps is high compared to the number of samples; the
percentages account for just one error in each case. Pinning down the moment
of transition to a speciic point is diicult. Therefore, the ground truth created
with the method of user-annotation is debatable. After inspection (compare Fig-
ure 9.9 for the transition from stairs to lat ground), the efected steps seem am-
biguous and the method’s output reasonable. For the same reason, a range of
certainty of 100% is not achievable for transition stepsls .
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Figure 9.8.: For 215 steps (c) is showing the success rate depending on the
required minimal range of certainty, which goes slightly above 94%. Earlier
success or sequences of consecutive steps provide the high ofset. For the
ranges marked by the vertical red lines, at 20% and 3%, the detailed com-
parison is shown in (a) and (b), respectively. There the manual annotation in
the rows is compared with the method’s results in the columns. The ield on
the intersection show the frequency of steps with a tag which end up in the
corresponding class. The class ”unknown/fall back” catches all steps which
no model could reliably predict, ensuring basic operation of the device. The
number of false positives and unknown gaits decreases with the required min-
imal range of certainty.
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(b) Phase Space Dynamics
Figure 9.9.: Transition step from stair descending to lat ground: In 9.9(a)
we see, that the transition step shows thigh- and knee-joint dynamics that are
in level and form similar to step on the stairs. But in 9.9(b) we see, that the
transition step starts identical to steps for descending stairs and ends with
the cycle similar to lat walking. The best possible it is therefore diicult to
deine and uncovers ambiguities in the method.
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The second important result shown in igure 9.8 is that there is a diminishing
rate of false positives, even if a speciic model provides lower accuracy. The
proposed method classiies unrecognised steps as “unkown gait”, thus preventing
the controller to treat the coming heel strike in a wrong and possibly dangerous
way. This allows the system to apply a fallback control method, which always
ensures the patient’s safety, although most probably sacriicing comfort.
9.6. Discussion
The diiculty in the design of multi-gait support in an orthosis without BCI is the
missing information about its user’s intention. As the device has to synchronise
with the current motion, it will always need a speciic forerun on side of the
user before it can follow in. This makes multi-gait support a reactive, a delayed
measure.
The presented approach tries to address this problem with a focus on prediction
errors: The prediction error of the employed gait models will raise immediately,
when a deviation from the represented gait occurs. This error signal then de-
cays when not reinforced through additional deviations. This introduces two
time-scales: a fast reaction to an unpredicted event and a slower decay of this
error-information to prolong the signal. At the same time, the correct model’s
prediction error is in the state of decaying without additional reinforcements,
thus enabling the transfer of control output to the desired feed-forward controller.
In other words, the presented approach selects the least-unitting-controller.
The advantages of this approach are the general applicability and lexibility of the
internal models with respect to applied sensors, hardware coniguration (tested
on both braces in chapter 4), and classiication intervals. The approach is model
free concerning the hardware and only posses implicit models of the individual
gait dynamics. We could demonstrate the classiier for lat walking, stair des-
cending and ascending with comparably few (3) sensors and a low sampling
frequency of 100Hz. It makes no assumption on speciic transitions between
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states or other dynamic properties, like a pure inite state based controller, and
is able to switch at any time in the gait and as often, as the users change their
intent.
The here presented method classiies gaits in an on-line scenario with reaction
times fast enough for in step adaptation, high recognition rates and a diminish-
ing rate of false positives approaching heel strike. Tests were conducted with
a closed-loop controller for lat walking and stair climbing and open-loop for
security reasons with stair descent.
A practical advantage is that approach is in line with the feed-forward control-
ler from chapter 8, which allows to use the same training data. This will be
important for future applications of online-adaptation.
These general statements are followed by an extended critique of the presented
evaluation, a brief comparison to other methods in the literature, before we go
on to measures which can be employed to further improve the performance. We
inalise this discussion with a look at the overall controller-architecture and al-
ternative to presented components.
9.6.1. Evaluation of Selection Accuracy
The presented evaluation shows a tendency to good gait recognition with a high
security margin through the use of a fall-back gait controller, but there are prob-
lems with the created ground truth with ambiguous transition steps (Figure 9.9).
This ambiguity prevents the inal evaluation of transition steps.
A possible solution is the evasion to a more objective measure, for example Mo-
Cap or EMG data as in chapter 10. Still, a suitable gait lab typically provides
only a small area for walking experiments, as the camera systems mounted and
the EMG equipment typically is cable bound, too. If these problems could be
solved to allow free walking, the deinition of a suitable measure which catches
the devices ability or inability to conform to the patient’s gait has to be found.
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These problems aside, the controller shows a high gait recognition rate. Gait
switching is fast enough to allow secure heel-strike and the dead-time between
switches, deined by the history length, is short enough to allow gait switching
on a sub-step time-scale.
Geometrical Interpretation and Transition Ambiguities
From a geometrical perspective, the predicting models learn to predict traject-
ories in a space which is similar to Figure 9.9(b), except that the number of
dimensions is higher according to the number of inputs used. These models can
cope well with an ofset in joint angles, e.g., a slow slope was still recognised as
lat walking.
The accepted thresholds in the decision units create tubes of allowed trajector-
ies in the sensory-input-history-space which are allowed for the speciic models.
Volumes where several predicting models overlap are ideal transition points, but
transitions can happen at any point in phase space, creating trajectories which
are not handled by a speciic model.
Given, that the knee-locking stance phase will necessarily look similar for all
gaits, these unspeciic transitions are found in the swing phase, as in the case of
Figure 9.9(b). This poses no risk to the patient and can be handled quite ine by
any swing-phase controller.
Misleading Evaluation of Complete Steps
While the training data is recorded for a series of steps without transition and
the evaluation too is rated against the whole step, the user is changing its gait at
any time. Therefore, the decision unit has to deal with movements of a sub-step-
length. The gait models are important to distinguish the foot-of and touch-down
movements of diferent gaits.
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For this to work, the history length has been chosen to be given typical step
lengths (compare sections 9.3.2 and 10.4.3).
9.6.2. Comparison to other approaches
In the literature [16, 60, 63, 99, 100], many approaches apply model invalidation
to diferent models, for example Gaussian mixture models or hidden Markov
Models.
An actual performance comparison would only possible for image sequence
based approaches [60, 63], due to the selection of gaits. But image based ap-
proaches are working with a completely diferent data set: they provide an ex-
ternal view on the whole walker while the challenge for prosthetics is the limit-
ation to the device. At the same time, the presented data set was created with a
healthy walker and is too small to yield reasonable comparisons with only 215
steps. Nonetheless, average success rates over 83% and up to 94% is at a com-
parable level to other model invalidation approaches from the ield of computer
vision [60, 63].
For prosthetic devices, [50] present a FSM based controller for stair ascent and
descent. But due to the design of FSMs the gait set is ixed and the observed
overlap between swing-phase ends of lat walking and stair descent at the end of
stairs is not present.
[95] present a slope estimator which couples three specialised FSM based con-
trollers for slopes of 0 °, 5 °, and 10 ° with another FSM. Transitions are possible
between neighbouring slopes based on the estimators output. While the gait
selection is not comparable, the inclusion of additional estimators would most
probably have positive efects on the outcome.
[99] uses Gaussian mixture models to diferentiate standing and walking and
select a corrsponding FSM on the ly. They sample seven signals at 1000Hz.
These samples are analysed oline to reduce the dimensionality of the input for
the Gaussian mixture models. These models classify based on a ixed history
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length. The performance was optimised to yield a 100% success rate with the
minimal delay working on history frames of 50, 100, 200, or 400 samples. To
increase the conidence of the approach, they evaluate overlapping frames every
10ms, storing a number of results and applying a threshold of 90% agreement.
They determined optimal conditions using a window size of 100 with an overall
delay of 430ms.
In [100], this approach was extended to sitting. The inal optimal delay for 100%
success rate was 500ms. The selection of sensors was described as task spe-
ciic.
In summary, the selected gaits in literature render the approaches often incom-
parable. While [99, 100] show a quite similar approach with on-the-ly gait
switching, the selected movements are not comparable. The use of gait phase
control in the here presented feed-forward controller supersedes the need to re-
cognise standing.
As with the feed-forward controller, our approach has the big advantage of work-
ing with coniguration data of the device. The presented approach employs no
explicit models or expensive feature extraction. It works with as low as 3 sensors
and 100Hz. The application of additional pose estimators and an increase in
sampling frequency seems beneicial. Especially the latter action would allow
detailed optimisation of the procedure, as outlined in section 9.6.3.
9.6.3. Improving the Performance and Behaviour
While the gait recognition is providing a working multi-gait walking experience
to healthy test-subjects, the presented approach provides many parameters and
opportunities for further optimisation of gait recognition. We will now discuss
these parameters and the ability to extend the controller in this section.
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Degrees of Freedom and Optimisation
The presented approach has many degrees of freedom, i.e., free parameters which
can be tuned to optimise the output.
As we only worked with one individually itted prototype and one user at a time
during development, extensive optimisation was not necessary, but for real world
applications it is advisable to use these options.
Free parameters per Gait Model: Each gait model has the internal degrees
of freedom of the artiicial neural network, i.e., weights and level. While the
topology of the network can be changed and optimised per gait, the tuning of
these parameters is handled by the training procedure to minimise the prediction
error on the training data.
Additional free parameters are the scaling factors for the sensory input (see be-
low in section 9.6.3). These parameters are preparing the learning procedure by
normalising the input range. Any change on these parameters should be com-
pensated by the training procedure, at best these parameters speed up the con-
vergence.
Free parameters in the Decision Unit: The decision unit provides a set of
parameters, some of which are per gait, like the time constant β in the initial
low pass ilter, the time constant α in decay of the unitness measure and the
coeicient γ, which weights the relative importance of thigh and knee unitness,
as described in section 9.4.1.
Additionally, the increase in the unitness-value f (now an error count with
∆f = 1) and the maximally allowed unitness for gait selection (now only gaits
with f ≤ 1.1 are considered) could be changed per gait1, but the pair of them
are not independent of each other.
1Instead of scaling the maximally allowed unitness per gait, the use of the γ parameter
could be changed to scale the error for a speciic gait.
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This makes four free parameters per gait which could be optimised over a training
sample. But the training sample would have to be representative to not end up
with a decision unit which fails to generalise. The necessary size of the training
sample would need additional investigations.
History length—Trade-Off between Accuracy and Switching Frequency
Thorough optimisation is possible and in general, a longer history provides a
better basis for prediction, as investigated in more detail in [99, 100]. But the
maximum possible switching frequency will decrease with longer history, as
the dead-time to reill the history increases. With the considerations from sec-
tion 9.3.2, only a shortening of history length seems plausible, which is undesir-
able as it will likely reduce the prediction performance.
Influence of Sensory Scaling
It is generally advisable to make sure that the input for artiicial networks is
scaled in such a way, that it neither saturates too early, nor that a signal is dom-
inant due to a huge scaling diference in the inputs. Therefore, in the course
of development, the sensory input has been rescaled for each predicting gait
model.
Strictly speaking, it is not necessary to do so and all gait models can work on the
same input ranges. Still, the rescaling for each predicting gait model optimises
the learning period for the corresponding gait, by making full use of the input
range for typical gait.
We omit a detailed study at this point, but for the sake of completeness we here
note that the presented approach works without a speciic scaling, but that it
helps to employ the distinct ranges in sensory input, seen for example in stair
climbing compared to lat walking.
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Scaling—Application of Additional Sensors and more Gaits
It is diicult to estimate the scaling properties concerning more gaits and addi-
tional sensors of the presented controller without extensive experiments.
But generally we assume that, as long as a model is predicting the sensory input
with a suiciently small error, the controller can apply a control scheme itting
for this model. The important elements for successful application are (a) a set of
suitable sensors, to resolve the diferent dynamics; (b) thresholds, which deine
if the prediction error is still acceptable and (c) a set of gaits, the controller can
actually handle. As long, as these factors are well chosen, the presented method
is independent of the set of sensors and the actual geometry of the device, to
which it is applied.
In other words, additional sensors extend the input dimensions and therefore al-
low to diferentiate more gaits against the same error margins. A suitable choice
of sensors will therefore help to improve the performance as well as it allows
extending the number of supported gaits.
Without additional sensors we have to assume, that the number of overlaps in
history-space gets quite high, which could result the decision unit to constantly
switch between models. But this does not necessarily imply bad patient support.
Therefore, a thorough investigation of independent movements in the patient’s
gaits could help to settle the question how many gaits are actually needed to be
supported. This could lead to the deinition of an optimised sensor set.
9.6.4. Significance for the Controller-Architecture
In this section, we want to discuss the impact of the presented gait classiication
and selection for the overall controller. We will make the argument that not
before the input is recognised, it is possible to change the behaviour of the device




Input Recognition Enables Gait Adaptation
The applied multi-layer perceptrons can easily be retrained when new training
data accumulates, as discussed in section 8.5.1. This approach can track changes
in the patient’s gait, when old data is discarded in time.
To implement this approach, the controller needs to know to which gait’s train-
ing data the current sample belongs. The algorithm would need to select steps
without transitions and small prediction errors and could modify the training data
of an existing gait. As the predicting gait models of the multi-gait approach and
the timing units of the underlying feed-forward controllers use the same sensory
input, a common sample database could be cultivated so that the both modules
stay in sync.
Recognition of Unkown Gaits
The classiication produces the label unknown to indicate the use of a fall-back
controller. At the same time, this could be used as an indication that there is a
new gait to be learned.
Of course, extreme caution has to be applied, lest the controller tries to learn
every possible transition from gait speciic trajectories as described
in section 9.6.1. Therefore, it seems advisable to
1. Only collect unkown gaits, if the gait is applied for more than one step, to
ensure that the controller can get enough training data.
2. Collected sequences of unknown gait could still include more than one
gait and additional iltering with clustering methods could be applied, or—
in combination with an online adaptation mechanism as described in the
previous section—it could be tested if a new gait model will converge fast
enough to not include several gaits.
3. A new feed-forward needs to be trained, too.
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These precautions can be used to make a new gait gradually better supported
and comfortable. It could be tested, if the irst precaution is unnecessary, but for
these consideration to be sustainable, a detailed analysis of distinguishable gaits
and limb motions had to be conducted.
Modularity of the approach
The presented approach follows the preference of small modular units, whose
functionality is self-contained. Whereas large neuronal networks are often cri-
ticised for being diicult to conirm for all possible situations, the presented
circuits are reasonably small and one could try to verify their operations. Still,
a more important aspect of the modularity is, that the gait switching is modi-
fying the behaviour of the underlying feed-forward controllers from the previ-
ous chapters. The components of the controller-architecture are interacting with
each other, but their functionality can be tested independent of each other. This
modularity allows to extend the behaviour by the extension with additional gait
modules.
The Decision Unit Introduces Time Dependency
The decision unit as well as the gait models introduce time dependencies in the
system, which was independent of its history. This is desired, as a gait is an
ongoing movement, but the gait models are only working for velocities, which
were part of their training data.
As a consequence, this works best when diferent gaits have an associated velo-
city range and larger changes in velocity lead to a change of gait. Luckily, this is
typical for human walking, as for the example of walking and running (compare





The modularity of the approach allow to exchange parts or the whole gait-se-
lection mechanism. In this section we discuss some obvious alternatives and
promising approaches from the literature.
Replacing the delay-line based Prediction Models
Examples for alternatives to delay lines are recurrent networks. The recurrent
connections provide a trace of earlier activity in the network and thus enable the
network to provide memory of former input. An example for a very lexible and
powerful approach to employ recurrent networks are liquid-state networks [12],
where a recurrent neuronal network will provide the reservoir to extract inform-
ation with additional, task related neuronal networks.
Although this approach is very promising in terms of accuracy and power. But
due to the complexity of the internal workings and the increased computational
power through the higher number of nodes, we stayed with presented approach.
Why to Not Predict Sensory Input on the Basis of the Gait Phase
The timing unit presented in the previous chapter already tracks the patient’s
individual gait. The predicting model could therefore be implemented on top of
the gait phase, generating approximate limb conigurations for each gait phase
ϕ. This is for several reasons not desirable:
1. the gait models create a prediction, which needs some sort of velocity
approximation,
2. the presented models scale quite nicely regarding shifts of sensory input
like on small slopes,
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for both reasons, more information on the current status than just the current
gait phase would be needed. Although the gait velocity can be estimated as ϕ̇,
we would still need to include additional sensory input (for example the current
angular ofset), which would again induce a history-like behaviour.
As we cannot get around additional sensory input, and the gait phase-estimation
is not reliable for untrained gait data as elaborated in section 8.4.1), we stick to
internal models of the gait dynamics which only rely on direct sensory input.
Alternative Gait Selection Policies
After the determination of the unitness of all available gaits, the question re-
mains how to use this estimation of unitness.
The gait selection policy in the proposed controller is a classical winner takes
all strategy. This choice seems best as, although alternative selection policies
are available, our results indicate (compare section 8.4.1), that controllers with
higher prediction errors are working on a less faithful representation of the gait
phase, which would lead to non-reliable results.
Take a weighted mixing policy for example, which mixes the diferent gaits de-
pending on their prediction error: if the gait is not similar enough, the gait phase
of unitting gaits will most likely consist of a set of plateaus with sharp rises.
Depending on the state of the other Timing Units, we might likely end up with
extreme phases, like mid stance or mid swing, with full or no damping. The
weighted average therefore would not be a reasonable average, but a set of gaits
won’t have any contribution, others contribution full damping to the output. The
result would be distorted by the discrete gait phase representations of unitting
gaits. The necessary cut-of, which is already implemented in the maximum
considered error, would mean, that only in areas of high similarity mixing would
take place.
Lastly, the gait models approximate a trajectory in an arbitrarily high dimen-
sional space of the history components (section 9.6.1). The areas of vicinity,
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in which weighted averages would be applied, are comparatively small and the
local development of gait phase and damping should by all means already be
similar. The winner takes all therefore should be a good approximation to the











In the irst parts of this thesis, we developed a modular controller architecture
for adaptive orthosis control. A prominent feature of this controller architecture
is the ability to learn individual gait via models which abstract gait progress (in
section 8.2.3) and general gait dynamics (in section 9.3).
While previous chapters tried to answer the question on the performance of these
controller components, the question remains, how the orthosis-controller-system
interacts with its users and how it alters their gaits. To answer this question is
more diicult, as it cannot be answered by sensors on the device, but we have to
take into account the whole walker.
This is important for several reasons:
1. For get a realistic impression of the controller’s performance, the efect on
the user and the user’s acceptance matter most.
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2. To develop an adaptive or even self-learning device, we have to understand
in which way the user beneit, how this constitutes their changed gait, and
how we can measure this in a way, that the device can work towards such
an improvement. This covers the driving measure behind adaptation as
well as patient condition monitoring.
3. To understand time-scales, on which the users adapt their gaits. This is
important to deine the time-scales on which the device alters its behaviour
to allow for homoeostasis in the patient-device-adaptation.
Here, we cannot answer all of these questions. Instead, we will focus on a small
study with a healthy walker to compare the inluence of the device with and
without a set of controllers. We consider the orthosis’ hardware-controller com-
bination as a disturbance to a healthy walker. Thus, we can infer how the presen-
ted controller will interfere with its user and identify measures which are able
to quantify the controller’s impact. The presented analysis can be thought of as
a pre-study to evaluate possible experiments for a later, comprehensive patient
study.
10.1. Introduction
To investigate how the interaction of the orthosis with its users changes the gait
of the latter, we conduct a set of treadmill runs for diferent walking speeds
and slopes. For regular walking with a speed of 3 km/h, a comparison is done
between trials with and without orthosis. The orthosis will be used as pass-
ive brace, with the proposed controller and a simple controller, which changes
between the states locking and free only depending on the foot pressure sensors,
the so called foot-switch controller. The latter is similar to a situation with badly
tuned damping, as the onset is steep after heel-strike and the toe-of leads to ab-
rupt unlocking of the joint.
To evaluate the interaction, we employ electromyography (EMG) to monitor
muscle activity and motion capture (MoCap) to monitor the bodies pose under
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inluence of the brace and controllers. The changes from free walking to walk-
ing with the uncontrolled, free orthosis will tell us about the order of magnitude
of changes induced by the brace and the controller, respectively. Furthermore,
the experiments with the free orthosis will allow us to deine the baseline for
controller experiments. Therefore, we will briely introduce these techniques.
Here, we want to thank Leonardo Gizzi, Daniela Wedeking and Dario Farina for
providing the gait lab, the realisation of the setup and the operation of the gait
lab.
10.1.1. Motion Capture
The motion capture system uses a set of 8 high-speed cameras (Qualisys OQUS
300+) to track relecting markers which are attached to the patient. We will not
go into a detailed description of the method. Instead, we will briely present the
approach taken in our experiments.
After calibration with a deined set of markers, the MoCap system is able to
determine the 3D-Positions of the marker positions based on their placement in
the frames of several cameras. Depending on the distance to the marker in the
previous frame, the system can collect positions to trajectories. Further manual
post-processing can merge and label the trajectories, where the automatic system
did not succeed. Some systems allow for a model based identiication. Here, we
want to thank Leonardo Gizzi again for his eforts to provide us with a completely
labelled set of recordings.
From the trajectories of these markers, the joint angles can be derived. To derive










Figure 10.1.: Calculation of joint angles form marker trajectories. The vec-
tors from the joint to its neighbouring markers are used to calculate the angle.






















, cos(ψj) 6= 0 .
The advantage of this formulation is that many libraries for mathematical oper-
ations provide a variation of the arctan function, which will take two arguments
and handles the distinction of cases to choose the correct quadrant for ψj , sim-
plifying the procedure and being applicable for all values of cos(ψj).
10.1.2. Electromyography
Electromyography (EMG) denominates the recording of muscular activity via
intramuscular or surface electrodes. To gain a better understanding of these re-




















Figure 10.2.: For surface EMG, two electrodes per muscles are placed as
close as possible to the midline of the muscle belly [13]. The EMG-Signal is
the diference between the recordings of these electrodes against a reference
electrode on unrelated tissue, see equation (10.1).
glimpse on the recording technique for surface electrodes, which was used for
the presented results.
The Recorded Electromyography (EMG)-Signal
Therefore, we follow up on the general description of the eferent nerval path-
ways for muscle control in section 2.4.1. Figure 10.2 starts where Figure 2.5
ends: at the muscle ibres. The muscle ibres contract after excitation from a
spinal motoneuron. The motoneuron together with the excited muscle ibres is
called a motor unit, the motorneurons action potential which excites the muscle
ibres is called motor unit action potential (MUAP).
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To create a muscle contraction of with speciic force and/or velocity, a set of
motor units is recruited. Although the exact processes are not of interest to us,
it is important to know that there are diferent muscle ibre types and motor
units of diferent sizes. Thus, diferent motor units provide varying forces and
by selection of diferent motor units and changing numbers, the nervous system
can exert ine control over muscle forces.
The MUAP is a temporal change of membrane potential, that travels along the
motorneurons axon to the muscle ibres of the MUAP, which are spread over the
muscle. In the muscle and on its surface, the superposition of all active MUAPs
(which are distributed over the muscle), iltered through the muscle tissue itself
can be recorded via intramuscular electrodes [91]. For surface EMG, further
tissue, e.g., fat and skin, are iltering and distorting the signal on its way to the
surface electrodes (Figure 10.2).
Consider recordings r1 and r2 from electrodes 1 and 2, respectively, against a
reference electrode on unrelated tissue as in Figure 10.2. We assume the record-
ings to be constituted of the EMG signals s1 and s2 + some common noise n, for
example from power lines. Using diferential ampliication, this common noise
can be excluded to gain the EMG signal s [14]:
r1 =s1 + n
r2 =s2 + n
s =r1 − r2 = s1 − s2
(10.1)
The resulting EMG-signal s describes the diference of potential at the loca-
tions of the electrode. This potential diference relects the superposition of all
MUAPs, from all excited muscle ibres as iltered through the tissue, e.g., fat




Analysis and Use of EMG-Recordings
Two common ways to analyse EMG signals are the investigation of signal amp-
litude and the identiication of actual activity by identiication of the MUAPs
which contribute to the signal s, see for example [91] for intramuscular electrodes
and [20] for how to decode the muscle driving signals from surface EMGs with
a direct comparison to signal amplitude analysis.
When analysing the signal amplitude, [42] found a linear correlation between
signal amplitude and the generated torque for vastus lateralis, rectus femoris and
vastus medialis during a brief contraction. A positive correlation between the
mean frequency of the power spectrum and muscle torque were only found for
a majority of 17 − 18 out of 21 subjects. [20] lists other studies and estimators
for signal amplitude, enumerating
1. size diferences of surface action potentials between motor units and across
conditions, preventing the inference of motor neuron discharges;
2. amplitude cancellation, which describes the fact, that the sum of surface
action potentials is less then the sum of individual potentials.
In this study, we want to investigate the impact of the orthosis on the human gait
in terms of muscle activity. While the identiication of actual MUAP activity
provides much more detail, a simpler estimation of the muscular activity is sui-
cient, which allows us to determine the existence and timing of the muscle activ-
ity. To this means, an investigation based on signal amplitude is suicient.
10.2. Experimental Setup
The experiments took place in the gait lab of the Farina Labs in Göttingen.
We were using MoCap and EMG recording equipment. For MoCap, the lab
provides high speed cameras which sample with 256Hz. The EMG recordings
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Figure 10.3.: Lab setup: The MoCap camera system was mounted on the
walls surrounding the lab. The treadmill was placed in the central area of the
camera system to provide good marker coverage except for direct treadmill
frame occlusion.
were done with 16-channels at 2048Hz, and the orthosis’ data acquisition (DAQ)
hardware samples its sensors with 100Hz (compare chapter 7).
Walking took place on a treadmill to allow precise control over slope and average
velocity. The treadmill was positioned in centre of the MoCap system so that as
many cameras as possible could resolve the markers, except when hidden by the
treadmill frame.
To synchronise the diferent recording systems, the MoCap system provides ex-
ternal analogue inputs. The left tibialis anterior (TA)-channel and the heel-strike-
FSR for the orthosis were thus sampled a second time with 256Hz.
10.2.1. Experimental Procedure
The conducted trials are listed in Table 10.1. They combine slopes of 0 °, 10 °, and
−10 ° at speeds of 1 km/h, 3 km/h, and 4 km/h. To determine the impact of the
brace, we made trials without orthosis and with inactive orthosis, i.e., without
any controller passively attached to the leg. Then, to determine the impact of
the controller in comparison to the brace, we conducted experiments with the
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presented controller and the simple foot-switch controller, which is described
below in more detail.
For each trial, after the setup of the treadmill to the desired angle, the speed was
conigured and the subject walked for two minutes to get used to the controller,
speed and slope. After two minutes, the EMG and MoCap recording equipment
was enabled. Small breaks were done in between and the EMG recordings were
observed to make sure, that they showed no signs of fatigue.
The orthosis was worn on the right leg, when referred to it the designations
“right” and “ipsilateral” will be used. The other leg will be identiied by the
designations “left” and “contralateral”.
The Presented Controller
As the walking conditions on the treadmill provide no variation, but only a
simple walking experience with a ixed velocity, only one feed-forward control-
ler was activated. It has been training with gait samples for simple walking, i.e.,
lat ground and small slopes.
According to the counsel of an orthopaedic technician, the applied knee damping
was tuned in way to provide prolonged knee support at the end of the stance phase
to mimic safety considerations.
Foot-Switch Controller
The foot switch controller works solely on the FSRs below the foot at heel and
toe position. The calibration normalises the the FSR readings to the interval
[−1, 1] representing maximum pressure for a value of −1 and no pressure for
a value of 1. When one of these two FSRs readings goes below 0.75, the knee
joint provides full damping. If both sensors provide readings above 0.9, the knee




# velocity [km/h] Slope [°] Device Status
1 3 0 without orthosis
2 1 0 without orthosis
3 4 0 without orthosis
4 1 10 without orthosis
5 3 10 without orthosis
6 4 10 without orthosis
7 3 0 inactive orthosis
8 3 0 active controller
9 1 0 inactive orthosis
10 1 0 active controller
11 4 0 inactive orthosis
12 4 0 active controller
13 3 10 inactive orthosis
14 3 10 active controller
15 1 10 active controller
16 4 10 active controller
17 3 0 foot-switch controller
18 3 −10 inactive orthosis
19 3 −10 active controller
Table 10.1.: Recording trials and conditions, i.e., treadmill velocity, slope,





LM5 RM5 Outer metatarsal bone on the foot
LANK RANK Ankle




LHIP RHIP Hip joint
LASI RASI Anterior superior iliac spine
LPSI RPSI Posterior superior iliac spine
STE Sternum
L4_ lumbar vertebrae L4
Table 10.2.: Marker-positions for MoCap recording. Donning of the orthosis
required the replacement of the markers on the right leg.
10.2.2. Motion Capture
For motion capture, relective markers were placed an the joints of the lower
limb and upper limbs, the iliac spine, the sternum and the lumbar vertebrae L4,
as listed in Table 10.2 and shown in Figure 10.4, compare to Figure 10.7. The
markers on the right leg from the hip marker downwards had to be replaced after
donning the orthosis.
10.2.3. EMG
To prevent AC noise from the power circuits to disturb the frequency content of




right resp. ipsilateral leg le� resp. contralateral leg
Figure 10.4.: Approximately one step of a MoCap recording at 3 km/h and
a slope of 0 °, showing the marker positions and slight variations from step to
step, which seem to be higher for the upper body.
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After shaving of the concerned skin areas, the recording electrodes were placed
on both legs over soleus (SO) and tibialis anterior (TA) for the ankle joint, gast-
rocnemicus medialis (GM) and gastrocnemicus lateralis (GL) for ankle and knee
joints, vastus medialis (VM) and vastus lateralis (VL) for the knee only, and bi-
ceps femoris (BF) and rectus femoris (RF) for the hip and knee joint, the detailed
roles are listed in Table 10.3 and the used electrode positions can be seen in Fig-
ure 10.5. It is important to note, that for the ankle joint, the role of lexion and
extension seems inverted, as the lexor muscle (SO) is actually pushing the foot
down. This perceived inversion is due to anatomical diferences in animals’ legs
(e.g., a horse) in comparison to the human foot, where the ankle’s joint range is
changed.
The electrodes had a gel ilm attached to optimise surface contact and eliminate
air-illed gaps of varying size. To secure the electrodes against shearing forces
and to provide strain-relief for the connectors, the electrodes and cables were
ixated with bandages.
As the same muscles are instrumented on both legs, we have two channels per
muscle, one for each leg.
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(a) Front Side (b) Back Side
Figure 10.5.: Placement of electrodes for the recordings. For muscle abbre-
viations and functions, please consult Table 10.3.
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Muscle Abbrev. Joint Function
Rectus Femoris RF Hip Flexion
Knee Extension
Biceps Femoris BF Hip Extension
Knee Flexion
Vastus Lateralis VL Knee Extension
Vastus Medialis VM Knee Extension
Gastrocnemicus Lateralis GL Knee Flexion
Ankle Plantarlexion
Gastrocnemicus Medialis GM Knee Flexion
Ankle Plantarlexion
Tibialis Anterior TA Ankle Dorsal Extension
Soleus SO Ankle Plantarlexion
Table 10.3.: Recorded muscles for the EMG experiments. Electrodes for
these 8 muscles were placed on both legs (cmp. Figure 10.5).
10.3. Methods
After the description of the experimental procedure, in this section, we will de-
scribe the steps used for the processing and analysis of the recorded data.
10.3.1. Analysis Pre-Processing
The pre-processing covers preparation for later analysis. We will cover the syn-
chronisation of the data from the diferent sources, i.e., MoCap, EMG, and the
orthosis, as well as the segmentation of the time series to steps.
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Synchronisation of Different Data Sources
Synchronisation of the MoCap, EMG, and the orthosis recordings is based on
the common channels in the auxiliary analogue MoCap-recording channels, as
listed in section 10.2. The detailed procedure was handled as follows:
1. As these common channels were recorded by the MoCap equipment with
256Hz, the corresponding channels in the EMG and orthosis recordings
were resampled to this frequency.
2. As the three recording systems were started independently, the ofset for
the diferent recordings had to be determined. The best it was determined
with the standard correlation function of the scipy module [40]. To be
independent of the changing sequence of recordings,
• the middle half of the EMG recordings was matched against the
whole MoCap synchronisation channel;
• for the orthosis channel this was not necessary, as the orthosis re-
cording was running longer than all other sources.
3. As the sources used internal and thus independent clock sources, the res-
ampling had to be corrected to include the frequency errors relative to the
MoCap DAQ. Using the results of the previous steps, the mismatch in the
common channels was measured in samples (absolute error in Table 10.4)
and used to correct the resampling frequencies relative to the MoCap fre-
quency (relative error in the same Table) and the previous steps were re-
peated until the common channels were matching.
4. The thus determined synchronisation points were used to cut the record-




Heel-Strike Approximation and Recording Segmentation
When comparing an ensemble of steps, the analysis used throughout the thesis
is based on signals segmented in steps and normalised to a common step length
(256 samples for MoCap data and 2048 samples for EMG data based on step
times ' 1 s). This procedure allows a comparison independent of stride length
and duration. When working with orthosis recordings, the FSR below the heel
allows accurate heel strike detection and therefore good segmentation of the re-
cording into individual steps. Because of the high sensitivity of the FSRs, only
the onset of the heel strike can be determined (section 8.3.3).
As some trials in this chapter were recorded without orthosis, we could not rely
on this method. For consistency and comparability with earlier chapters, we
have to ind a comparable measure which will provide a good it to the heel-
strike evens provided by the FSR, but is based on features of the MoCap or EMG
recordings. Due to the complexity of the EMG-signals, the MoCap signals were
preferred.
Given the employed methods, consistent heel-strike detection is especially im-
portant for the EMG recordings, for which we want to determine the onset and
ending over the gait phase (see below). As we do not investigate the timing
of features in the presented MoCap analysis, the presented results for MoCap
recordings do not depend that strongly on the heel-strike detection.
10.3.2. Motion Capture Data Analysis
The MoCap recordings provide marker trajectories from which we derive joint
angles and body axis orientations for further analysis. The brace with its attached
damper, as well as the additional weight, will inluence the joint dynamics. We
will start with simple measures as joint ranges and go on to more complex meas-
ures, which we will apply after segmentation and time-normalisation to stride
cycle duration. Thereby, in turn, we check the body dynamics from the lower
limbs to the upper body.
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Figure 10.6.: Assuming, that suboptimal orthosis control forces the patient
to employ avoidance movements, an angle sensor on hip level can show us to
which degree the device forces the patient to an asymmetric gait in terms of a
tilting in the hip plane. This gives no insight into the general gait quality, but
shows to if the patients may bend their knees equally.
Joint Motion Ranges
For the joint motion ranges, we will look at the joint dynamics of the hip and
knee joints. In chapter 3 we saw an example for asymmetry in joint ranges for an
orthosis patient. Here, we will check for the inluence of the presented brace and
controllers on the brace’s user. The joint ranges will give a direct impression of
changes at the level of the lower limbs. We investigated the mean of the segmen-
ted joint angle trajectories, as the mean corresponds to the centre of the periodic
motion to ind changes in the pose of the limb. Furthermore, we investigated
the standard deviation of the segmented joint angle trajectories, as the standard
deviation provides a measure for the amplitude.
Influence on Body-Axes
We will consider diferent body axes to try to ind distinctive features indicating
changes in the patients posture. The body axes will allow us to infer changes
above the directly afected lower limbs, which we want to relate to problems
mentioned in section 3.3.2.
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Hip tilt: We will consider the tilt of the horizontal hip axis (see Figure 10.6),
to ind indications of posture asymmetry directly above the limb. We use the x-
y components along the vector from the LASI-marker to the RASI-marker and
derive the angle against the vertical axis.
Vertical leaning: The second body axis we want to investigate, is the leaning
of the upper body against the vertical. The vertical leaning should give a gen-
eral impression, if the posture drifts in reaction to the orthosis, due to an evasive
positioning of the upper body. To investigate the vertical leaning, we determ-
ine the angle of the vector from markers L4_ to STE against the vertical as in
Figure 10.7, i.e., the unit vector in z-direction (0, 0, 1)T .
Trunk rotation: Hoorn et al [97] investigated changes in variability of move-
ment between the pelvis and thorax (trunk) in the transverse plane as consequence
of low back pain (LBP). Their Finding was, that for patients with LBP, the vari-
ability in thorax and pelvis were unchanged, but a higher coupling between these
two reduced the variability in the diference between them (the trunk angle).
Although the experimental condition is diferent, the trunk rotation might reveal
more about changes in upper body posture, than the two previous, simpler axes.
Therefore, we will determine the pelvis orientation ~opelvis in the x-y-plane by use
of the LPSI, LASI, RPSI, and RASI markers, i.e., the rectangle inscribed in the
iliac spine. We use the vectors indicating the markers’ position, gaining








~opelvis = ~p2 − ~p1
For the thorax orientation ~othorax, we evaluate the orientation in the x-y-plane































Both orientations are plotted in Figure 10.7. The trunk rotation is deined as the
angle between the two vectors after setting the z-components zero.
According to [97], we calculate the average orientation angle over all steps (the
average rotational component). Then we determine the stride to stride variability
by subtracting the average rotational component from every normalised step to
gain the residual rotations for each step. The average of these residual rotations
is what is called the mean absolute residual rotation in [97]. This mean absolute
residual rotation was calculated for pelvis, thorax, and trunk. We then ind the
median of each mean absolute residual rotation vector to represent the variability
in degrees for each speed.
Furthermore, we looked at the mean of the transversal body plane orientation
for all steps.
10.3.3. EMG Data Analysis
The brief collection of studies on EMG analysis in section 10.1.2 already makes
clear that there are diferent approaches to analyse EMG data. For the scope of
this thesis, we will not go into the details to analyse activity on MUAP-level,
but we want to gain an initial understanding, how the interaction between the
brace and its user will change the general muscle activation. Therefore, we will
go for simpler measures. Instead of the reconstruction of active units, we will
investigate the envelope of the signal.
The Envelope of Muscle Activity
The envelope of the EMG signal simpliies the distorted recordings of single
MUAPs to a signal which represents the general amplitude of the muscle activity.
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The ilter we applied uses three steps:
1. a 2nd order Butterworth band-pass ilter for the the frequency range of
10 to 350Hz,
2. followed by the rectiication of the signal, and
3. a inal 2nd order Butterworth low-pass ilter for the frequency range below
10Hz.
The exact frequencies used vary from study to study. Another example would be
to use a combination of a high-pass for above 450Hz followed by rectiication
and a low-pass for below 6Hz. This ilter uses similar steps and frequencies
to [26]. The inal result can be seen in Figure 10.8.
Changes in Muscle Activation
To assess general changes in muscle activation, we will look at the distribution
for two measures for the segmented recordings: the area below the EMG signal
and the amplitude of the signal estimated by the standard deviation. This will
provide us with an overview of which muscles might show activity changes of
interest.
After this general investigation of muscle activation, we investigate the average
times of activation onset and ending for the individual muscles over the stride.
This will show periods of extended, shortened, omitted, or additional muscle
activity. To this end, we will normalise the EMG-recordings for each step to the
range of [0, 1] to gain amplitude independent measure of activity onset. After
this normalisation, we will derive the average normalised activity, which we will
compare against a channel-speciic threshold to determine the phases of muscle
activity.
For both investigations, we will need to derive a threshold for comparison. To
deine this threshold, we will compare four methods according to their ability to
capture the features of the recordings at hand.
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Trial 6: Segmented Recording for le� (contralateral) channel GL













Figure 10.8.: The segmented recording of contralateral channel GL for trial
6. Each step was resampled to 2048 time steps. The raw signal is in light blue
in the background. On top, in black, the envelopes of the signal. The standard
deviation of the raw signal over all steps and the average of the envelopes are
plotted in dark blue and orange.
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1. We chose minimal amplitude as threshold. To estimate the minimal amp-
litude, each step is divided into 10 bins. For each of these bins, the area
under the signal is determined. For the bin with the smallest area, the
standard deviation is calculated as a measure for the minimal amplitude.
To get one threshold per channel, the maximum of the standard deviations
is determined.
2. For the same set of minimal amplitudes for each step as in the preceding
method, we choose the median of the distribution of minimal amplitudes
over all steps to reduce the impact of outliers,
3. After segmentation, we calculate the average signal over all steps. We di-
vide the average step into ten bins. Then we chose the mean of the bin
with the smallest area as threshold. The mean is used due to the low luc-
tuations after averaging.
4. For the average step, the global minimum and maximum are determined.
The threshold is set to the minimum plus 1
5
of the range between minimum
and maximum.
10.4. General Results
Before we will go on the the analysis of the subject’s gait, we will start with
the necessary analysis of the recordings, their synchronisation and segmenta-
tion. Due to the amount of the presented data, the presentation of results and the
discussion will be done separately for MoCap and EMG data.
From the subjects perspective, walking with orthosis was more exhausting than
free walking. Especially for higher velocities. In walking with the proposed
controller the safety tuning was noticeable in higher velocities. The foot-switch
controller provided abrupt locking and unlocking which felt highly uncomfort-
able and more disturbing for higher velocities.
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source absolute error [samples] relative error absolute error [s]
EMG 18± 1 1.0006± 0.0001 4
Orthosis 46± 1 0.9985± 0.0001 11
Table 10.4.: Sampling frequency errors as determined by samplewise com-
parison of the correlated synchronisation channels for 31122 samples.
The pre-processing done on the data allows to compare the data of diferent
sources and to produce analysis which can be compared to the earlier chapters of
this thesis. We will start with the synchronisation of the time-series of diferent
sources.
10.4.1. Recording Synchronisation
The sampling frequencies showed a systematic discrepancy between the record-
ing devices over all trials (see Table 10.4). The relative frequency error was de-
termined on the synchronisation channels of the MoCap recorder on a recording
of 31122 samples ≈ 121.6 s and manually checked against all other recordings.
The absolute deviation of recording frequencies on the same time axis accu-
mulates to ≈ 4 s for the EMG recordings, the frequency error for the orthosis
recordings accumulated to ≈ 11 s over the recorded ≈ 120 s. Assuming a step
duration of ' 1 s, we see that the delays cover a shift of several steps over the
whole recording when not corrected.
10.4.2. Heel-Strike Approximation
As already mentioned in section 10.3.1, we want to ind an approach for recording
segmentation, which is comparable to the approach used in the earlier chapters,
to get a common gait phase coordinate. As the irst experimental runs were




(left leg contralateral, right leg ipsilateral)
Figure 10.9.: Comparison of diferent heel strike approximations on lat
ground. When taking the heel FSR lank onset as reference (heel pressure),
the linear combination of ipsilateral ankle x and contralateral shoulder z
provides the best it. For errors see Figure 10.11, for a comparison to the ankle
z component, see Figure 10.10.
capture recording is needed. For reasons of consistency and comparability, we
will then use only this heel strike approximation in this chapter.
Depending on the exact marker positions, in the literature often the z-component
of the ankle or heel-markers are used [97]. As we can see in Figures 10.9
and 10.10, which show selected marker-trajectories on the treadmill for 0 ° slope
with orthosis, the neighbouring events do not match the onset of heel-pressure
as recorded with the heel-FSR of the orthosis. We see that in general there is no
single channel, which easily reproduces the heel strike with the same timing as
the heel-FSR.
Figure 10.10 shows in more detail that the Ankle z-component is not mimick-




(left leg contralateral, right leg ipsilateral)
Figure 10.10.: Heel strike approximation without force sensing resistor at the
heel: The linear combination of ipsilateral ankle x and contralateral shoulder
z coincides with the second lank of the ankle z. When comparing the both




pressure onset lying on a slope of the RANK marker’s z-trajectory, shortly after
onset of the swing-leg retraction (compare section 2.3). This makes an exact
and consistent pinning of the heel-strike diicult: The relative location is not
ixed and the existence of features for the ankle z-component depend on indi-
vidual steps and on the slope: the exact number of local minimums per step
varies, when comparing the left and right heel-strikes in Figure 10.10. Here, de-
pending on the slope, things will change completely, for example on −10 °, the
z-coordinate will generally be decreasing throughout the step (data not shown).
Flat Ground For lat ground, we use data from trials 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and
12, i.e., all trials with orthosis on a slope of 0 ° except the foot-switch control-
ler trial. In Figure 10.9 we see that the maximum of the ipsilateral ankle’s x-
component and a minimum of the contralateral shoulder’s z-component are in
the vicinity of the heel-strike. These features are show simpler features than the
RANK marker’s z-coordinate. The ankle’s x-component’s minimum at sample
tRANK is systematically too early, due to swing leg retraction, and the shoulder-
maximum at sample tLSHO is systematically too late. Experimental evaluation
of the event sample numbers tLSHO and tRANK together with their respective de-
viations from the FSR onset in samples (∆LSHO and∆RANK) for all experiments
on lat ground were used to approximate the sample number of the heel-strike t̂







t̂ = β tLSHO + (1− β) tRANK
For a comparison to runs without the orthosis, please compare to the ankle
marker’s z-component in Figure 10.10. The location of the heel-strike approxim-
ations keep their locations relative to the ankle marker’s z-component.
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Left Shoulder z Right Ankle x
Trial # ∆LSHO 1− β ∆RANK β
[samples] [samples]
Flat Ground
7 1619 0.673 786 0.327
8 1357 0.667 678 0.333
9 1053 0.533 923 0.467
10 1093 0.675 526 0.325
11 1497 0.689 676 0.311
12 1448 0.706 603 0.294
average 0.657± 0.057 0.343± 0.57
Slope Down
18 2923 0.817 653 0.183
19 2364 0.728 883 0.272
average 0.773± 0.045 0.227± 0.045
Table 10.5.: Coeicients for heel-strike approximation from MoCap marker
trajectories. The errors for the average coeicients were derived from the
standard deviation over the trials and does not relect the errors per step. For
the distribution of these with the weights β and 1− β from this table, please
consider Figure 10.11. Due to the high overlap and the width of the distri-

































Flat Ground (+ *) Slope Up Slope Down*
Figure 10.11.: Distributions of absolute errors in samples for diferent meth-
ods to derive the onset of the heel strike from motion capture channels against
the heel-FSR reference. For recording 15, spurious events were removed (1×
ankle x and 2× FSR).
Slopes For high slopes (trials 18 and 19with orthosis) the maximum ankle’s x-
component was used, as the swing leg retraction did not lead to a earlier direction
reversal in this case. For slope descent, the lat ground method for heel-strike
approximation could be used.
In this way, for all three slopes an approximation with errors below 20 samples
were achieved, except for two outliers in trial 10 (plotted in Figure 10.11). The
outliers in trial 10 are of no concern in this study, as it was a run with 1 km/h,
which was not evaluated. To compare the runs with and without the orthosis,
we will only use this motion capture approximation of heel strike for the further
evaluation.
10.4.3. Step Filters and Recording Quality
In general, the quality of EMG and MoCap recordings was good. Each trial
typically provided 50 − 56 steps for 1 km/h, 80 − 89 steps for 3 km/h with the
exception of trial 18 with 98 steps, and 87− 98 steps for 4 km/h.
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Channel Number of steps without saturation per trial
Contralateral Side
trial 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
SO 0 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 2 0 0 0
Ipsilateral Side
trial 1 5 6 15 16 17 18 19
GL 5 62 18
VM 27 3 57 88 0
Table 10.6.: For recordings with saturation, this table contains the re-
maining steps after removal of steps with saturation. Where no number
is given the whole recording of 120 s could be used, which typically
amounted to 50 − 56 steps for 1 km/h, 80 − 89 steps for 3 km/h with
the exception of trial 18 with 98 steps, and 87− 98 steps for 4 km/h.
However, a set of EMG channels showed saturation. These included contralat-
eral SO for all trials with orthosis and some trials of ipsilateral GL and VM as
listed in Table 10.6. As the further analysis is based on steps, we removed steps
which included saturated samples.
10.5. Motion Capture Data
Here, we will present and discuss the results for the MoCap data. In the next
section, we present the EMG data.
10.5.1. Results
Based on the step segmentation, we now move on to investigation of changes in




When looking at the distribution of the average joint position per step, and the
variation over all steps of a trial in Figure 10.12, we note that the initial condition
is asymmetric in the trial without orthosis. As the hip angle is calculated against
ASI and KNEE markers, a diference of 1 cm can already provide a diference
of 7 °. While part of this could be due to marker placement, the knee shows a
similar asymmetry for trial 1. The same efect may be responsible for the drop
in ipsilateral hip angles due marker-position changes after donning the orthosis.
This makes the interpretation quite diicult.
That said, we observe that the contralateral hip mean position in Figure 10.12(a)
slightly increases when donning the orthosis, showing an almost complete over-
lap with and without controller. For the foot-switch controller (trial 17)the dis-
tribution of mean positions spreads and further increases. On the ipsilateral side,
the hip angle cannot be compared to the trial without orthosis, but all distribu-
tions with orthosis overlap.
The distribution of mean knee angles in Figure 10.12(b) shows an increase in
the average joint position when donning the orthosis with our controller and
without controller, meaning a more pronounced knee extension. In contrast, the
trial with foot-switch controller only provides an overlap of the outer percentile
with the other orthosis trials, but a high overlap with the irst trial. Still, the over-
all diference for the medians is about 3 ° and leads to a height diference of the
contralateral hip of around 1.7 cm, for the hip at 1m above the ground. On the ip-
silateral side the irst trial again cannot be considered for comparison. The other
trials show an overlap with the presented controller leading to a slightly higher
knee extension when compared to the uncontrolled orthosis and the foot-switch-
controller, which shows even higher lexion than the uncontrolled orthosis. Here
too, the overall diference of the medians is about 3 ° which makes the ipsilateral
hip height diference around 2.2 cm, in the same order of magnitude: the knee
is stronger lexed with the foot-switch-controller.
In the following we will also analyse angles which were not inluenced by or-
thosis donning, as the used markers stayed in position over all trials.
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No Device (#1) Inactive (#7) Active (#8) Foot-Switch (#17)
Trial
(a) Mean Hip Angle











No Device (#1) Inactive (#7) Active (#8) Foot-Switch (#17)
Trial
(b) Mean Knee Angle
Figure 10.12.: Changes of the mean hip and knee angle for diferent condi-
tions. As the marker positions changed, the right leg values are not compar-




The investigation of hip tilting in Figure 10.13 shows a general lift of the hip axis
with a controlled orthosis, indicating a leaning on the contralateral leg. Inter-
estingly, with the uncontrolled orthosis the mean hip elevation of the ipsilateral
side is reduced. The range of hip motion (indicated by the standard deviation)
increases with inactive orthosis and even further with controlled orthosis.
Vertical Body Axis Tilt
For the orientation of the vertical body axis (L4 to upper sternum) in Figure 10.14,
we see a clear efect on the mean orientation. The body leaning is increased with
orthosis. The proposed controller does not further increase the mean leaning,
it lead to an increase in the luctuation of the vertical axis. The foot-switch
controller in general has the highest increases, showing a higher lean, a slightly
higher standard deviation per step and a broader distribution in the range. Still,
the overlap between the two controlled runs is high for the standard deviation
and the range.
Trunk Rotation
Before the detailed investigation of step-to-step variability of the trunk according
to [97], as described in section 10.3.2, we will investigate simpler metrics in
Figure 10.15, e.g., the distribution of mean trunk orientation per step and the
distribution of standard deviations per step for the trunk angle in the transversal
plane.
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Mean of hip tilt for 3km/h on 0°
(a) Hip Tilt Mean
















Std.Dev. of hip tilt for 3km/h on 0°
(b) Hip Tilt Std. Dev.
Figure 10.13.: Tilting of Hip in the Frontal Plane: Distribution of mean hip
tilt angles and distribution of hip tilting ranges per step. Top: the hip height
increases with the controlled orthosis, but drops with the inactive orthosis.
Bottom: the orthosis with and without controllers lead to an increase in range.
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Mean of vertical for 3km/h on 0°
(a) Vertical Body Axis Mean
















Std.Dev. of vertical for 3km/h on 0°
(b) Vertical Body Axis Std. Dev.
Figure 10.14.: Leaning of the vertical axis: the orthosis leads to an increase
in the angle of the vertical axis. The presented controller shows no further
increase of the average lean, but all trials with active orthosis show an further
increase in the range of the motion.
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Mean of Trunk Orientation for 3km/h on 0°
(a) Trunk Mean

















Std. Dev. of Trunk Orientation for 3km/h on 0°
(b) Trunk Std. Dev.
Figure 10.15.: Orientation and amplitude of trunk orientation. The mean ori-
entation increases slightly with inactive orthosis and shows a large deviation
for the foot-switch controller. The proposed controller shows a similar mean
orientation as the trial without orthosis but with higher variation. The stand-
ard deviation as a measure for rotational amplitude is increased with inactive
orthosis and the presented controller. Here, the foot-switch controller shows
a similar level but a huge increase in range.
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(a) Thorax orientation for free walking condition (b) Thorax orientation with inactive orthosis
(e) Pelvis orientation for free walking condition (f) Pelvis orientation with inactive orthosis
(i) Trunk orientation for free walking condition (j) Trunk orientation with inactive orthosis
Figure 10.16.: Variability in trunk rotation, as derived from thorax and pelvis
rotation. The curves show the segmented angle trajectories. (Continues on
next page.)
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(c) Thorax orientation for the presented controller (d) Thorax orientation for the foot-switch-controller
(g) Pelvis orientation for the presented controller (h) Pelvis orientation for the foot-switch-controller
(k) Trunk orientation for the presented controller (l) Trunk orientation for the foot-switch-controller
Figure 10.16.: (Continuation) The average variability is printed below the




The mean trunk orientation rises with the donning of the orthosis and makes
a huge rise for the foot-switching controller. With the presented controller, the
orientation shows a large overlap with the free walking condition. The standard
deviation, as a measure for trunk rotation amplitude sinks with the orthosis and
increases slightly with the presented orthosis controller. With the foot-switch
controller, the standard deviation is on a similar level as without device, but the
distribution has broadened massive. The foot-switching controller leads to a
large change in trunk orientation and shows highly varying amplitude.
In Figure 10.16, we compare free walking against orthosis and diferent control-
lers using the same metric as presented in section 10.3.2 [97].
We ind that the pelvis angle is reduced only slightly with the orthosis or the
presented controller. In contrast, for the foot-switch controller it leads to a huge
increase to the average variability (from 1.03 ° to 1.4 ° with the switching con-
troller.)
Larger changes can be found for the thorax angle. From 1.33 ° for free walking, it
decreases to 1.21 ° with orthosis and 1.18 ° with the proposed controller. For the
switching controller, we again see the opposite efect with an increase to 1.59 °.
Furthermore, the foot-switch controller also produces a higher amplitude in the
thorax orientation.
For the trunk angle, we always see an increase in average variability in compar-
ison to the trial without orthosis. From 0.705 ° for free walking, over 0.72 ° with
orthosis to 0.828 ° with the proposed controller. The foot-switch controller again
produces a larger increase to 1.02 °.
We see a higher slope and a pronounced local minimum in the curves for Pelvis
and Trunk orientation for the presented controller around foot-of. For the foot-
switch controller, the slope at contralateral foot-of is higher. Both controllers
show higher asymmetry in the trunk orientation.
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10.5.2. Discussion
Here, we discuss the indings from analysis of MoCap data, before we go on to
the results of the EMG data in the next section. We keep the order and start with
the joint angle motion.
Due to the volume of data, and the scope of this document (which lies on the con-
troller architecture), we limit the evaluation to trials at 3 km/h with a slope of 0 °.
The data provided in this chapter demonstrates that already the brace strongly
inluences the gait only by a ixation of the plane of motion for the knee and
ankle joint (e.g., the mean orientation of the vertical body axis Figure 10.14(a)).
Mostly, the controllers would increase this deviation (e.g., the standard deviation
of the vertical body axis in Figure 10.14(b)), except for the mean of the hip tilting,
which was corrected to the opposite side as compared to the free walking con-
dition without orthosis (Figure 10.13(a). Another exception was the mean of the
trunk orientation, which was restored for the presented controller. The median
of the per-step standard deviation of the trunk orientation, as a measure for the
amplitude of trunk rotation, was restored by the foot-switching controller, but at
the same time, the range was highly increased (Figure 10.15).
This means, that the introduction of the orthosis is the dominating disturbance
for many metrics when it comes to changes in the orientation. The controllers,
which further disturb the walker, introduce a higher variability into these met-
rics.
Average Joint Positions The change of marker positions on the ipsilateral
leg after donning the orthosis makes the interpretation of the lower-limb joint
ranges quite diicult. Interestingly, the average knee joint position is more exten-
ded for the presented controller. In Figure 10.12(a), we see an increase of mean
hip angle bending on the contralateral side in trials with the orthosis, while the
ipsilateral hip joint seems less inluenced in comparison to the trials with inactive
orthosis and the presented controller. This could be interpreted as an indication
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of a limping motion, where the contralateral leg has a mean orientation in front
of the ipsilateral leg.
For the knee angle in the same igure, we can observe a drop of ipsilateral knee
use with orthosis and switching controller. For the proposed controller, we see
an increase of the original knee motion with orthosis. On the contralateral leg,
we see a higher average knee bending with orthosis and the proposed control-
ler, whereas the switching controller leads to a relaxation of the average knee
bending towards the condition without orthosis. The additional extension could
indicate additional hip height for foot clearance of the ipsilateral leg, but the hip
tilting investigations (Figure 10.13) do not support this notion for the case of the
inactive orthosis.
Hip-Tilt
The mean hip tilt decreases with inactive orthosis, whereas it increases largely
for the trials with controlled orthosis. The foot-switch-controller shows a tend-
ency to a higher tilt. The drop in the uncontrolled orthosis tilt makes it diicult
to deine the baseline for the controlled orthosis trials.
The hip tilt amplitude, approximated by the standard deviation of the per-step hip
tilt increases with the inactive brace, further for the foot-switch controller and
most for the presented controller. This efect could be due to safety provisions
for the tuned knee damping, which provide long stance support till after the foot
of. This efect has been similarly observed in the evaluation of the trunk angle
trajectories.
This increase of the per-step amplitude could be indicative of stronger orthosis-
user-interaction.
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Vertical Body Axis
The vertical body axes deines the lean of trunk. Generally, the lean increases
with the orthosis, but stronger with foot switch controller, e.g., the presented or-
thosis is neutral in termes of lean when compared to the inactive orthosis. When
the amplitude of the per-step luctuations in the vertical lean are investigated, we
see that additional locking at the knee joint due to a controller seems to lead to an
increase in upper body motion luctuations irrespective of the controller type.
Trunk Orientation
The investigation of the mean trunk orientation yielded a stronger distinction of
the foot-switch controller. The latter lead to a strong average rotation of about 5 °
when compared to the case without brace. In comparison, the inactive orthosis
provided only a slight increase, and the presented controller shows the least de-
viation from the trial without brace. For the amplitudes (standard deviation) of
trunk orientation, the brace leads to a reduction of upper-body dynamics, with
a tendency towards restoration for the presented controller. While the median
of trunk orientation amplitude is similar for the foot-switching controller, the
variation in amplitude is much larger (the distance from the 25% percentile to
the 75% percentile is almost twice as large as for the case without brace).
Both observations indicate a strong inluence of the lower limb disturbance on
the upper body, which we investigated with the more complex measure of step-
to-step variability in the upper-body rotations [97].
Hoorn et al investigated changes in variability of movement between the pelvis
and thorax (the trunk orientation) in the transverse plane under the inluence
of low back pain (LBP) in [97]. They found that for patients with LBP, the
variability in thorax and pelvis were unchanged, but a higher coupling between
these two body planes reduced the variability in the diference between them,
i.e., the trunk orientation showed reduced step-to-step variability.
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A possible interpretation is that while their LBP subjects try to avoid probably
painful motions and therefore reduce the variability respectively stifen their mo-
tion.
Like Hoorn and collegues, we observed a huge increase in the pelvis variability
for the foot-switch controller, which might indicate a direct disturbance of the
pelvis through the blocked knee joint.
For the thorax orientation we see a decrease with inactive controller and orthosis,
whereas the foot-switch controller provides a boost to the thorax orientation vari-
ability. The huge disturbance in the pelvis seems to propagate directly to the
thorax. For the inactive brace or the presented controller, the subject seems to
reduce upper body variability.
For the trunk orientation, the efect was in general opposite in comparison to
LBP patients: we always see an increase in average variability. From 0.705 °
without orthosis, over 0.72 ° with inactive orthosis to 0.828 ° with the proposed
controller. The foot-switch controller again produces a larger increase to 1.02 °.
While the hip motions increases in amplitude only slightly with a similar variabil-
ity, the thorax is greatly extending the amplitude of motion, which could correct
disturbances through leg stifening. Additionally, the mean thorax orientation
changes, which could indicate a higher asymmetry in the subject’s motion. This
can be seen in the trunk orientation trajectories of the controlled brace in Fig-
ure 10.16 (i-e).
Given the diferent background of the studies, the diferences in the amplitude
of trunk rotations are no surprise. A possible interpretation in relation to [97]
is that the disturbance induced by the orthosis/controller-pair leads to a higher
variation of trunk rotations because of compensating movements in the upper
body, whereas the LBP-patients try to avoid a high variability. For the foot-
switch controller, the disturbance es even stronger, possibly to a direct transfer
of impact forces to the upper body.
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LBP is a typical secondary condition for people with amputation [21]. Although
prosthesis and orthosis use are not directly comparable, future research should
investigate, if increased variability of trunk rotation could be a cause for LBP.
Summary
While the evaluation of average joint positions and hip tilt gave no strong indic-
ation of controller diferences, the presented controller produces less noticeable
deviations than the foot-switching controller for the vertical body axis and the
thorax and trunk orientation. An exception are efects which might be caused
by a prolonged knee damping at the end of the stance phase due to conservative
tuning of the presented controller.
The presented evaluation indicates that the upper body provides the strongest de-
viations in response to disturbance in the lower limbs. The pelvis orientation as
well as the hip tilt do not seem to change as much as the thorax and trunk orient-
ation and variability. For this metric, the presented controller produces smaller
efects than the foot-switch controller with a reduction of variability by a factor
of 4% (from 1.03 to 0.989). The foot-switch controller increased the variability
by 36%. The comparison of the trial without and with inactive orthosis showed
in increase of 3%.
Concerning measures of orthosis controller tuning quality, the presented study in
not conclusive, but it indicates that additional sensors on the upper body might
be of advantage to allow the controller to assess the consequences of its tun-
ing. While extensive sensors on the upper body will decrease the patient’s ac-
ceptance, an approach similar to [37] would be the use of end user devices like
smartphones, smartwatches and itness trackers as non-invasive IMUs. In our





After the presentation and discussion of the MoCap results, here we investigate
the EMG data to ind further indication of user-device-interaction.
10.6.1. Results
For the analysis of the EMG data, we used the same synchronisation and seg-
mentation techniques for pre-processing as in the analysis of the MoCap data.
Here, we will irst present results on the methods for threshold determination
from section 10.3.3, before we select a method for further analysis of muscle
activity.
Thresholds for EMG activity
In Figure 10.17, we plotted three muscles from the same recording (trial #12)
in the rows. The columns show the results for four methods to determine the
threshold as described in section 10.3.3. The three EMG-channels were selected
to represent the available range of activity and variation. Still, for other trials
things are looking diferent and a previously good threshold seems to miss many
features. For further examples, please compare to Figures 10.18, 10.19
For the irst column of Figure 10.17, we determined for each step the bin (out
of 10) with the smallest area. Then, for this bin, we determined the standard
deviation in this bin. To get the baseline for all steps, we used the maximum
of the standard deviations determined for the individual steps, which results in
comparatively huge thresholds. This is working quite ine, in general, but in
subplot (e), even for recordings which seem to have small deviations in the bins
of small area, this can result in high thresholds. For subplot (i) this misses the
small activity around the heel strike (gait phase≈ 0.95). However, for individual
steps this raise in activity is probably not that reined as for the average.
To reduce the impact of outliers, in the second column we chose the median
of the bin with smallest area as threshold in the second column: The resulting
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threshold is generally lower, even when using 7 times the median, especially for
the contralateral GM recording, where the threshold lies very low.
In column three, we irst average all steps, before the binning is done. As this
procedure provides smooth results, we used the mean signal level in the bin
with the smallest area as threshold. After rescaling the minimum to zero and
following averaging, this relects the standard deviation.
In the fourth and last column the threshold was calculated using the minimum
and maximum of the average step. We set the threshold to the global minimum
of the average step plus 1
5
th of the range between minimum and maximum. This
method provides an easy way to deine the relative activation above minimum
signal level, which we count as muscle activity for further analysis. We will refer
to this method as ranged based method in the following.
No method resolves the double-peak feature of the contralateral BF-recording.
However, most of the presented methods can resolve the more pronounced double
peak of the ipsilateral GM-recording. Using a higher threshold would resolve
the irst double peak, but would eliminate smaller peaks. This problem cannot
be overcome with a singular threshold and will be discussed later.
Anyway, each method performs good on some signals but shows problems with
other signals. An example for a recording that leads to problems with the range
based method can be seen in Figure 10.18. The high standard deviation of the
individual signals and the low amplitude of the average signal lead to a better
threshold with the irst method. In Figure 10.19 an example for a recording for
which the range based threshold is working better.
We decided to perform the timing analysis on the average step, leaving the invest-
igation of the step-to-step variation of muscle activity for future studies. Aside
from very high noise, which proves diicult for any threshold, the range based





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Threshold method 1 on Biceps Femoris (BF)
Left Side (Contralateral Leg)



























Individual Steps Average Threshold
(a) 3.5× Std. dev. of bin with min area (max. for all steps)
Range based method on Biceps Femoris (BF),
Left Side (Contralateral Leg)



























Individual Steps Average Threshold
(b) 1/5 th between min and max of average step
Figure 10.18.: Normalised activity and average step activation for contralat-
eral BF in trial #2: A recording with very much noise for the irst and last
threshold determination method from Figure 10.17. The standard deviation
is high in comparison to the average signal content in (a), whereas the range
based threshold in (b) is too low.
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Threshold method 1 on Biceps Femoris (BF)
Right Side (Ipsilateral Leg)



























Individual Steps Average Threshold
(a) 3.5× Std. dev. of bin with min area (max. for all steps)
Range based method on Biceps Femoris (BF),
Right Side (Ipsilateral Leg)



























Individual Steps Average Threshold
Trial 1, Without Orthosis
(b) 1/5 th between min and max of average step
Figure 10.19.: Normalised activity and average step activation for ipsilateral
BF in trial #1: A recording with few noise for the irst and last threshold de-
termination method from Figure 10.17. The standard deviation is low in com-
parison to the average signal content in (a), whereas the range based threshold
in (b) is working well.
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period of muscle activity. Thus, the range based method was used for further
analyses (Figures 10.22 and 10.27).
Overview over activity changes
To gain an overview over the changes in EMG activity, we investigate the stand-
ard deviation of the non-normalised steps in Figure 10.20. As the standard de-
viation is used as measure for the amplitude, the diferences are evened for nor-
malised steps. Due to saturated recordings, the contralateral SO and ipsilateral
GL allow no analysis.
For all other channels, the standard deviation is large and with high overlap.
There is a tendency towards higher standard deviations for the presented control-
ler on both sides for GM and GL, i.e., for knee bending and and ankle lexion.
And for the ipsilateral SO (ankle lexion) and RF (hip lexion). A tendency to
lower amplitudes can be seen for the contralateral VM (knee extension), whereas
contralateral VL (knee extension) is increased for all trials with orthosis.
When investigating the area below the non-normalised envelopes in Figure 10.21,
the results are similar: the standard deviations are large and with high overlap.
The foot-switch controller provides a peak for ipsilateral TA (ankle extension).
In general there is a huge increase for contralateral VL and ipsilateral BF, and
VM on trials with orthosis.
But due to the high overlap, we will not discuss these graphs in detail and go on




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EMG Activity Onsets and Endings
Using the threshold described in section 10.6.1, we determined the onset and
ending of EMG activity in Figures 10.22 and 10.27. On the x-axis we show the
trial number and on the y-axis the gait phase in [0, 1). Continuous activity above
the threshold is connect by a line. The diamonds mark activity onset and the
circles the ending. (Figure 10.27 collects channels in which controller, slope
and speed changes do not alter the activation patterns.)
Figure 10.22 shows channels with variations for trials at 3 km/h on 0 ° slope,
i.e., recordings no 1, 7, 8, 17, corresponding to regular walking, uncontrolled
orthosis, the presented controller and the foot-switch controller, respectively.
In Figure 10.22(a), we see a prolonged activity for contralateral BF when used
with orthosis with a double event for the foot-switch controller. For the ipsilateral
side, in Figure 10.22(b), we see an additional peak for the presented controller
around foot-of, which can be seen in more detail in Figure 10.23.
For the VL-channel we see prolonged activity on the contralateral side for all
trials with orthosis (Figure 10.22(c)). For the ipsilateral side, we see a prolonged
activity after heel-strike and a drop of activity at foot-of (Figure 10.22(d)). The
prolonged activity stems form a slowly decaying muscle activity, which provides
additional features for the two controlled trials (Figure 10.24).
While the contralateral GL activity stays unchanged (Figure 10.22(a)), the ip-
silateral activity is extended over the whole stride, showing high luctuations
leading to average levels between 0.4 and 0.6 (Figures 10.22(b), 10.25). Note,
that only ive steps were evaluated for ipsilateral GL in Trial 1.
For ipsilateral TA, we see a signiicant increase of spurious activity in the single
support phase, showing as a prolonged activity in stance phase in Figure 10.22(d).























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Although they are harder to analyse and interpret than the MoCap recordings,
the EMG data yield supporting results. The step to step variations produce large
standard deviations (Figures 10.20 and 10.21) which make an interpretation dii-
cult and hinder the deinition of thresholds to determine activity for the diferent
channels. Therefore, we focused on the determination of the onset-times of mus-
cular activity on segmented recordings with normalised amplitudes. We used a
simple method to determine a threshold, but for more complex analyses the in-
vestigation of rises and drops in the signal should be preferred over a simple
threshold, especially as the application of ilters invoke low-pass characteristics
which will lead to a merging of neighbouring sharp peaks.
A comparison of contralateral SO (ankle lexion) and ipsilateral GL (knee lexion
and ankle lexion) was impossible due to frequent saturation in the recordings.
Especially the SO channel might have been interesting, as the ankle lexion might
play a role due to higher load and limited foot clearance due to the brace on the
ipsilateral side.
When investigating the onset and ending of muscle activity, we found few re-
markable changes. For BF on both sides (hip extension and knee lexion) and
ipsilateral VL (knee extension) around the end of the stance phase. Ipsilateral
TA (ankle extension) shows an extended period of activity during singles sup-
port phase, which is also present for some steps without orthosis, but for far
fewer steps. Ipsilateral GL (knee lexion and ankle lexion) shows almost con-
stant average activity, due a generally high signal level and high step to step
variation.
The most interesting feature is an additional peak for the ipsilateral BF for the
presented controller, which might very well be connected to the already men-
tioned prolonged knee-support at foot-of, which was actively tuned by the sub-
ject.
The prolonged contralateral VL activity in all trials with orthosis might be an
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indication of additional knee-extension. Due to the marker changes after don-
ning the brace, we cannot relate this to the MoCap data, but given the changes
in trunk orientation, it might be indicative for a favoured contralateral leg.
Although these results do not show clear changes like in the upper body motion
found in MoCap data, they indicate that the EMG-activity can be used to identify
when the user is working against the orthosis, like for the additional ipsilateral
BF peak. A more detailed timing analysis on single step basis and the evaluation
of the step to step variability in the EMG signals might reveal additional control
impulses to compensate disturbances through the controller.
10.7. Conclusions
In this chapter we investigated how the orthosis and the controller will interact
with one healthy walker’s gait. We were testing a simple foot-switch control-
ler, which provides a hard onset and end of the knee-damping, to compare the
amount of change induced by such a simple control mechanism as compared
to the controller developed in this. Further experiments without and with an
undamped orthosis enable a two-way comparison against the baseline of the in-
active orthosis on one side, and against a quite uncomfortable controller on the
other side, to see if the subjective measure of comfort translates into the invest-
igated measures. To this end, we were testing trajectories of joints and markers
with MoCap recordings and muscle activation with EMG recordings.
After discussion of the respective indings in section 10.5.2 and 10.6.2, we ind
that changes in MoCap and EMG data are most strongly inluenced by the pres-
ence of the brace than by the selected controller. Still, the presented controller
provokes fewer disturbances in the upper body dynamics than the foot-switch
controller, except for artefacts at the initiation of swing-phase. These artefacts
can be explained by conservative tuning of the controller which provided pro-
longed knee damping. Similar artefacts can be seen in the ipsilateral BF-channel.
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BF activity results in hip extension and knee lexion, therefore supporting that
the user is working against the prolonged knee damping.
These indings have an impact on the design of self-learning orthoses: to in-
vestigate the disturbance of the user’s gait, the upper body dynamics should be
observed.
Furthermore, EMG analysis might be able provide times of extra activity, which
relate to the resistance of the device against its user’s motions. This extra muscle
activity could be used for controller optimisation. Nonetheless, these efects
might be less prominent for patients, which get an orthosis prescription due to
reduced muscle forces. Patient tests have to show if the indings of this investig-
ation can be carried over to real world use.
Thus, the analysis presented in this chapter provides features that could possibly
be used for optimisation of orthosis control, but still have to be tested for suitab-






We can forgive a man for making a useful thing as long as he does not





The thesis at hand presents the implementation of a control architecture for or-
thoses which is able to provide individual tuning and itting of individual patient
support independent of the brace or patient in question. We planned towards a
lexible controller, whose design does not limit the gaits and environments it
suits and allows to be adjusted by non-experts. The architecture is modular to
support easy extension with further gaits or the exchange of components and the
methods have been chosen to allow adaptation at run-time.
The thesis presents a modular, adaptive controller architecture. Consistently,
every component has been designed to provide a good solution to the individual
problem, implemented with methods which provide means for adaptation. As
a whole, we contribute a complete framework which sets the groundwork to
explore self-adapting controllers for orthoses, which is a diicult task as patients
rely on the assistive device to support them in every day tasks. The methods
have been designed for semi-active (or quasi-passive) devices, but the central
components, like the timing unit and gait recognition are of use for active devices
and exoskeletons, too. The individual presented methods have been discussed
in their appropriate chapters (see sections 6.5, 8.5, 9.6, and 10.7). Therefore, we
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only briely present the indings and limitations and discuss how they are placed
in the bigger picture, before we go on to the outlook in the next chapter.
11.1. Summary of Contributions and Limitations
11.1.1. Feed-Forward Controller
In chapters 5 to 8, we developed the modular feed-forward controller. It consists
of the timing unit, which abstracts individual gait to a linear, cyclic description
of step progress, the gait phase ϕ. A simple multi-layer perceptron provides
the means to learn individual gait from gait samples. This network tracks the
gait and thus overcomes the necessity to bind the controllers function to the
accomplishment of speciic thresholds. It is complemented by the shaping unit,
which deines the control output as a function of the gait phase ϕ.
Timing Unit
The ainity of the gait-tracking to the user through learning based on gait samples
removes controller requirements onto the patients remaining-abilities which are
present in other approaches whose controller depends on the patient to reach spe-
ciic thresholds in joint range or ground reaction force. As long as the patient is
able to provide cyclic motion which the timing unit can track with appropriate
sensors, our approach can be applied. Thus, the generality and the abstraction of
individual gait enlarge the possible targeted patient group. The continuous track-
ing of the user’s dynamics together with the time-independent feed-forward prop-
erties provide inherent safety through instantaneous representation of the current
gait status and the immediate application of the control output. The presented
approach is equivalent to a generalised FSM based controller which provides
a ixed control-output sequence (in time) which can easily be tuned or be cre-
ated with musculoskeletal models or for example by a timed replay of muscle
activity [80].
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Through use of joint variables, only, which are not dependent on the terrain,
e.g., slope, or patient-brace-interactions, this approach overcomes problems of
techniques that have to estimate these aspects in the surroundings, for example to
correct the estimated ground reaction force. The use of the angular componentϕ
makes the timing units output independent of the output’s absolute values, only
using the phase between the outputs. This provides independence to changed
scaling in the input.
Furthermore, the use of positional sensors as inputs makes the presented ap-
proach independent of the hardware and allows it to run without any explicit
dynamic model of the brace. The diferences in the control output can be hid-
den in the shaping unit. The controller was used already on prototypes with
compliant and free ankle joint without any modiications.
Shaping Unit
The shaping unit is used to apply arbitrary functions of the gait phase ϕ which
deine the desired knee joint damping. It is implemented as a RBF-Network,
whose training data is provided by a graphical user interface. This user inter-
face lets the user or orthopaedic staf deine the device’s control output. It places
the user in a feedback loop with the controller. This enables the tuning of the
provided support to level required. And at the same time, the feedback includes
the patient’s opinion directly into the process of orthosis itting, which was de-
scribed as an one of the top reasons for device abandonment in [76].
Limitations
We were able to show that the approach provides smooth and linear tracking of
gait progress. But the approach of learning on gait samples specialises the timing
unit to the presented gait. Thus, the specialisation leads to optimal coverage of
the learned gait, but leads to erratic tracking, for example piece-wise constant,
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or not covering the whole range of the cyclic gait phase ϕ, when confronted with
an unknown gait.
11.1.2. Multi-Gait Support
Therefore, in chapter 9, we extended the presented approach with the ability to
recognise the current gait and switch between a set of feed-forward controllers.
Gait Switching
The gait switching is based on internal models, which predict the next sensory
input based on the recent history. The decision is made on the prediction er-
ror, which decreases for the correct gait and increases for all other gaits. The
history length therefore deines the switching frequency, the allowed error mar-
gins deine the switching delay, which can be considered shorter than the history
length. As a safety measure, the switching mechanism is conservative, provid-
ing the opportunity to not match the gait. A fall-back controller of arbitrary
complexity can be used to ensure safe operations.
The gait recognition and switching extends the smooth tracking the single-gait
feed-forward controller provides to a set of deined gaits. In contrast to many ap-
proaches in the literature, the procedure to extend the number of known gaits is
always the same: Based on a set of gait samples, the controller is extended with
a module for this gait consisting of the timing unit, shaping unit and the pre-
dicting model of gait-dynamics. This procedure works, as long as the dynamics
of the sensory input for all supported gaits are suiciently diferent. The addi-
tion of suitable sensors is possible to improve the discrimination between gaits.
This procedure does not limit number of supported motions, enabling further
enhancement of the patient’s mobility to it their everyday needs. Furthermore,
the gait recognition module forms an important component for learning and ad-
aptation applications, as it allows the controller to associate sensory input with
speciic movements.
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Gait Switching Performance
Benchmarking of the gait switching showed a good recognition of the underly-
ing gaits with average success rate for all gaits above 94%. But the benchmark
used has diiculties with ambiguities in transition steps. They show the neces-
sity to control gait on time-scales much shorter than the step: due to the nature
of walking, the transitions can happen at almost any time. While a speciic gait
which provides statistical variability which is captured by the predicting models,
gait transitions have an often singular nature. The transition depends on many
factors, like distance to and speed of an obstacle, walking speed, evenness of the
ground and others, which are not available from the brace. In consequence, on
inspection a gait’s dynamics in the history of the sensory reading, we will ind
transitions where the dynamics in the history overlap and others will lie outside
of any gaits dynamics, directly going from one gait to another as shown in Fig-
ure 9.9 on page 176. The number of gaits as well as the number of sensors and the
length of the history space deine the amount of overlap between diferent gaits.
More volumes of overlap provide more possibilities of gait transition without
use of the fall-back controller. As the gait dynamics is similar for the stance
phase, the transitions without overlap will happen in swing phase, before the
heel-strike. Manual inspection showed that the false-positives were associated
with transition steps in the swing phase which showed a mismatch in joint angle
range and dynamics with the gait the subject used. The presented approach has
the beneit, that if the allowed error margins are well-chosen, the selected gait
will match the dynamic of the sensory input, even if it does not mach the name
of the gait.
Benchmarking of Switching Performance
Concerning the quality of the benchmark, these ambiguities in joint angle ranges
and sensor dynamics at the transition make it diicult to deine a measure for per-
formance comparison. A probable solution for this problem would be a way to
assess the amount of work the user is performing against the controller, to show
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that the chosen gait reduces the coninement. This would need additional in-
strumentation of the brace and will be discussed in the outlook. Still, with the
general inability to regain normal gait with a passive device (see section 4.3.2),
the deinition of a useful benchmark criterion is diicult and is probably best
done for a healthy walker or an additionally supported patient against the un-
controlled brace, as described in chapter 10, evaluating the work the patient is
performing against the controller.
Comparability to Other Approaches
For similar reasons, the comparison to the literature has proven unsatisfactory as
explained in section 9.6.2. The presented controllers provide support for selec-
ted gaits, which either are very similar, like the transitions between slopes, or are
very diferent, like standing and walking, or stair climbing and descending. The
probably provide less ambiguities in diferent gaits, as for example the swing
end for lat walking and descending stair motions. By construction, most con-
trollers presented in sections 9.6.2 and 5.2 support a ixed number of gaits and
miss the lexibility and extensibility of the presented controller. In consequence,
the ixed set of supported gaits of these controllers difers too much from the
gaits chosen in chapter 9 to provide the grounds for a signiicant comparison
of the methods. Other controller developments, for example the recognition of
standing or slopes, are implicitly handled by the timing unit, which transparently
handles slight shifts or stopped motion.
11.1.3. Interaction Between the User and the Device
We concluded the design of the controller architecture with an investigation of
the interaction between the orthosis-controller-pair on one side with a healthy
walker on the other in chapter 10. For this aim, we compared treadmill walking
at 3 km/h on 0 ° slope without orthosis and with orthosis in free and controlled
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conditions. As controllers, we chose the presented controller and a simple foot-
pressure activated controller.
In these experiments, the device-controller combinations served as disturbances
to the healthy walker’s gait. We were employing MoCap and EMG to determine
the impact of this disturbance.
Motion Capture
For the motion capture data, this experiment revealed no signiicant changes of
joint motion for the healthy walker, but it revealed clear changes in upper body
orientation, i.e., rotation and leaning against the vertical axes. These results show
that changes induced by the device and controller, cannot be easily observed on
the level of the leg, but produce the biggest deviations at the upper body. The
presented controller showed a tendency to fewer changes in the upper body than
the simple foot-pressure based controller.
Consequences for Online Adaptation
This has consequences for online-adaptation and surveillance approaches, as the
sensory equipment is restricted to the brace. We need to use additional, non-
invasive IMUs, for example in smartphones, smartwatches, or itness trackers,
to get access to the upper body dynamics without comfort loss (like diiculties
at donning the device with additional sensors).
Electromyographic Recordings
Results for EMG were not that substantial. We found additional activity for
ipsilateral BF around the end of the stance phase for the presented controller
compared to all other conditions. This indicates additional work for hip exten-
sion or knee lexion, but this might be due to explicit tuning to hold the knee
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support according to orthopaedic advise from our cooperation partner. For ipsi-
lateral VL, activity around foot-of was gone for all orthosis trials. This loss of
knee extension activity demonstrates the brace’s ability to support patients for
knee-extension as well as the subjects habituation to the orthosis. For ipsilateral
activity on TA and GL, all orthosis modes showed a massive increase in activity,
for the latter an almost constant activation was shown.
Impact on the User’s Gait
The experiments with a healthy walker show, that the subject’s impairment due
to the brace are stronger than the improvements by the controller. This is in ac-
cordance to the discussion in section 4.3, where we argued that a passive orthosis
which dissipates energy and any corresponding controller can 1. not restore the
gait that of a healthy walker without orthosis and 2. the dissipation of energy
leads to ineiciencies. Thus, patient experiments have to be conducted to reveal
the advantages of the presented controller.
11.2. Contributions in the Broader Context
The controller architecture addresses important problems of orthotic devices for
the lower limbs. It allows to individualise the controller-behaviour to the pa-
tient’s remaining abilities, optimising control to the typical movements of the
subject. It allows the easy extension with additional movements, enabling more
lexibility and mobility. During device-itting, user-feedback is incorporated in
the inal setup of the controller. We believe, that these advances will help im-
prove the acceptance of assistive devices by the patient and enhance their inde-
pendence.
At the same time, the abstractions used in the feed-forward controller and the
choice of sensors provides an architecture that is hardware independent.
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For the future, this framework enables the study of self-learning assistive devices,
which can provide a new level of support. This would allow to develop a control-
ler that the patients can setup alone. The device then learns to support the patient
optimally on its own. Such a device should be able to incorporate changes in the
patient’s gait due to 1. improvements in the patient’s gait caused by the device, or
2. general changes in the patient’s conditions. The presented controller architec-
ture provides the groundwork with a modular and adaptive design. Future work
needs to developed learning tasks, which employ the lexibility inherent to the
presented approach. This was out of the scope of this thesis.
An important contribution for the development of such learning tasks is, that we
gained a better expectation of the dynamic variables that can provide a feedback
about the controller’s impact on the patient. For a healthy walker, we found
1. the trunk to show the clearest deviations in response to the disturbance by the
orthosis, and 2. that additional, localised EMG activity hints at extra work the
user has to perform against the orthosis. Both indings allow a goal-oriented
adaptation of the controller.
These indings have to be conirmed and extended in patient experiments to de-
rive measures which can serve to drive adaptation and at the same time mon-




The Road goes ever on and on
Down from the door where it began.
Now far ahead the Road has gone,
And I must follow, if I can,
Pursuing it with weary feet,
Until it joins some larger way,
Where many paths and errands meet.
And whither then? I cannot say.
J.R.R. Tolkien, The Fellowship of the Ring
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The controller architecture developed in this thesis was designed with the idea
of online adaptation of its own behaviour. Important components are implemen-
ted with artiicial neural networks, which provide easy access to adaptation al-
gorithms. The brief study of user-device-interaction in the gait-lab demonstrated
how the device alters the gait of a healthy walker.
Here, we will discuss possible future work concerning the controller architec-
ture. Aspects speciic to certain components have already been discussed in the
speciic chapters (see sections 8.5.6 and 9.6.4) if they had a direct impact.
Based on this groundwork, there are several aspects for further research. We
want to focus on two:
1. the adaptation of the device on to a self-learning device and
2. the thorough study of the interaction between the user and the orthosis.
These two topics are strongly connected, as both aspects cover changes in gait
over time. Here, we will focus on controller development for the irst part, and
the patient’s perspective in the second. We discuss the inherently connected
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questions of how to derive the need for adaption and which actions must be
taken.
12.1. Adaptation
Section 5.1 showed adaptive facets, ranging from changes in the patient’s be-
haviour or new gaits to the tuning of the applied damping, especially changes
which to the sensory input and changes applied to the control output.
Furthermore, we have to distinguish between diferent kinds of learning: un-
supervised and supervised. Unsupervised learning with trial-and-error phases
is not suitable for the application on orthoses if patients are involved. Falling
patients are not an option! In consequence, someone, either the patient or an or-
thopaedist, has to supervise changes. Or the controller must know how to guide
the adaptation.
12.1.1. Adaptation to Changes in Gait
As described in chapters 8 and 9: The decision unit derives a measure of unit-
ness which describes the probability that speciic sensory input does not belong
to a speciic gait. The prediction error could be used to save gait samples into a
training database for the timing unit and the predicting model associated with a
speciic gait. In this way, the controller can adapt to slight changes in gaits, by
replacing outdated gait samples with newer ones.
When selecting samples for relearning, the allowed range of errors has to be
small enough to only cover a speciic gait, but large enough to allow a gradual
change of gait. For example when users adapt their gait to the device. Only
steps without gait transition should be selected. Studies like [35, 36] suggest
timescales of months for the process of the user adapting to the device, which is
important when considering the interaction of diferent adaption mechanisms.
Further details can be found in sections 8.5.6 and section 9.6.4.
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12.1.2. Adaptation to New Gaits
A more complex process is the recognition of new gaits. The adaptation to
changes in gait works on recognised gaits. The creation of a module for a new
gait, including timing unit, shaping unit, and predicting model, works on steps
which are handled by the fall-back controller. Whereas the procedure described
in section 9.6.4 would allow the creation of these components, the output tuning
would have to be handled diferently. For example by notiication of the user, or
by application of suitable optimisation based on the fall-back controller’s beha-
viour.
12.1.3. Adaptation of Control Output
The previous two sections described adaptations to changes on the input side of
the controller, which should be handled by the learning algorithms for the per-
ceptrons used in the implementation. To adapt the control output, other strategies
have to be applied. As already mentioned, unsupervised methods should not be
used for patients. Therefore only methods which include direct supervision by
human operators or expert knowledge will be considered. We will diferentiate
between directed optimisation of the output, based on error signals, and undirec-
ted trial-and-error experiments, whose safety is ensured by further knowledge or
interaction. Detailed suggestions or experiments concerning such error signals
is presented in section 12.1.5.
In general, an adaptation of control output can happen to support rehabilitation
by reducing the support when not needed, or increasing the level of support in




Directed optimisation can be used, when the system has a clear measure which
indicates the need of change (e.g.an error signal) and additionally can automat-
ically determine the direction of the change. Two possible hypotheses for future
work are:
• To attach a set of IMUs before and after the knee joint. They could be
used to derive the efect of damping on the impact force. If the joint is
blocked, the brace will transfer the ground reaction forces directly to the
pelvis, which could indicate a later onset of the damping to prevent shocks
to reach the spine.
• EMG-activity could be monitored and compared to the control output of
the device. Possible actions could be preventing user and orthosis from
working against each other or altering the support according to the pa-
tient’s needs. In this context, Massimo Sartori suggested to use a muscu-
loskeletal model [86] to provide the controller with an estimation of the
torque the EMG-activity should provide. That could be compared to the
actually generated torque, the torque the device’s damping provides and
the current need based on the gait phase.
Parametrisation
Crucial for directed optimisation is an appropriate parametrisation of the con-
trol output, which allows to perform the intended change. This parametrisation,
as well as the measure to optimise have to be derived experimentally in future
studies.
Undirected Adaptation
Undirected adaptation can be understood as a random walk through the para-
meter space of the controller. The parameters deining the control output are
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changed randomly. And a later evaluation provides the system with feedback
weather a speciic measure improved or worsened.
In machine learning, these approaches are known as Reinforcement Learning.
In our case a supervisor, which could be the patient or an objective error func-
tion, attributes a reward to each change of parameters which deine controller
behaviour. The task of the reinforcement learning algorithm is to maximise the
expected reward. This reward tells the controller if a change induced a desired
or undesired behaviour.
Such an approach requires additional safety measures. An example would be
to provide ranges in the gait phase, where the damping only should be changed
very slowly, e.g., to prevent an unblocked knee in the stance phase. Another
possibility would be to always force the application of a minimal damping level
in the stance phase, which only allows a very slow bending of the knee, to give
the user time to react.
12.1.4. Self-Learning Controller
A self-learning controller needs to support two phases. First the initial boot-
strapping, which allows the patient to start walking, as covered in section 8.5.1.
Followed by a continual process of adaptation to individual gait (section 12.1.1)
and the setup of gait modules for all gaits encountered (section 12.1.2).
12.1.5. Online Gait Analysis
In this context, online gait analysis means the transfer of a measure, which mon-
itors the patient’s condition or indicates the need for controller adaptation, to the
sensory equipment of the orthosis, possibly the extension of the sensory equip-
ment, at best to sensors irmly attached to the orthosis. Thus, providing the con-
troller with desired error-signals to facilitate learning. While sensors attached to
other parts of the body are possible, like the contralateral leg or foot, the trunk,
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or camera systems in glasses, the comfort is reduced if the procedure of donning
the device is becoming more complex.
A possible approach, which promises easier setup and needs less reference data,
leverages the knowledge about unwanted side-efects and long-term defects of
prosthesis use (compare section 3.3.2). This can include the analysis of gait
laboratory data, as discussed in chapter 10.
Additionally to the examples mentioned above, candidates which indicate gait
asymmetry and can be determined with sensors attached to the device are
• Average hip tilt angle
• Stance phase proportion
• Angular range at the ipsilateral knee [35, 36]
These are promising candidates for error functions for undirected optimisation.
It is important to note, that such measures allow no inferences about subjective
gait comfort or clinical gait quality assessments, but allow to estimate a reduction
in possibly damaging gait asymmetry and therefore a possibility to improve gait
support. Patient experiments have to verify these hypothesis.
Hip Tilt Angle
The hip tilt angle has been introduced as part of the motion capture (MoCap)
experiments in chapter 10. It can be measured with an IMU based angle sensor.
For example attached to the patient’s belt. The results with a healthy walker
did not indicate signiicant changes when changing the operational mode of the
orthosis, nonetheless, the outcome can be diferent for patients.
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Figure 12.1.: When one leg is favoured to avoid load on the other leg, the
resulting limping motion can be derived by the proportion of the stance phase
in comparison to the stride.
Stance Phase Proportion
For regular walking, the relation from stance-phase to swing-phase is around
60 : 40 (compare chapter 2), with the double stance-phases covering about 24%.
These relations cover symmetric gait. From the ratio of ipsilateral stance-phase
to swing-phase-length we can estimate gait asymmetry. This immediately gives
a measure for the amount of hobbling (compare Figure 12.1).
12.1.6. Conflicting Adaptation by User and
Device—Timescales of Adaptation
The reasons for adaptation given as examples in this section cover a wide range
of timescales. Studies indicate, that the process of the user adapting to the sup-
portive device will happen on the timescale of months [35, 36]. Other patient
centred efects, for example the patient’s conditions, change on timescales of
days to months, depending on the medical indication. Some can change in hours,
like muscle fatigue for patients with muscle disease.
All these efects, together with their timescales, have to be considered when
diferent mechanisms of adaptation are active at the same time. The outcome
can be unpredictable if a mechanism intended to capture changes in the patient’s
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gait over months is interfering with a daily pattern of increasing muscle fatigue.
Therefore, further research has to cover how the mechanisms interact with each
other and the patient.
12.1.7. Summary—Adaptation
The questions when to learn, when to stop learning, what not to learn (e.g., what
to optimise) and on which timescales provide an interesting ield for future stud-
ies. Especially the diferent timescales of learning and their interaction will need
thorough investigation to prevent the user and the device from progressing into
a negative feedback loop.
As devices on the market do not provide means to change their behaviour at
runtime, online adaptation is mostly relevant for academic research. Nonethe-
less, the patient could beneit from such mechanisms: If the device is able to
optimise gait support, consequential damages can be reduced. The introduction
of patient surveillance can help the patient by indicating the need to visit an or-
thopaedist to check the device or the patient’s condition. These measures can
increase the independence of the patient as well as help to improve the patient’s
condition. Given online optimisation which is guided by measures for gait qual-
ity, the device could be used for training purposes, slowly changing the device’s
support in a way that allows the patient to gradually improve their gait.
12.2. Next Steps
Patient and further gait lab experiments play a crucial role in future develop-
ment. Patient tests are needed to evaluate all controller components to get an
impression of (i) how the controller performs to support the patient in general
and in comparison to other controllers and (ii) in which way adaptation can be
employed to actually improve the patient’s situation.
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Therefore, we propose a set of patient studies which investigate the device-user-
interaction, providing measures to quantify the impact on the patient’s gait. These
measures have to compared against orthopaedic measures of improved gait and
the patient’s subjective sense of comfort. Only if we can bring these two aspects
together, the patient can enjoy the device and improved living quality.
Based on these measures, we can investigate the usefulness of the proposed ap-
proach with regard to
1. Damping adjustment: does the approach provide a reliable and intuitive
way for the individual patient to optimise walking? How can we optimise
this process to provide measurably better gait?
2. Gait switching: Does it provide a seamless and reliable working experi-
ence when walking in diferent environments?
3. Does the device and its tuning (including individual gait patterns, damping
output, and gait switching) provide a signiicant change of the patients’
gaits towards healthy or more symmetric gait?
With these aspects of the device-user-interaction understood, we can proceed to
implement an adaptive and self-learning controller. The important questions are
then
• If the systems is able to learn the gait cycle of a patient. For example,
weather or not a generic timing unit can be used so the device can gradually
adapt to the patients individual gait (section 12.1.1).
• Do the patient’s adaptation to the device and vice versa interfere?
• Are there gait measures which align with the patients subjective sense of
comfort?
• Given a measure which indicates need for controller optimisation, can we
derive a parametrisation which allows directed adaptation?
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In summary, can we achieve comfortable gait support which will reduce con-
sequential damages.
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